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Abstract

This research investigates the denial of service problem, in the context of services

provided over a network, and contributes to improved techniques for modelling,

detecting, and preventing denial of service attacks against these services.

While the majority of currently employed denial of service attacks aim to pre-

emptively consume the network bandwidth of victims, a significant amount of re-

search effort is already being directed at this problem. This research is instead

concerned with addressing the inevitable migration of denial of service attacks up

the protocol stack to the application layer. Of particular interest is the denial of

service resistance of key establishment protocols (security protocols that enable an

initiator and responder to mutually authenticate and establish cryptographic keys

for establishing a secure communications channel), which owing to the computation-

ally intensive activities they perform, are particularly vulnerable to attack.

Given the preponderance of wireless networking technologies this research has

also investigated denial of service and its detection in IEEE 802.11 standards based

networks.

Specific outcomes of this research include:

• investigation of the modelling and application of techniques to improve the

denial of service resistance of key establishment protocols;

• a proposal for enhancements to an existing modelling framework to accommo-

date coordinated attackers;

• design of a new denial of service resistant key establishment protocol for se-

curing signalling messages in next generation, mobile IPv6 networks;

• a comprehensive survey of denial of service attacks in IEEE 802.11 wireless

networks;
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• discovery of a significant denial of service vulnerability in the clear channel

assessment procedure implemented by the medium access control layer of IEEE

802.11 compliant devices; and

• design of a novel, specification-based intrusion detection system for detecting

denial of service attacks in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The proliferation of computer and communications technologies has profoundly al-

tered the manner in which people process information and communicate. Con-

temporary society is increasingly dependent on information and communications

technology (ICT) for the provision of a range of services. These services have ex-

panded, over recent years, to include: the control and monitoring of transport, water,

and power systems; financial systems, health systems, and a number of other gov-

ernment services. Such reliance on ICT systems has created a critical information

infrastructure, which if disrupted would have significant impacts on many aspects

of society.

Denial of service attacks pose a significant threat to the availability and reliable

operation of communications networks in general and of critical information in-

frastructures in particular. The UK National Infrastructure Security Coordination

Centre (NISCC) warned in 2005 [139] that denial of service attacks could impact the

critical national infrastructure and the World Economic Forum (WEF) has assessed

that attacks leading to the breakdown of the critical information infrastructure are

likely [133,134].

This chapter begins by providing details on the research motivation (Section 1.1)

and identifying the aim of the research in Section 1.2. Research outcomes are sum-

marised in Section 1.3 and the structure of the thesis is presented in Section 1.4.

1
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1.1 Motivation

The growing reliance on information and the systems used to store process and

transmit information requires that this information and these systems be secured.

Information security, refers to the process of employing technical and administrative

measures to [97, p40]:

“[protect] information and information systems from unauthorized ac-

cess, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction in order to

provide confidentiality, integrity, and availability.”

Availability, in turn, refers to the system property

“[...] of being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized entity.” [82, p4]

Ensuring that authorized entities are able to access resource on demand, presup-

poses a mechanism for identifying entities and an access control framework that can

indicate whether access to a resource is indeed authorized for the entity making the

request.

1.1.1 The Role of Authentication and Key Establishment

Protocols

Establishing the identity of a peer, by the acquisition of corroborative evidence,

and gaining assurance that the peer was active at the time when the evidence was

created or acquired is referred to as entity authentication [121, Definition 1.45].

Authentication protocols combine cryptographic primitives in a manner that

allows one party (the verifier) to assess the veracity of an identity of a peer (the

claimant). Once the identity of a peer has been ascertained, key establishment

protocols allow two or more parties to establish a shared secret that can be used to

construct a secure communications channel.

An authenticated and secured communications channel can be a useful tool for

mitigating denial of service attacks and a number of proposed denial of service solu-

tions require such channels. Key establishment protocols, however, are particularly

vulnerable to resource exhaustion based denial of service attacks. The prevention

and modelling of denial of service resistance in key establishment protocols is a

major theme of this research.
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1.1.2 The Need for Prevention, Detection and Response

A comprehensive approach to security typically entails aspects of prevention, detec-

tion and response. Effective management of the denial of service threat will require

the implementation of techniques to prevent denial of service attacks from occur-

ring, and where these techniques are insufficient, or can be bypassed, detection and

response will be necessary.

The detection of denial of service attacks in wireless networks is another major

theme of this research.

1.2 Aim of the Research

The aim of this research is to contribute techniques to improve the denial of service

resistance in the protocols and technologies used in critical information infrastruc-

tures. In improving the techniques that prevent and detect denial of service attacks,

it is hoped that the systems used in critical information infrastructures can justifi-

ably be relied upon. That is, that those systems can be considered dependable [107].

In support of this overarching aim this research seeks to:

1. identify the techniques that can be adopted by key establishment protocols to

improve their resistance to denial of service attacks;

2. evaluate techniques for the objective analysis of denial of service resistance in

key establishment protocols; and

3. develop improved techniques for detecting denial of service attacks.

1.3 Outcomes

This research has resulted in a number of significant outcomes spanning the di-

mensions of denial of service modelling, prevention and detection. Specifically this

research has resulted in the following:

1. an investigation of the modelling and application of techniques to improve the

denial of service resistance of key establishment protocols;

2. a proposal for enhancements to existing modelling frameworks to accommodate

coordinated attackers;
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3. the design of a new denial of service resistant key establishment protocol for

securing signalling messages in next generation, mobile IPv6 networks;

4. a comprehensive survey and analysis of denial of service attacks in IEEE 802.11

wireless networks;

5. the discovery of a significant denial of service vulnerability in the clear channel

assessment procedure implemented by the medium access control layer of IEEE

802.11 compliant devices; and

6. the design of a novel, specification-based intrusion detection system for detect-

ing denial of service attacks in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

This dissertation comprises six major chapters that address the prevention, mod-

elling and detection of denial of service attacks in key establishment protocols and

mobile and wireless networks.

Chapter 2 provides background material relevant to the remainder of the thesis.

This background includes a discussion of the evolution of the current Internet (the

largest information infrastructure in existence) from the research networks devel-

oped by the US Government in the late 1960s and the current predisposition to

vulnerability of the current Internet. Definitions and classifications of denial of ser-

vice attacks and approaches to mitigating network-based denial of service are also

presented.

The problem of denial of service in key establishment protocols is explored in

Chapter 3. A general introduction to key establishment protocols is provided in this

chapter and the specific strategies and techniques used to protect protocols from de-

nial of service attack are identified. The application of these techniques to a number

of existing protocols is then critically analysed. This analysis reveals that the tech-

niques available for improving denial of service resistance are not optimally applied

in all cases. Recommendations on the optimal application of available techniques are

made. The research findings contained in this chapter have been published in [170].

The absence of clear methods for objectively evaluating the resistance of key

establishment protocols to denial of service attacks motivates the exploration of a

cost-based modelling framework in Chapter 4. A cost-based modelling framework,

proposed by Meadows [119,120], is employed to assess the denial of service of Just

Fast Keying (JFK), a key establishment protocol designed with denial of service
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resistance as a goal. This analysis reveals two previously undiscovered attacks.

The first is identified by the direct application of the modelling framework. The

second requires the framework to be enhanced to incorporate cost allocations for

coordinated attackers. These research findings were presented in [169].

The increasing use of wireless communications technologies motivates the analy-

sis of protocols used to secure signalling messages in mobile IP (MIP) in Chapter 5.

The protocols reviewed are found to be unable to fully address the broad range of

denial of service attacks that mobility potentiates. The protocol requirements for

addressing denial of service vulnerabilities in mobility signalling protocols are iden-

tified and a new protocol that more fully addresses the requirements is designed and

analysed. Preliminary results associated with this chapter were published in [62].

Chapter 6 investigates denial of service attacks in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks.

A significant denial of service vulnerability resulting from the medium access con-

trol protocols employed is identified and resulted in both the Australian and US

Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) issuing advisories (included in Ap-

pendix A). An analysis and the details of this vulnerability were published in [195].

A comprehensive survey and analysis of denial of service attacks targeting infras-

tructure mode IEEE 802.11 wireless networks is also documented, for the first time,

in this chapter.

Given the intractability of preventing all denial of service attacks in wireless

networks, Chapter 7 contributes to the field of wireless intrusion detection with the

design of a specification-based intrusion detection system that is capable of detecting

a broad range of denial of service attacks against IEEE 802.11 wireless networks.

As the design incorporates a specification-based approach, it is capable of detecting

both known and new attacks. By incorporating security policy requirements in the

specification used by the detection system, the design allows for the simultaneous

monitoring for security policy violations in wireless networks. The research results

associated with this chapter have been published in [57].

Conclusions and directions for future research are presented in the final chapter

(Chapter 8).
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Chapter 2

Background

Contemporary society has grown increasingly reliant on information and the sys-

tems used to store, process, and communicate that information. Very few aspects of

modern day life would continue to operate smoothly in the absence of functioning

information and communications systems. This increasing societal dependence on

information and communications technologies in general and communications net-

works in particular is most obvious when these systems and networks are disturbed.

For some time, the security community did not acknowledge that denial of service

was an explicit security concern, instead it was believed to result from a failure to

adequately address integrity concerns [60]. The frequency and ferocity of malicious

worm activity over computer networks and the associated strain on the support-

ing communications infrastructure, however, leaves no doubt that denial of service

must be addressed. Such malicious activity is widespread and has led to disruption

of train operations,1 affected safety monitoring systems at a nuclear power plant,2

and disrupted bank ATMs.3 Each of these incidents made headline news around the

world.

In this chapter, the denial of service problem is defined and the manifold reasons

for the vulnerability of the current Internet to denial of service attacks are explored.

Denial of service has many definitions and dimensions, a number of which are

expanded on during this dissertation. We will start, however, with one of the most

direct definitions of denial of service, which comes from the International Telecom-

1http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/23.35.html#subj10.1
2http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/22.88.html#subj5
3http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/22.52.html#subj7.1

7
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munications Union’s (ITU-T) recommendation X.800 [82].

denial of service: “The prevention of authorized access to resources or the delay-

ing of time-critical operations.”

The Committee on National Security Systems (CNSS) information assurance

glossary definition [186] is more general and identifies denial of service as: “Any

action or series of actions that prevents any part of an [information system] from

functioning.”

Denial or degradation of service may result from malicious or benign actions.

These actions may originate locally or remotely from the service, or user, experi-

encing denial or degradation of service. The communications bandwidth, memory

buffers, computational resources, or the network protocol or application processing

logic of the victim, or any systems on which the victim depends for delivering ser-

vice (the domain name system or credit card payment service for example), may

be targeted. In this work we are particularly interested in malicious network-based

denial of service.

Network denial of service presents significant challenges to the continued use

of the Internet for critical communications. Unlike confidentiality and integrity

which are both supported by a wide range of formal tools, models and techniques,

approaches for addressing availability requirements (in the presence of a malicious

and intelligent adversary) are still embryonic.

To better understand the vulnerability of the current Internet to denial of service

attacks, this chapter explores the development of the predecessor to the Internet,

the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET), and its evolution

into a network of networks that would eventually become the Internet. Section 2.2

then discusses in some detail denial of service attacks, targets and techniques. This

discussion includes a summary of current approaches for preventing, detectiong and

responding to denial of service attacks. Section 2.5 summarises the chapter.

2.1 ARPANET: The Genesis of the Internet

The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) was founded in 1958 as a single

point of focus for advanced research effort in the United States. Recognising that the

computing resources supported by ARPA could be more effectively utilised if they

were connected by a communications network that supported a common terminal

interface, ARPA conceived of the ARPA network (ARPANET).
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Concurrently with the ARPA realisations, three researchers, Baran from RAND

Corporation [19], Kleinrock from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [98],

and Davies from the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) [40] in the United King-

dom, were investigating and developing the concept of packet switching and its use

in communications networks.

Following the development of an ARPANET design (which was based on packet

switching) and the awarding of the contract to build the network to Bolt, Beranek

and Newman (BBN) in 1969, the ARPANET was constructed and consisted of four

nodes by 1970 (see Figure 2.1). The success of the network lead to substantial

growth and the transcontinental expansion of the ARPANET and incorporation of

satellite communications, as can be seen in the 1977 ARPANET map as shown in

Figure 2.1.

(a) Four ARPANET Nodes circa 1970 (b) ARPANET July 1977

Figure 2.1: ARPANET Growth (Images courtesy Computer History Museum
http://www.computerhistory.org)
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2.1.1 Guiding Network Design Principles

The design of the ARPANET provides useful insights into the creation of a net-

work that needed to be highly reliable in a potentially hostile environment. The

ARPANET connected hosts at university sites, via a subnetwork of interface mes-

sage processors (IMPs) (see Figure 2.3). The manager at BBN for the ARPANET

project was keen to keep the curious post-graduate students at the hosting univer-

sity sites from fiddling with the communications subnetwork components. He was

also interested in having the subnetwork exhibit reliable operation, even if the asso-

ciated host systems were unavailable (in 1969 these host systems required frequent

downtime, on the order of hours per week).

The ARPANET subnetwork guiding design principles were articulated by Heart

et al. [72]:

1. The subnet should function as a reliable communications system ca-

pable of transmitting bits error free to obviate any need for error

recovery functionality on the host systems;

2. the network should have low latency to allow convenient interactive

remote sessions;

3. the subnet should operate completely autonomously from the inter-

connected Host system. That is, the IMPs must continue to operate

regardless of whether the host is functioning or not. The

“host computer must not in any way be able to change the logical

characteristics of the subnet; this restriction avoids the mischievous

or inadvertent modification of the communications system by an in-

dividual Host user” [72, p553].

4. Host-to-Host communications protocols should be addressed as a sep-

arate design problem.

The overall ARPA network design decisions are documented by McQuillan and

Walden [118] and in keeping with the guiding principles detailed in these two docu-

ments a significant technical design decision was made to separate the hosts of the

network from the subnetworking components. Instead of implementing the network

protocol stack in the end-hosts themselves, which would require each system to be

capable of flow control, error detection and correction, and retransmissions, this

functionality was embedded within the IMP.
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Such a design required the specification of three protocols: (1) the HOST-IMP

interface; (2) the IMP-IMP interface; and (3) the HOST-HOST interface (the net-

work control protocol was used for host-to-host communications). The adoption of

a subnetwork specific device meant that each host system only had to be able to

communicate with and understand the IMP specification, not the specifications of

every other host system connected to the network. An IMP is shown in Figure 2.24

and a conceptual diagram showing the IMP subnetwork is depicted in Figure 2.3.

The placing of subnetworking functionality within a separate system had two

other side-effects. Firstly, host systems could only interact with the subnet via

the interface exposed by the IMPs and secondly, anyone requiring a connection

to the network must purchase and organise the installation of (or obtain access

to) an IMP. In a BBN cost estimate, the purchase cost for an IMP was on the

order of $USD80,000 (this was for the hardware alone and did not include the

communications costs) [71].

Flow Control

The requirement to implement flow-control in the IMPs to protect the subnetwork

from misconfigured, misbehaving, or faulty end hosts is documented numerous times.

The potential threat that hosts could pose the network is explicitly acknowledged

by Kahn and Crowther [88, page 4]:

“... a portion of the flow control mechanism must reside in the IMPs so that

a malfunction in one Host does not adversely affect the service obtained by

other hosts using the net.”

Flow control in the ARPANET was based on a receiver controlled stop-and-

wait sliding window protocol (depicted in Figure 2.4). The ready for next message

(RFNM) [25] was used to enforce flow control on the hosts. Until a host’s IMP had

received the RFNM from the destination, any message sent from the Host to that

destination would be dropped by the IMP. Using such a receiver mediated flow con-

trol mechanism protected the network from congestion induced by a malfunctioning,

or malicious, host injecting spurious messages into the subnetwork.

4This is a Public Domain image (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:
Leonard-Kleinrock-and-IMP1.png)
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Figure 2.2: Kleinrock with an Interface Message Processor (IMP)

Tamper Resistant and Robust Hardware Platform

The hardware platform used for the implementation of the IMPs was a customised

and ruggedized Honeywell DDP-516. This battle hardened system alleviated con-

cerns that curious post-graduate students would be able to tinker with the system

and interfere with the reliability of the network. In addition to protecting the subnet-

work from the curious, the ruggedized enclosure of the Honeywell DDP-516 provided

some resistance to electromagnetic interference which was hoped would improve the

stability and reliability of the IMPs.

2.1.2 From Subnetwork to Internetwork

In addition to funding ARPANET, ARPA was also investing in projects developing

satellite and terrestrial packet radio networks. It was natural that ARPA would

seek to interconnect these networks with the ARPANET, but packet radio networks
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IMP

Figure 2.3: Interface Message Processor (IMP) Subnetwork

Host Host

IMP IMP IMPMessage

Packet Packet

Message

ACK 2ACK 1

Ready For 
Next Message

Ready For
Next Message

ACK 3 ACK 4Ready For 
Next Message 

Figure 2.4: ARPANET: Receiver Mediated Flow Control

had significantly different characteristics to the long haul reliable links in use by

ARPANET. The Host-to-Host protocol in use on the ARPANET was unsuitable for

internetworking purposes as it was designed on the assumption that the underlying

bearer services provided reliable, in order delivery of datagrams, an assumption

violated in the packet radio and satellite environments. In 1973 a research project

to investigate an improved Host-to-Host protocol, that was not reliant on a reliable

bearer service and therefore capable of efficient operation across an internetwork

comprising a range of packet switching subnetworks, was instigated.
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Internetwork Design Goals

In designing an internetworking protocol a number of goals were established as

discussed by Clark [38]. In addition to the effective multiplexing of existing inter-

connected network resources these included:

1. “Internet communication must continue despite loss of networks or gateways.

2. The Internet must support multiple types of communications service.

3. The Internet architecture must support a variety of networks.

4. The Internet architecture must permit distributed management of its resources.

5. The Internet architecture must be cost effective.

6. The Internet architecture must permit host attachment with a low level of effort.

7. The resources used in the Internet architecture must be accountable.”

Internetworking Protocols

The outcome of these aforementioned efforts was the specification of the Internet

protocol (IP) for hop-by-hop datagram delivery and routing (the subnetworking

protocol) and transmission control protocol (TCP) [30]5 for end-to-end reliability

(the host protocol).

A key characteristic that distinguished the transmission control protocol (TCP)

from the ARPANET protocols was the migration of responsibility for error recovery

and flow control from the subnetwork components, to the end hosts themselves. In

order to ensure the penetration and availability of TCP the Defense ARPA (DARPA)

as it was now known, funded the development of UNIX TCP/IP protocol stacks at

Stanford University, BBN and University College London. This resulted in the

integration of TCP/IP with Berkley Systems Distribution (BSD) UNIX. Addition-

ally, the Defense Communications Agency (DCA) established a $20 million fund to

support the implementation of TCP/IP in commercial systems [3, page 143].

As detailed in RFC 801 [147] the migration from the ARPANET network con-

trol protocol (NCP), the ARPANET host-to-host protocol, to TCP/IP was to be

completed by January 1983. With this migration and the associated integration

of the internetworking protocols with the end-hosts, instead of dedicated and user

inaccessible systems (IMPs), the seeds of vulnerability for denial of service attacks

5The Cerf and Kahn paper [30] actually refers to TCP as the transmission control program,
rather than protocol.
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as we experience them today were sown. Specifically, the move to a TCP/IP based

internetwork resulted in:

• a blurring of the perimeter between the subnetwork and the end hosts;

• a new dependence of network functions and protocols (and compliance with

them) on user accessible and modifiable systems, that is the stability of the

network is dependent on the users of the network behaving correctly and not

acting out of self interest to maximise their use of the network at the expense

of other network users; and

• a loss of the receiver mediated and subnetwork enforceable flow control mecha-

nism.

The disadvantages of such changes in an environment of mutual cooperation and

technical proficiency would be difficult to anticipate.

TCP and the End-to-End Arguments

While the placement and division of functionality between network nodes and hosts

have long been debated (see [118, Section 5.2] for example), the so-called end-to-end

arguments as articulated by Saltzer et al. [157] describe a powerful design paradigm

that has had significant impact on the division of responsibilities, between end-hosts

and the network, in the current Internet. The argument suggests that functionality

should only be implemented at a given layer of the communications protocol stack,

if:

• such a function is required by all upper layers, and

• the function can be fully implemented.

These principles prevent upper layers and end-hosts from paying for function-

ality they will not use and the redundancy associated with partially implemented

functionality at lower layers which may be better handled by the upper layers or

end-hosts.

The end-to-end arguments and placement of minimal functionality within the

network has contributed significantly to innovation and development on the Internet.

Anyone with an idea can develop and implement it without permission from the

network, or upgrades to the infrastructure. This combination of limited intelligence

within the network, however, and the positioning of all the network intelligence in

user accessible and modifiable end-hosts, exposes the network and systems reliant

on the network to significant threats.
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2.1.3 A Predisposition to Vulnerability?

As has been discussed in the preceding subsections, the current Internet has evolved

from a network in which:

• technically competent users with a strong spirit of mutual cooperation and an

enlightened self interest in the correct and ongoing functioning of the network,

used dedicated hardware that clearly separated subnetwork and user level func-

tions to enforce receiver mediated flow control,

to one in which:

• the population of users is less technically competent and is no longer guided

by a sense of mutual cooperation and enlightened self interest, but more by

commercial imperatives, and

• the blurring of the clear separation between subnetwork and end-host responsi-

bilities resulting in a subnetwork interface that is now a user modifiable software

component within the end-host system.

In addition to these fundamental changes the network has become far more

complex and interconnected, now spanning most of the globe and involving not

only government and academic researchers, but also commercial, industrial and

personal applications. Figure 2.5 depicts a partial map (less than 30% of the Class C

networks reachable by the data collection application) of the Internet, as it appeared

in January 2005.6

In contrast to the ARPANET diagrams shown in Figure 2.1 it is clear that the

network is indeed far more expansive and interconnected. The Internet now includes

multiple jurisdictions and there is no single point of authority, or single set of legisla-

tive or regulatory constraints under which the network operates. The widespread

use of commodity operating systems that are notoriously insecure, combine with the

expansive reach of the network, to create a target rich environment in which a signif-

icant number of vulnerable or misconfigured systems are available for expropriation

by those with malicious intent.

The loss of receiver-mediated hardware-based flow control results in a network in

which malicious sources are able to inject traffic into the network at a rate limited

only by the bandwidth of their connection. Such a network provides no mechanism

6The image was sourced from http://bitcast-a.bitgravity.com/blyon/opte/maps/
static/1105841711.LGL.2D.1024x1024.png and is covered under a Creative Commons Attri-
bution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/.
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Figure 2.5: Partial Internet Map, January 2005

for the recipients of traffic to exert any control over the content or volume of traffic

directed to them.

The implementation of the internetwork protocols in user accessible software

protocol stacks exposes the network to a range of vulnerabilities related to not

only buggy protocol implementations (such as the flow control reassembly lockups

identified by Kahn and Crowther [88] in the early ARPANET protocols), but also

to malicious modifications aimed at gaining unfair network access or creating denial

or degradation of service.
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2.2 Network Denial of Service

Current internetworks are comprised of end-hosts (clients and servers) that are con-

nected via gateways [30]. These gateways may be application gateways, such as

proxies or firewalls, or they may be network gateways, commonly referred to as

routers.

In providing services to clients, servers offer to expend computational resources,

storage capacity (both volatile and non-volatile), and network bandwidth in order

to perform some function on behalf of their clients. Network infrastructure, in

turn, commits computational, storage resources and network bandwidth to route

and exchange packets over the network. A high level representation of the typical

communications network is presented in Figure 2.6.

The availability of a network accessible service depends upon many factors. As-

suming that the server system has power to operate, is correctly configured, and

has access to an Internet routable network address, access to the services provided

by this system depends on the availability of: sufficient processing capacity; storage

capacity; and bandwidth, not only at the server, but also at intermediate gateways,

and the client. Denial or degradation of service will occur when any of these pre-

requisite resources are exhausted. An adversary will typically aim to preemptively

consume one, or a combination, of these vital resources.
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Typically, attackers will target the server directly, or the gateways afferent to

the server in order that the largest number of clients will be impacted by the attack.

More targeted attacks, that may be mounted in support of broader malicious intent

may, however, target client systems, or the gateways close to them as the first stage

of a more sophisticated attack.

The work presented in this dissertation is predominantly focussed on attacks

attempting resource exhaustion, but acknowledges that denial or degradation of

service can be achieved by resource corruption and destruction attacks as well. Re-

source corruption attacks will typically violate the integrity of critical information

needed by a service (via ARP or DNS poisoning, and device misconfiguration, etc.)

and resource destruction attacks prevent access to necessary resources for a service

to function (for example, the physical theft of critical communications nodes, the

cutting of communications or power cables, or draining the power of batteries in

portable devices). Many of these attacks must be addressed via integrity, assurance,

and physical security procedures and processes. Even when these measures are in

place however, resource exhaustion attacks can be mounted to prevent access to a

resource and create a denial of service condition.

The highly interconnected and increasingly critical nature of systems attached

to the Internet presents adversaries with a rich source of targets to achieve their

aims. An attacker mounting a resource exhaustion style attack can deny service at

a victim system, or at a system on which the victim depends, either via brute force

(flooding) attacks or via semantic (non-flooding) attacks.

The following subsections discuss both brute force and semantic attacks. At-

tack targets are analysed and the current approaches to mitigating denial of service

attacks are summarised.

2.2.1 Brute Force Attacks

Brute force attacks aim to pre-emptively consume a critical resource of the victim

that will prevent the target from communicating with other network clients. They

are typically based on flooding the victim with spurious network packets, but may

also target electromagnetic radio spectrum thereby jamming communications.

Brute force attacks require the attacker to have access to sufficient resources

(network bandwidth for example) to overwhelm the victim, or the systems on which

it depends. This resource symmetry simplifies detection, making the attacker more

conspicuous to network monitors. The cost of entry, in terms of resources required, to
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mount such attacks is also high and the attacker must amass the required resources

before being able to mount an attack. Once the resources have been acquired,

however, attacks are simple to execute.

The resources available to an attacker or attackers (via vulnerable, misconfigured

or compromised systems) are likely, for the foreseeable future, to far outstrip the

resources available to any legitimate subnetwork or server system seeking to provide

services to the Internet community. The creativity and willingness of adversaries to

adapt their tactics should not be underestimated. As discussions in the following

subsections will demonstrate, attacks can be highly optimized [105] and the preva-

lence of vulnerable systems on the Internet suggests that significant resources may

be usurped by the malicious for use in attacks. Therefore, any consideration of

denial of service management or mitigation must assume a powerful adversary.

2.2.2 Semantic Attacks

Semantic attacks, or attacks that target the logic or resource allocation strategies

of the target, are more difficult to execute than brute force attacks as they require

detailed knowledge of the protocol, operating system, or application being targeted.

Typically the resources required by an attacker (in terms of storage, bandwidth, or

processing capability) are asymmetric, allowing a relatively weak adversary to deny

or degrade service at a much more powerful server. Stated differently, semantic

attacks allow the resources available to an adversary to be effectively utilised in dis-

rupting services, that is, a modestly resourced attacker may impact a large number

of systems.

Attacks may target the network, client, server, or router operating systems, or

specific client or server applications [131]. These different targets can be viewed as a

hierarchy in which attacks at one layer will impact all higher layers (see Figure 2.7).

A broad range of semantic attacks are documented in the academic literature

(many of which are reviewed in the following subsections) and tools are freely avail-

able that permit an unskilled adversary to mount these attacks against target sys-

tems.

Attacks Targeting Network Protocols

Recall that the current Internet implements limited enforcement functionality and

that network protocol implementations reside in user accessible software. The net-

work, therefore, relies on the nodes connected to the network to implement the
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network protocols faithfully and to act altruistically. As noted by Hardin [67], how-

ever, appeals to conscience and reason may not be enough to protect a commons

from ruination.

Current Internet protocols and their implementation present ample opportunity

for the maligned to act. Source address spoofing, for example, is trivially performed

and widely used in denial of service attack packets to impede attack detection and

response efforts. In transmission control protocol (TCP), reset (RST) messages can

be fabricated and cause the premature termination of a TCP session between two

hosts. While this feature of TCP has been long understood, it was only recently

that the feasibility of crafting RST packets with the correct values (source and

destination IP addresses, source and destination TCP port numbers, and sequence

number values) was fully understood [192].

The TCP congestion control algorithms can be abused in a number of ways by

malicious and protocol non-compliant peers. For example, as Savage et al. [158]

note, a greedy user can modify the TCP protocol implementation to optimistically

acknowledge (ACK) segments of data it has not yet received. This has the affect

of causing the sender of packets to increase the rate at which it injects traffic into

the network, allowing the receiver to gain a greater and unfair access to available

bandwidth. Sherwood et al. [165] further investigate the impact that optimistic

acknowledgements can have on the network, finding that the attack presents a se-

rious threat to network stability and may even be capable of causing Internet-wide
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congestion collapse. Such dramatic impacts can be achieved by an attacker with

only modest resources owing to potential amplification effects. Based on typical

operating systems and TCP parameters they conclude that an attacker with access

to a 56 kilobit per second modem can generate approximately 8.9 megabits per sec-

ond of traffic. Further, when this technique is directed at distributed targets, it is

unlikely to be easily detectable. Highly asymmetric and undetectable attacks must

be considered a significant threat to ongoing network stability.

Kuzmanovic and Knightly [105] consider an attacker who exploits the retrans-

mission time-out (RTO) characteristics of TCP flows and discover that a low rate

denial of service attack is able to dramatically reduce throughput for a given TCP

flow. Attackers using this technique can degrade TCP flows from remote locations,

only need to possess limited bandwidth themselves, and will not generate traffic that

will be detected by current monitoring systems.

Such attack optimisation strategies may be viewed as an effective technique for

converting what are essentially brute force attacks, into semantic attacks, highlight-

ing the need for active research into solutions for both attack classes.

Attacks Targeting Operating Systems

In addition to targeting vulnerabilities in network protocols, attackers may target

the data structures and algorithms used by host or router operating systems in the

processing of network datagrams to affect service availability.

In 1996, the CERT/CC of Carnegie Mellon University released an advisory de-

tailing a denial of service attack that targeted a widespread vulnerability in the

fragment reassembly code of a number of operating systems [31]. The attack crafted

an oversized, and fragmented, Internet control message protocol (ICMP) datagram

(referred to as a ping-of-death), that when reassembled on vulnerable systems would

cause a buffer overflow and consequently the system would crash, freeze, or reboot.

A high rate of TCP connection attempts can be used to exhaust available data

structures for storing pending TCP connections via TCP SYN flooding attacks [32]

and lead to system memory exhaustion or reboots.

The mishandling of IPv6 datagrams by routers has also been reported to result

in the device rebooting leading to a denial of service [37].
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Attacks Targeting Applications

Crosby and Wallach [39] describe how application input can be maliciously crafted

to exploit worst-case performance characteristics of algorithms implemented in ap-

plication subroutines. Examples are provided to demonstrate how the search or

sort algorithms in a number of applications, which are usually selected based on

average, not worst case performance parameters, can be manipulated to restrict

the availability of an application. This approach is expanded by Smith et al. [171],

who demonstrate that the technique can be successfully used to attack the pattern

matching algorithms of a network intrusion detection system. The intrusion detec-

tion system performance degrades to the point that it is possible to launch attacks

against the monitored network, yet evade detection.

Simpson [167] describes how, the flawed implementation of cookies (discussed

in more detail in Section 3.3.1), can be exploited to cause denial of service in the

Internet Key Exchange (IKE) application used to established network layer security

associations between hosts. The requirement to ensure that the security protocols

implemented by a host cannot be used against that host (or other hosts) is a strong

motivation for the work presented in this dissertation.

Attacks targeting name resolution, including address resolution protocol (ARP)

cache and domain name system (DNS) poisoning, corrupt information sources

needed by clients to establish a network connection with targeted systems.

Amplification and Reflector Attacks

Amplification attacks typically achieve denial of service by exploiting a semantic

vulnerability that results in a multiplication of the traffic (used in the semantic

attack) to facilitate a brute force attack against the target victim.

The top level domain DNS infrastructure was bombarded with high volumes of

traffic in early 2006, leading to a significant and sustained service degradation [162].7

Analysis of the attack, by the ICANN Security and Stability Committee (SSAC),

revealed that attackers were able to direct such large volumes of traffic to the target

system by spoofing the target’s IP address in a DNS request for a DNS response

record, known a priori to be large (i.e. amplifying the attack), and sending the

spoofed request to a large number of DNS servers configured as open, recursive

resolvers. The set of resolvers would then flood the target with the DNS response

7Traffic volumes were reported to be in excess of 7 Gigabits per second
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(effectively implementing a distributed denial of service attack against the target).

This technique is highly amplifying with the ICANN Security and Stability Advisory

Committee reporting an amplification factor estimate of 1:73. There is no apparent

shortage of DNS servers to commandeer for such an attack, with up to 75% of DNS

servers reported to support recursive queries.8

In addition to acting as a traffic amplifier, the amplifying host also acts as a

reflector, obfuscating and diffusing the perceived source of the attack traffic [142].

2.2.3 Attacker Characteristics

Malicious attacks may be used to achieve any number of goals, ranging from cyber-

vandalism to more targeted attacks in support of ideological, political, or economic

aims. Gartner research is reporting that financially motivated, targeted attacks

have been growing rapidly [146, Section 5.5] and this report is supported by an

increasing number of news reports of denial of service attacks being used as a method

of extorting funds from organisations.

The attacker may be close to, or remote from the target and may initiate the

attack from a single or multiple locations. Attack traffic may travel directly from

the attacker to the target or be relayed via intermediate hosts (for the purposes

of obfuscation or amplification). The attacker may also alter unprotected fields in

the network packets used in the attack to evade detection, or responsive measures.

The modification or spoofing of a network datagrams source address is a common

strategy employed by traditional attacks, for example.

Attack trends [33] indicate that threat agents are highly adaptable and creative,

creating the expectation that attacks will continue to increase in their sophistication,

efficiency, and effectiveness.

2.3 Network Denial of Service Mitigation

Mitigation of denial of service attacks will require the implementation and execution

of techniques for prevention, and where these techniques fail or are bypassed, to

facilitate detection and a responsive capability. Each approach will require differing

levels of support from end hosts, routers and other network infrastructure. Solutions

that support incremental deployment and do not require large scale modification of

core network protocols or devices are preferable and more likely to be adopted.

8http://dns.measurement-factory.com/surveys/sum1.html
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The remainder of this chapter reviews the approaches to denial of service pre-

vention, detection, and response and establishes the context of the contributions

described throughout the rest of the dissertation.

2.3.1 Denial of Service Prevention

Preventative techniques are the preferred approach but may be impractical against

all brute force flooding attacks. Any service provided will be constrained by finite

bandwidth, memory, or processing resources. As discussed in greater detail in Chap-

ter 3, in this work we consider preventative techniques that enforce a minimum cost

on obtaining access to a service, such that this cost makes any denial of service

attacks no better than brute force, flooding attacks. A side-effect of enforcing mini-

mum costs for accessing a service is that the cost, to an adversary, to interfere with

the provision of the service will be clearly defined.

As suggested earlier, it is likely that given the high level of vulnerability in Inter-

net connected hosts and with the absence of network enforceable, receiver mediated

flow-control, that sophisticated adversaries will have access to significant resources

for the foreseeable future. The application of preventative techniques, however, is

promising in the area of semantic attack prevention.

Figure 2.7 showed that attacks can be directed at any number of layers involved

in network communications. Similarly, preventative efforts can be directed at each

of the layers.

Improved Network and Host Configuration

A large number of denial of service attacks implement source address spoofing. This

spoofing is used to obfuscate the origin of an attack and hamper responsive measures,

or to implement amplification / reflection attacks. Network routers can be configured

to ensure that spoofed addresses are not permitted to transit between subnetworks,

a process known as ingress or egress filtering [52, 140]. Unfortunately, while this

type of filtering is easy to implement and would dramatically reduce the network’s

vulnerability to source address spoofing, it has not been widely implemented in the

Internet.

Network hosts should be configured to prevent exploitation of other common

vulnerabilities that would allow them to be used in redirection and amplification

attacks. Nodes should be configured to ignore ICMP directed broadcasts and DNS

resolvers should not perform recursive queries for external hosts, for example.
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Too great a reliance on the correct configuration of devices outside a system’s

security domain would be imprudent and additional protective measures must be

considered.

Implementation of Network Enforceable Capabilities

Anderson et al. [8] and Yang et al. [197] describe the use of capabilities (information

embedded in packets authorising the flow between a source and destination) in

the prevention of denial of service. Capabilities attempt to reinstate a receiver

mediated, network enforceable, flow control mechanism on the Internet. Such an

approach will require the integration of capability aware routers within the network

and represent a move away from end-to-end design principles. While the authors

describe an approach for incremental deployment, the requirement for changes to

network infrastructure may hinder the adoption of such a solution.

Implementation of Protective Overlay Networks

Overlay networks have also been proposed to protect server systems from unwanted

traffic [96, 104, 166, 175–177] by providing a mechanism for the server to, via dis-

tributed overlay nodes, exert some control over the volume and content of traffic

received. A common characteristic of these systems is that clients will typically be

unaware of the IP address of the server they are communicating with. Sometimes the

servers being protected will not have Internet reachable IP addresses. Instead of con-

tacting the server system directly, clients must connect via a number of distributed

pre-filtering nodes. The set of pre-filtering nodes that are interposed between client

and server communications represent the overlay. Using this approach, the nodes

of the overlay can screen out malicious traffic before it reaches the target server

system.

Overlay solutions acknowledge that wholesale modification of the core nodes and

protocols on the Internet is unlikely and present a realistic and workable approach

for providing receivers of network traffic greater control over the content and volume

of traffic directed to them.

The earliest proposed overlay systems, such as SOS [96], relied upon the secrecy

of the Internet routable address of the systems being protected. Additionally, the

compromise and subsequent byzantine behaviour of overlay nodes was not consid-

ered. More recent overlay proposals, however, are adopting models that protect

systems even in the event of overlay node compromise [166].
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Each of the proposed overlay solutions relies, to some extent at least, on au-

thenticating nodes in the overlay and clients accessing services. Improvements in

the denial of service resistance of these supporting authentication procedures will

contribute to ensuring that overlay-based approach to denial of service prevention

can most effectively be implemented. Denial of service resistance in authentication

and key establishment protocols is explored more thoroughly in Chapters 3 and 4.

Resource Allocation Models and a Denial of Service Protection Base

(DPB)

Gligor [59], Millen [123], and Leiwo [110] have all considered the denial of service

problem in the context of fair resource allocation to a group of users. A waiting time

policy is specified (using either finite, maximum, or probabilistic waiting times) by

the system, a set of agreements on resource access is reached by the users, and

system policies regarding fairness, resource allocation and contention resolution are

implemented. In such a system, a denial of service protection base (DPB) enforces

the policies of the system, in much the same way that a trusted computing base

(TCB) [187, Section 6.3] and reference monitor enforces policies related to access

control. As with a TCB, the DPB must be tamper proof, non-bypassable, and

guaranteed to provide access to authorised users [55, Chapter 10.2]. Millen, Yu

and Gligor [123, 198] acknowledge that user agreements must be implemented and

enforced by trusted code, in order to prevent malicious users subverting the system.

The challenges associated with implementing a distributed reference monitor have

long been acknowledged [56] and while current computing platforms that incorporate

a trusted platform module (TPM) [64] chip may offer an effective mechanism for

implementing trusted user agreements, successful efforts to do this have not yet

been reported in the academic literature. It is likely that when a solution to the

distributed reference monitor is developed, there will be a simultaneous solution to

the problem of implementing a DPB. Assuming the development of such solutions,

until all hosts on the network implement the new technology, Internet connected

services will remain exposed to clients that do not implement user agreements. So

this approach is likely to only see successful application in closed environments in

which implementation of the technology can be mandated.
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Improved Protocols

Communications and security protocols have been susceptible to denial of service

attacks [161, 167]. Improved techniques are required to assist protocol designers in

the development and deployment of protocols that are resistant to denial of service.

This dissertation will explore the construction of protocols with increased resistance

to denial of service attack. Specifically, Chapter 3 will explore denial of service

resistance in key establishment protocols; Chapter 4 will describe the application

of a modelling framework for assessing the susceptibility of protocols to attack;

and Chapter 5 describes the construction and analysis of denial of service resistant

protocols.

Improved Applications

As with protocols, the manner in which network applications allocate finite resources

to remote users may be optimised. Such optimisations could be used to ensure that

application resources are not easily exhausted by misconfigured or malicious clients,

thereby improving the applications resistance to denial of service.

Denial of Service Prevention Summary

A number of measures for preventing denial of service have been discussed in this

subsection. Of particular interest is the migration of attackers from brute force to

semantic modes of attack. It is likely that this trend will continue with attacks

targeting increasingly more sophisticated vulnerabilities in network protocols, oper-

ating systems, and applications. This trend for attacks to move up the stack from

the network protocols to applications motivates our interest in denial of service resis-

tance in key establishment protocols. Key establishment protocols warrant specific

attention as they are potentially highly asymmetric, with a significant imbalance in

resource expenditure between a legitimate responder and a malicious initiator in a

protocol. Additionally, many other approaches to dealing with denial of service at-

tacks can be applied more effectively if the sources of network traffic can be strongly

authenticated and a security association established.

In the event that attackers are able to bypass the preventative measures in place,

techniques for reacting to attacks are needed. It is noted that a mature capability for

detecting and responding to denial of service attacks will likely serve as a disincentive

to potential threat sources.
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2.3.2 Denial of Service Detection

The detection of denial of service activity is useful for two main reasons. Firstly,

quality detection techniques allow researchers to determine the prevalence of denial

of service activity, understand the magnitude of the threat presented by denial

of service attacks, and to establish the trends and patterns of attacks. Moore et

al. [128] utilise back-scatter analysis to infer the extent of denial of service activity,

using attacks that require spoofed source addresses, on an Internet-wide basis. Over

a three year period in excess of 68,000 attacks were observed. The authors conclude

that denial of service attacks are a common threat for anyone depending on the

Internet.

Secondly, and more specifically, the timely detection of denial of service activity

can facilitate the formulation of optimal responsive measures. Such measures can be

used to minimise the intensity or duration of an attack and to support attribution

and criminal prosecution.

Intrusion detection systems may monitor network traffic for high numbers of

connection attempts (floods) [46] or specific attack signatures in packets [156]. Hus-

sain [76] argues, however, that connection rate and packet header based analysis

techniques are insufficiently robust for denial of service detection, as attackers can

implement low rate attacks and easily change their attack tools to modify header

contents, thereby evading detection. To address these shortcomings, she proposes

the application of statistical signal processing techniques for attack stream analysis.

In addition to packet header contents, less malleable aspects of network traffic are

analysed to detect denial of service attacks. The techniques described include: tran-

sient ramp-up behaviour, spectral analysis, and wavelet-based techniques. These

techniques resist evasion and permit the discrimination between single and multi-

source attacks, the identification of repeated attacks, and the identification of low

volume attacks in aggregate traffic.

Ideally, detection efforts will successfully identify malicious activity while it is

only affecting a degradation of service, allowing responsive measures to be imple-

mented prior to a complete denial of service occurring.

Specific challenges related to denial of service in wireless local area networks

based on IEEE 802.11 standards are considered in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 a novel

specification-based intrusion detection system, capable of detecting attacks against

IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs is described and evaluated. The specification-based

approach to denial of service detection is one of the significant contributions of this
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thesis.

2.3.3 Denial of Service Response

Once an attack has been detected, responsive measures, effective against the specific

attack underway can be considered. Techniques for responding to attacks may

include:

• The provisioning of extra resources in an attempt to outpace the attacker and

the resources they have at their disposal. This is the approach used by content

distribution networks (CDN) or the dynamic assignment of extra resources to

deal with peak loads;

• alternatively, the cost of accessing a service can be increased via a pricing mech-

anism such as a puzzle auction [190] for example;

• the localisation of the attack source through traceback techniques [159]; and

• the blacklisting or dropping of traffic originating from the source address or

subnetwork from which the attack originates,

In responding to denial of service attacks, it is vital that the response does

not aggravate the problem or merely transfer it to another part of the network.

Recent proposals [188,189] advocate that when a flooding denial of service attack is

targeting a server, one potential response is for the server to instruct all legitimate

clients to increase the rate at which they send traffic to the server. The server then

randomly drops requests until the offered load is within the capacity of the server.

The underlying rationale is that malicious clients will already be transmitting at

close to their maximum capacity. Legitimate clients, however, will typically be using

only a portion of the upstream bandwidth available to them, so by increasing their

rate of requests (speaking up) they are able to drown out the malicious requests.

While adopting bandwidth as a form of currency with which to pay for service

is certainly novel, it presents some significant concerns. Most concerning is the

potential for such a mechanism to be abused and become a source of denial of service

attacks itself. Clients implementing these proposed mechanisms could potentially be

used as amplifiers and reflectors by attackers. To prevent this from occurring, there

must be mechanisms in place to strongly authenticate instructions for clients to

increase the rate at which they issue requests to a server–such mechanisms have not

been described by those proposing such techniques. Unlike computational payments

for service, via client puzzles for example, which impacts only the client solving the
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puzzle, schemes using bandwidth as a currency will impact all nodes on the path

between the client and the server. As the discussion of amplification and reflector

attacks in Section 2.2.2 demonstrated, all network nodes should take precautions to

ensure that they cannot be used as reflectors or amplifiers.

2.4 Related Denial of Service Taxonomies

The previous sections have described and analysed the origins of the current Inter-

net’s vulnerability to denial of service attack (Section 2.1); discussed classifications

of network denial of service attacks and attacker characteristics (Section 2.2); and

detailed current mitigation strategies (Section 2.3). The exposition of this informa-

tion in a narrative form was necessary as no single and fully acceptable taxonomy

defining denial of service has emerged as yet to allow a formally structured discussion

of denial of service. In this section of the dissertation, a number of denial of service

taxonomies are summarised. The taxonomies reported in the academic literature

have not been used as the basis for this chapter, however, as they fail to satisfy the

requirements of a successful taxonomy [115, p38]. Specifically, they:

• are incomplete;

• provide groupings that are not mutually exclusive;

• are unverifiable;

• are inconsistent; or

• ambiguous.

Campbell [27] uses a dance-hall metaphor to discuss how an attacker can succeed

in denying service at a victim (dance partner). Using this metaphor, an attacker

can prevent someone dancing with others by: (1) dancing with them; (2) flooding

the victim with noise so they do not hear requests to dance from others; (3) tripping

them over whenever they attempt to dance; and (4) intervening so as to prevent

dance requests arriving at the victim, including stopping the dance all together.

While the metaphor does provide a somewhat intuitive framework in which to con-

sider denial of service attacks, it suffers from being too simplistic and incomplete.

No consideration is given to distribution of attack sources, or to the specific aspect

of the victim being targeted.

Skoudis and Liston [168] classify denial of service attacks based on whether they

emanate locally or remotely from the victim; and whether they work by stopping a

service, or by exhausting a resource. While the local/remote stop/exhaust assessment
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does present a useful context for considering denial of service, the categorisation is

incomplete.

In the context of denial of service in voice over IP (VoIP) networks, Reid et

al. [152] classify denial of service attacks as either flooding (brute force) or non-

flooding (logical or semantic) attacks. The vulnerability of hosts to attacks is then

evaluated based on whether the host performs computationally expensive opera-

tions, or makes critical decisions, in response to authenticated or unauthenticated

requests and whether the host accepts and / or sends large message sizes. A host

that performs computationally expensive operations to unauthenticated requests is

potentially vulnerable to attack and a host that sends large responses on receipt of

unauthenticated request has the potential to become an amplifier, or redirector of

denial of service attack traffic. The classification scheme provided is useful in guiding

protocol design choices and ensuring that denial of service susceptible behaviours

are avoided.

Hussain [76] classifies denial of service attacks according to whether they ex-

ploit software flaws at, or flood, the victim; whether they emanate from a single or

multiple sources; and if from multiple sources, whether reflectors have been utilised.

Arguably, one of the more complete taxonomies related to denial of service was

presented by Mirkovic and Reiher [124].9 While the taxonomy deals specifically with

distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks and defence mechanisms, the taxonomy

includes all the elements necessary to consider both distributed and non-distributed

denial of service scenarios.

This taxonomy comprises two main parts, the first addressing denial of service

attack mechanisms (shown in Figure 2.8(a)), the second denial of service defence

mechanisms (shown in Figure 2.8(b)).

The taxonomy is well documented in the Mirkovic and Reiher paper [124]. Of

particular interest for this dissertation (indicated by the shaded boxes in the fig-

ure) are the: exploited weakness (EW); source address validity (SAV); victim type

(VT) classifiers from the attack taxonomy; and attack prevention, denial of service

prevention and detection components of the defence taxonomy.

The work presented throughout this dissertation can be classified according to

the Mirkovic and Reiher taxonomy. Specifically, in Chapter 3, this dissertation in-

vestigates the impact of semantic attacks that may attempt to violate source address

validity and target cryptographic key establishment protocols (applications). Chap-

9Mirkovic and Reiher, acknowledge that the taxonomy presented violates the exclusivity re-
quirement but argue that the taxonomy is useful in spite of this limitation.
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we di!erentiate between attacks that deploy random scan-
ning, hitlist scanning, signpost scanning, permutation scan-
ning and local subnet scanning, using material presented in
[72, 70]. Based on the vulnerability scanning strategy, we
di!erentiate between attacks that deploy horizontal scan-
ning, vertical scanning, coordinated scanning and stealthy
scanning, using material presented in [75, 69]. Attackers
usually combine the scanning and exploit phases and our
description of scanning techniques relates to this model.

DA-2 and DA-3:HSS-1: Random Scanning

During random scanning, each compromised host probes
random addresses in the IP address space3, using a di!er-
ent seed. Code Red (CRv2) performed random scanning
[53]. Random scanning potentially creates a high tra"c vol-
ume. Since many scanned addresses are likely to be in di!er-
ent networks, there is a high amount of internetwork tra"c.
Also, as infection reaches saturation point (a high percent-
age of vulnerable machines are infected), duplicate probes
to the same addresses escalate, as there is no synchroniza-
tion of scanning attempts from di!erent infected hosts. The
high tra"c volume can lead to attack detection.

DA-2 and DA-3:HSS-2: Hitlist Scanning

A machine performing hitlist scanning probes all addresses
from an externally supplied list. When it detects a vul-
nerable machine, it sends a portion of the initial hitlist to
the recipient and keeps the rest. Hitlist scanning allows for
great propagation speed and no collisions during the scan-
ning phase. If an attacker compiled a list of all vulnerable In-

3Some researchers have pointed out that this scanning is
only e!ective in densely populated IPv4 address space, and
would be less successful in a vast, sparsely populated IPv6
address space.

ternet machines (flash worm [70]) he could infect entire pop-
ulation within 30 seconds. The disadvantage to the attacker
is that the hitlist needs to be assembled in advance. The
information is collected through some inconspicuous means
such as using public information on machines running vul-
nerable software (e.g., found at netscan.org) or using slow
scans over several months or years. Another disadvantage
is that the portion of the hitlist needs to be transmitted to
machines that are being infected. If the list is too large, this
tra"c might be of high volume and lead to attack detection;
if it is too small, it will generate a small agent population.

DA-2 and DA-3:HSS-3: Signpost Scanning

Signpost scanning (also called topological scanning in [72,
70]) takes advantage of habitual communication patterns of
the compromised host to select new targets. E-mail worms
use signpost scanning, exploiting the information from ad-
dress books of compromised machines for their spread. A
Web-server-based worm could spread by infecting each vul-
nerable Web browser of clients that click on the server’s Web
page, and then further infecting servers of subsequent Web
pages visited by these clients (this worm is called contagion
worm in [70]). Signpost scanning does not generate a high
tra"c load and thus reduces chances of attack detection.
The drawback is that the spreading speed depends on agent
machines and their user behavior, i.e. it is not controllable
by the attacker. The recruitment thus may be slower and
less complete than with other scanning techniques.

DA-2 and DA-3:HSS-4: Permutation Scanning

During permutation scanning, all compromised machines
share a common pseudo-random permutation of the IP ad-
dress space; each IP address is mapped to an index in this
permutation. Permutation scanning is preceded by small
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AL-2: Reactive

Reactive mechanisms strive to alleviate the impact of an at-
tack on the victim. To attain this goal they need to detect
the attack and respond to it. The goal is to detect every at-
tempted DDoS attack as early as possible and to have a low
degree of false positives. Steps then can be taken to charac-
terize the attack packets and provide this characterization
to the response mechanism.

AL-2:ADS: Attack Detection Strategy

We classify reactive mechanisms based on the attack detec-
tion strategy into mechanisms that deploy pattern detection,
anomaly detection, and third-party detection.

AL-2:ADS-1: Pattern Detection

Mechanisms that deploy pattern detection store the signa-
tures of known attacks in a database and monitor each com-
munication for the presence of these patterns. The obvi-
ous drawback is that only known attacks can be detected,
whereas new attacks or even slight variations of old attacks
go unnoticed. On the other hand, known attacks are easily
and reliably detected, and no false positives are encountered.
Snort [67] provides one example of a DDoS defense system
that uses pattern attack detection. A similar approach has
been helpful in controlling computer viruses. Like in virus
detection programs, signature databases must be regularly
updated to account for new attacks.

AL-2:ADS-2: Anomaly Detection

Mechanisms that deploy anomaly detection have a model
of normal system behavior, such as normal tra!c dynamics
or expected system performance. The current state of the
system is periodically compared with the models to detect
anomalies. Approaches presented in [74, 46, 38, 32, 23, 48,
4, 8, 9, 52, 51, 7] provide examples of anomaly detection ap-
proaches. The advantage of anomaly detection over pattern
detection is that previously unknown attacks can be discov-
ered. The caveat is that anomaly detectors must trade o"
their ability to detect all attacks against their tendency to
misidentify normal behavior as an attack.

AL-2:ADS-2:NBS: Normal Behavior Specification

Based on the specification of a normal behavior, we divide
anomaly detection mechanisms into standard and trained
mechanisms.

AL-2:ADS-2:NBS-1: Standard

Mechanisms that use standard specifications of normal be-
havior rely on some protocol standard or a set of rules. For
example, the TCP protocol specification describes a three-
way handshake that has to be performed for TCP connec-
tion setup. An attack detection mechanism can make use of
this specification to detect half-open TCP connections and
delete them from the queue. The advantage of a standard-
based specification is that it generates no false positives;
all legitimate tra!c must comply to the specified behavior.
The disadvantage is that attackers can still perform sophis-
ticated attacks which, on the surface, seem compliant to the
standard and thus pass undetected.

AL-2:ADS-2:NBS-2: Trained

Mechanisms that use trained specifications of normal behav-
ior monitor network tra!c and system behavior and gener-
ate threshold values for di"erent parameters. All communi-
cations exceeding one or more (depending on the approach)
of these values are regarded as anomalous. Trained mod-
els catch a broad range of attacks, but have two disadvan-
tages. (1) Threshold setting. Anomalies are detected when
the current system state di"ers from the model by a certain
threshold. The setting of a low threshold leads to many
false positives, while a high threshold reduces the sensitiv-
ity of the detection mechanism. (2) Model update. Systems
and communication patterns evolve with time, and models
need to be updated to reflect this change. Trained specifica-
tion systems usually perform automatic model update using
statistics gathered at a time when no attack was detected.
This approach makes the detection mechanism vulnerable
to slowly increasing rate attacks that can, over a long pe-
riod of time, mistrain models and delay or even avoid attack
detection.

AL-2:ADS-3: Third-Party Detection

Mechanisms that deploy third-party detection do not han-
dle the detection process themselves, but rely on an external

(b) Defence Taxonomy

Figure 2.8: Mirkovic and Reiher Taxonomy (Adapted from [124])
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ters 4 and 5 investigate techniques for denial of service prevention via protocol secu-

rity and resource accounting techniques. Chapter 6 describes a specification-based

wireless intrusion detection system capable of detecting denial of service attacks

based on a standard, normal behaviour specification.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

The increasing reliance of society on information and communications technologies

in general, and on the global Internet specifically, makes denial of service attacks a

significant threat.

This chapter has described the evolution of the ARPANET, a network designed

to ensure that the malfunction or misbehaviour of one host is unable to affect the

utility of the network to other hosts, to the current Internet. It was argued that the

current Internet is predisposed to vulnerability owing to two main factors. Firstly,

the migration of flow control functions from trusted hardware components (IMPs)

to software in user accessible operating systems means that hosts on the Internet

are unable to control the content or volume of traffic that can be directed to them.

Secondly, the implementation of internetwork protocols in user accessible software

means that this software can be easily manipulated to advantage the owner of one

system at the expense of others.

Next, the network denial of service problem was described and the notion of

resource exhaustion via brute force (or flooding) and semantic (or logical) attacks

was discussed. Denial of service attacks targeting network protocols, operating

systems, and applications were identified. Additionally, the use of other hosts on the

network for the purposes of amplification or obfuscation by attackers was discussed.

Resource exhaustion based denial of service attacks are summarised in Table 2.1.

A range of network denial of service mitigation strategies were discussed and are

summarised in Table 2.2.

Existing taxonomies for classifying denial of service attacks were identified and

reviewed. While none of the taxonomies identified can be viewed as complete, the

taxonomy of Mirkovic and Reiher was identified as the most comprehensive and the

contributions of this thesis were contextualised within this taxonomy.

Asymmetric attacks are a significant concern because of the difficulty in detecting

and responding to them. Asymmetric attacks using amplification and redirection

techniques to obfuscate their origin present the greatest threat and are among the
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Table 2.1: Resource Exhaustion Denial of Service Summary
Attack
Types

Target
Resource

Target
Layer

Attack Path
Attack Source
Characteristics

Brute Force Processing Physical Direct Local to target

Semantic Memory
Network
Protocol

Reflected Remote from target

Bandwidth
Operating
System

Reflected
(Amplifying)

Single source

Application
Distributed
source(s)

Table 2.2: Denial of Service Mitigation Strategies
Prevention Detection Response

Improved host and net-
work configurations

Backscatter analysis Over-provisioning

Capabilities Connection rate analysis
Increased costs for ac-
cessing services

Protective overlay net-
works

Network packet header
analysis

Attack source identifica-
tion by traceback

Resource allocation mod-
els and Denial of Service
Protection Base

Signal processing tech-
niques

Network reconfiguration
(block offending sources)

Improved protocols and
application
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most challenging of problems to address.

While brute force attacks are likely to continue, they will be increasingly replaced

by semantic attacks and supplemented by amplification and reflection techniques to

ensure (1) attacker resources are most effectively utilised, and (2) that attacker assets

are not revealed to network monitoring and denial of service detection systems.

The majority of denial of service attacks reported “in the wild” have been brute

force attacks, but as detection and response techniques improve, attackers will adapt

and adopt more sophisticated techniques such as those identified in the literature

and reviewed throughout this section of the dissertation.

Given that denial of service attacks can target network, host, application and

other resources, denial of service resistance strategies will need to address each of

these also. The implementation of denial of service resistance within the network is

not in violation of the end-to-end principles as it should be possible to implement

this functionality fully and it is likely to be required by all upper layer applications.

While source address authentication (IP address spoofing detection) is likely to be a

service that can be fully implemented by the network and will be utilised by all upper

layers, the fact that an end-to-end solution exists (in the form of cookies) suggests

that this functionality should remain in the end-hosts. Keeping such functionality

out of the network simplifies the modification and improvement of such measures.

Certain aspects of denial of service resistance, however, will be best implemented

at the end-hosts themselves, as they will have the policy specifying the resources

available for providing a service and the best mechanisms for prioritising access to

those resources available under degraded conditions.

Implementing preventative techniques will introduce certain inefficiencies, for

probable gain. Increasing the complexity of intermediate gateways or end hosts,

in order to address denial of service concerns will undoubtedly introduce new vul-

nerabilities. In the worst case, the implementation of these additional mechanisms

will allow an attacker to migrate from brute-force to semantic modes of attack or at

best, aggravate the attack.

The following chapter evaluates the current strategies employed to protect key

establishment protocols, which are particularly vulnerable to resource exhaustion

based denial of service attacks.



Chapter 3

Denial of Service Resistant Key

Establishment

The presence of denial of service vulnerabilities in the current Internet, as well as the

multitude of ways in which these vulnerabilities can be exploited, have been detailed

in Chapter 2. In this chapter, the focus moves from the general issue of denial of

service to the specific challenges associated with protecting key establishment proto-

cols against denial of service attacks. Key establishment protocols deserve scrutiny

as they are not only required to support confidentiality and integrity services, but

they are also highly vulnerable to semantic attacks.

In spite of the numerous strategies and techniques available to protocol design-

ers for improving the resistance of key establishment protocols to denial of service

attack, these strategies and techniques are not always appropriately applied. As a

result protocols with poorly implemented denial of service resistance strategies and

techniques may not be effectively protected against attack.

The main contributions of this chapter include:

• a review of the strategies and techniques used to improve resistance to denial

of service attack;

• the critical analysis of protocols implementing denial of service resistance tech-

niques, including discussion of the impact of misapplication of the techniques

on denial of service resistance; and

• recommendations on effectively applying denial of service resistance techniques

to key establishment protocols.

37
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While many applications will require strong authentication and confidentiality

guarantees, others will also have stringent timing and availability requirements.

Control systems related communications, which often do not have requirements

for a confidentiality service, do have a requirement for authentication, integrity and

availability services for example. Any protocol deployed in time critical application

environments must be able to provide assurance that the protocols used to support

the authentication and integrity services required, do not inadvertantly introduce

vulnerabilities that allow availability to be compromised.

In the remainder of this chapter, the state of denial of service resistance in key

establishment protocols is reviewed and recommendations on the application of the

available strategies and techniques are made. Specificially, while Chapter 2 provided

information on denial of service in general, Section 3.1 provides specific background

information on key establishment protocols. Section 3.2 and 3.3 survey the strategies

and techniques for resisting denial of service attacks in key establishment protocols.

The application of these strategies and techniques is then critically analysed in

Section 3.4. Based on this analysis recommendations for the optimal application

of available strategies and techniques are made in Section 3.5. A summary of the

state of denial of service resistance in key establishment protocols is provided in

Section 3.6.

3.1 Key Establishment Protocols

A key establishment protocol enables two (or possibly more) parties to authenticate

each other and establish a cryptographic session key suitable for securing their sub-

sequent communications. Furthermore, key establishment protocols aim to ensure

that the session key established is fresh and that it is only known by the intended

protocol participants. It is assumed, by the designers of key establishment protocols,

that the messages of the protocol are exchanged over a communications network in

which the adversary:

• can eavesdrop on all communications;

• can reroute and replay existing messages or generate and insert new messages;

and

• can be a legitimate protocol peer (an insider) or an outsider.

In the presence of such adversaries, a key establishment protocol must meet a

set of user-oriented, key-oriented, and enhanced goals, including [26, Chapter 2]:
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• entity authentication: the process of acquiring corroborative evidence as to

the claimed identity of a principal (peer) and that, that principal is active at,

or immediately prior to, the acquisition of the corroborative evidence.

• key freshness: assurance that the key is not one previously derived or used.

• key authentication: assurance that the key is known only to the principals

engaging in the protocol.

• key confirmation: assurance provided to one principal, that the session key

is a good key to use with another principal (i.e. has the properties of key

freshness and key authentication), and that this other principal has possession

of the session key.

• forward secrecy: assurance to a set of principals, that compromise of their

long-term keys will not compromise the session keys established in previous

protocol runs involving those principals.

Where the session key resulting from a key establishment protocol is generated

by one principal who then transfers that key to all other protocol participants, the

protocol is known as a key transport protocol. A key agreement protocol is one

in which the session key generated by the protocol is a function of inputs from all

protocol participants.

In this section of the dissertation, we examine key establishment protocols that

involve two participants. The principal that initiates the key establishment protocol

by transmitting the first message is known as the initiator. The principal that

receives and responds to the first message is known as the responder.

The station-to-station (STS) protocol [45] is presented as an introduction to

the protocol format and notation used throughout the rest of the dissertation. The

session key resulting from the protocol execution is derived from a Diffie-Hellman

exchange [44], so it is a key agreement protocol, and digital signatures are used to

authenticate the protocol participants.

In a Diffie-Hellman exchange, an initiator (I) and a responder (R) publicly agree

on a generator g of a multiplicative group G. They then respectively select random

values x and y in the range between 1 and the order of G. I calculates tI = gx and

R calculates tR = gy. Due to the homomorphic nature of exponentiation, the shared

secret (gxy) can be calculated by both I and R as tI
y = tR

x, respectively.

The STS protocol is shown in Figure 3.1 and the notation used in the protocol

is given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Protocol Notation
I The principal who initiates the request message.

The initiator or client.
R The principal who responds to the request mes-

sage. The responder or server.
EKs{M} Symmetric encryption of message M with the se-

cret key Ks.
SU [M ] Digital signature of message M with the private

key S belonging to the principal U .
g group generator of G.
Ks Session key generated by a key establishment pro-

tocol which is used to secure ongoing communica-
tions.

I R

1. tI = gx tI−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ tR = gy ,KIR = tI
y

2.
tR,EKIR

{SigR[tR, tI ]}←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3. KIR = tR
x EKIR

{SigI [tI , tR]}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Figure 3.1: The Station-to-Station (STS) Protocol
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In message 1, the initiator selects a Diffie-Hellman exponential. This value is

selected randomly by the initiator, ensuring the initiator of the freshness of the

derived key. This value is also signed by the responder in message 2, providing

the initiator with knowledge of the peer and entity authentication. The encrypted

component of message 2, provides the initiator with assurance that the responder is

in possession of the session key (KIR), that is, key confirmation.

Similarly, the responder, in selecting a Diffie-Hellman exponential is assured of

key freshness, gains entity authentication from the signing of this fresh exponential

in message 3, and is provided with key confirmation via the encrypted component

of message 3.

Owing to the difficulty of solving the Diffie-Hellman Problem [121, Section 3.7],

a session key resulting from the execution of the STS protocol will only be known

by the principals selecting the component exponentials (i.e., gx and gy), therefore

the protocol provides key authentication.

In addition to providing a mechanism for establishing cryptographic keys, key

establishment protocols may provide other services including: identity protection

for the initiator or responder; plausible deniability, a property that ensures that

evidence of participation by a particular party in a protocol run is not generated

by the protocol; and perfect forward secrecy, a property that ensures compromise of

long term keys cannot reveal previously negotiated session keys.

Over the last 15 years, formal models that allow the security of a protocol to

be asserted using computational definitions and reductionist proofs have emerged.

The accepted method for analysing cryptographic protocols is known as provable

security and requires the definition of a security model in which (1) protocols can be

unambiguously specified; (2) the threats to the security of the protocols are modelled

as actions by an adversary that interacts with the protocols; and (3) the security

properties required from protocols can be defined.

The security of a protocol is assessed by defining a “game” played by the adver-

sary against the protocol. The goal of the adversary is to compute certain secret

information, such as a cryptographic key established by two users. The proof of

security in such a model is based on a reduction which demonstrates that if an

adversary can compute such a value, they also have the capability to solve what is

widely acknowledged as a hard problem, such as factoring large numbers. Thus, a

proof shows that a successful attack against the protocol can be efficiently turned

into a mechanism that breaks a mathematical problem that is considered to be
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unbreakable.

This important direction in cryptographic protocol research was pioneered by

Bellare and Rogaway in 1993 [22] who described its application to a two-party

protocol and extended the model to a three-party protocol in 1995 [23]. Since that

time the model has been extended to a wide variety of generalisations including

public-key based key transport, key agreement protocols, password-based protocols,

and conference key protocols.

A subsequent model, initiated by Bellare, Canetti and Krawczyk [21] allows a

modular approach to proofs of security. In this scheme, protocols found to be secure

in an idealised model can be transformed into real world protocols by authenticators.

In 2001, Canetti and Krawczyk [28] revised the definition of security used by this

model from an overly strict, and impractical definition of emulation to a more prac-

tical definition of indistinguishability. A major advantage of the modular approach

is that protocol components may be re-used allowing the flexible composition of

provably secure designs.

Formal models, such as those of Bellare et al. and Canetti and Krawczyk, permit

the rigorous analysis of key establishment protocols. This analysis provides strong

assurances as to the authentication and confidentiality properties of the crypto-

graphic key resulting from successful protocol execution.

Key establishment protocols are applications that are particularly vulnerable to

semantic denial of service attacks as they are typically required to perform com-

putationally expensive cryptographic operations. Message 2 and message 3 in the

STS protocol above (Figure 3.1) for example include exponentiations which are con-

sidered computationally expensive. Additionally, key establishment protocols are

openly specified, providing attackers with the opportunity to easily search for denial

of service vulnerabilities in the protocol specifications.

To successfully disrupt the execution of a key establishment protocol between

an initiator and a responder will require an attacker to possess: (1) pre-requisite

skills or knowledge, relating to the protocol in use and its implementation; (2)

computational, storage, and network resources (bandwidth) in order to generate the

messages that will interfere with the protocol execution; and (3) one or more attack

sources. These are indicated as the x, y, and z axes of the graph in Figure 3.2.

Where the three axes intersect (shown in Figure 3.2(a)) represents the point of

highest vulnerability for a key establishment protocol. Such a protocol could be

successfully attacked by an adversary with limited knowledge, resources, and attack
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sources. The goal of protocol designers in increasing the denial of service resistance

of key establishment protocols then, is to implement strategies and techniques that

increase the resources required by an attacker to successfully attack the protocol.

Ideally increased resources should be required in all three dimensions (as shown in

Figure 3.2(b)). In practice, however, no assessment can be made of the adversary’s

knowledge of the system so it must be assumed that they have complete knowledge

(this is consistent with Kerckhoffs’ principle which is also known Shannon’s maxim).

Therefore the protocol designer must focus on dictating the level of resources or

attack sources that must be required to attack the protocol.
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Figure 3.2: Denial of service resistance: knowledge, resources, and attack source
distribution

The ability of a key establishment protocol to withstand attempts to exhaust

responder resources via denial of service attack is termed the denial of service resis-

tance of the protocol. The goal of denial of service resistance in key establishment

protocols is to ensure that attackers cannot prevent a legitimate initiator and re-

sponder deriving cryptographic keys without expending resources beyond a respon-

der determined threshold. In essence, this allows the responder to define the set of

attackers with resources capable of interfering with the service they provide.

While either the initiator or responder may be the target of a denial of ser-

vice attack, this work restricts itself to consideration of malicious initiators and the
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techniques used to defend responders against attack. The reason for focusing on

responders is that responders typically handle requests for service from many ini-

tiators, so the impact of denial of service attacks against a responder is significant.

The effect of a denial of service attack targeted at an initiator is far more localised,

only impacting the specific target of the attack.

3.2 Denial of Service Resistance Strategies

A responder in a key establishment protocol will have access to finite processing,

storage, and network resources in order to complete its functions. Unless these

resources are committed diligently, they may be exhausted by malicious initiators

and the responder will have insufficient resources remaining to process legitimate

incoming requests.

The requirement for key establishment protocols to exhibit denial of service re-

sistance is well recognized by the protocol engineering community and a number of

design strategies have emerged that promote the judicious allocation of resources

when processing initiator requests [109, 120]. The proposed strategies fall within

the attack prevention, protocol security goal and the denial of service prevention,

resource accounting method of the Mirkovic and Reiher taxonomy [124] (see Fig-

ure 2.8(b)). The strategies can be broadly classified as approaches:

1. Counterbalancing memory expenditure: ensuring that initiators must

commit their memory resources to maintaining protocol state until the respon-

der has some assurance that a denial of service attack is not underway reduces

the vulnerability of the responder to state or memory-based denial service at-

tacks and increases the memory resources an attacker will need to attack the

responder.

2. Counterbalancing computational expenditure: by counterbalancing com-

putational expenditure at the responder, the protocol designer can ensure that

the computational resources of an initiator will be exhausted before those of

the responder. Achieving this goal may require artificially increasing the com-

putational expenditure of the initiator to ensure the survivability of the re-

sponder [109], or having the initiator perform computations on behalf of the

responder, thereby reducing the relative cost of computation to the responder.

3. Gradual authentication: While initiators must be authenticated at some

point during the protocol execution, immediate and strong authentication of
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requests merely aggravates the denial of service problem. The suggested strat-

egy for balancing the need for authentication and computational expenditure

is to use weak and computationally cheap authentication when the protocol is

initiated and gradually increase the strength of authentication as the protocol

proceeds [120]. The strategy of gradual authentication can be used to detect

attacks (based on IP spoofing for example), verify the computational and mem-

ory commitments of the initiator, and link messages from the same source (even

though the exact identity of that source may be unknown).

The protocols discussed in Section 3.4 provide examples of how gradual authen-

tication can be implemented in key establishment protocols.

Combining the strategies of counterbalancing computational expenditure, coun-

terbalancing memory expenditure, and gradually authenticating requests ensures

that malicious initiators are unable to prevent the establishment of cryptographic

keys between legitimate initiators and responders, unless they are prepared to ex-

pend significant resources of their own.

3.3 Denial of Service Resistance Techniques

Having identified the strategies employed to make responders in a key establishment

protocol more resistant to denial of service attacks in Section 3.2, we now describe

the specific techniques used. The techniques described may be considered primitives,

some of which are capable of implementing more than one strategy and some of which

can be combined to meet more complex goals such as gradual authentication. For

each technique identified, we discuss its construction, the DoS resistance strategies

it is capable of supporting, and how it might be combined with other techniques.

Protocols implementing the techniques are critically discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3.1 Cookies

When engaging in a protocol with a peer, a responder may be required to maintain

information about the particular session currently being executed. In storing state,

the memory resources available to a responder in a protocol can become a bottleneck,

placing a limit on the maximum number of simultaneous connections the responder

can accommodate. Such a limitation can be exploited by an attacker in a connection

depletion attack, where all available memory resources are pre-emptively consumed

to prevent legitimate connection requests completing. Aura and Nikander [13, 17]
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I R

1.
Msg1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Store(StateRMsg1

)

2.
Msg2←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3.
Msg3−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Store(StateRMsg3

)

4.
Msg4←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
· · ·

(a) Stateful Protocol Responder

I R

1.
Msg1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

2.
Msg2 , StateRMsg1←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3.
Msg3 , StateRMsg1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

4.
Msg4 , StateRMsg3←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

· · ·
(b) Stateless Protocol Equivalent

Figure 3.3: Stateless Protocols

demonstrated, however, that instead of maintaining state in local memory, a protocol

responder can append the required state information to the messages exchanged in

a protocol as shown in Figure 3.3.

Further, when these messages are exchanged between untrusting peers or using

an untrusted network, the state contained in messages may be subject to eavesdrop-

ping, manipulation or replay attacks.

Where the state information requires confidentiality protection it can be en-

crypted by the responder prior to transmission. Integrity protection of state trans-

ferred between responder and initiator is achieved via the use of a cryptographic

message authentication code (MAC). Replay protection can be achieved in many

ways, but is commonly provided by including a timestamp with the state prior to

generation of a MAC, or by periodically updating the cryptographic key used by

the responder in generating MACs. A time variant responder cryptographic key and

no requirement for confidentiality protection is assumed for the protocol shown in

Figure 3.4.

A common way to implement stateless connections in a protocol is via the use

of cookies. Cookies are time variant, unpredictable data issued by the responder

on receipt of a request for service that allow the responder to remain stateless and

initiate gradual authentication of the initiator. First introduced in Photuris [89]

and subsequently extended for resisting SYN flooding DoS attacks [111], cookies are

now widely used (as will be seen in the protocols reviewed in Section 3.4).

Typically a cookie is constructed by taking some connection specific parameters

and transforming them with a time variant local secret; a keyed hash [121, Section

9.5] of the initiator IP address and nonce for example. It is vitally important that
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I R

1.
Msg1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

MAC = HKR
(StateRMsg1

)

2.
Msg2 ,MAC , StateRMsg1←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3.
Msg3 ,MAC , StateRMsg1−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

MAC
?
= HKR

(StateRMsg1
)

· · ·

Figure 3.4: Stateless Protocol Responder with Integrity and Replay Protection

the responder store no state when constructing cookies or that any state created is

not a function parameterised by the number of initiator requests. In order to remain

stateless and thereby prevent memory exhaustion, any relevant state required by the

responder can also be encoded in the cookie and returned with the next message

from the initiator.

On receipt of a valid cookie, the responder is able to reconstruct and validate

any state encoded in the cookie and has weak assurance that it is in round trip com-

munication with the initiator. Round trip communication implies that the initiator

is not using a spoofed address. This assurance can only be considered weak, as an

adversary with control of an intermediary link, between a claimed address and the

responder, would be able to receive cookies for any address they wished to claim.

Unless cookies are carefully constructed, however, the responder may remain

vulnerable to attack. Simpson [167] identified a state exhaustion attack, called a

“cookie crumb” attack, in the Internet Security Association and Key Management

Protocol (ISAKMP) implementation of cookies. In contrast to remaining stateless

when constructing cookies, ISAKMP cookies required the storage of a small amount

of state on each connection request. Even though the state information stored per

request is very small (a “crumb”) it is easy for an attacker to initiate a large number

of requests, exhausting available memory resources.

In addition to ensuring that no state is stored on the construction of a cookie,

Karn and Simpson [89] identified that the technique used for generating cookies

must also satisfy the following three requirements.

• The cookie must depend on the participating entities.

• It must not be possible for anyone other than the issuing entity to generate a
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cookie that will be accepted by that entity.

• The cookie generation and verification methods must be computationally effi-

cient.

The first requirement prevents an attacker from obtaining valid cookies, intended

for other initiators, and using those cookies to generate a large number of requests

with spoofed IP addresses. The second requirement secures the cookie generating

process. The use of a secret value in generating the cookie prevents others from

forging cookies and making this value time variant ensures that cookies must be

used within a predetermined time frame, preventing the hoarding of valid cookies.

Finally, the third requirement prevents denial of service attacks directed at the

cookie mechanism itself.

3.3.2 Proofs of Work

Proofs of work, or puzzles, are hard but tractable problems that allow an initia-

tor to prove to a responder that a verifiable level of computational effort has been

expended. They permit the responder to gain some assurance of an initiator’s will-

ingness to commit resources to the protocol and provide a mechanism for counter-

balancing computational expenditure in the event that the responder is exposed to

a denial of service attack.

The concept was first proposed by Dwork and Naor [49] to control junk email by

having recipients only accept emails if they were accompanied by a correct puzzle

solution. It has since been extended to protect authentication protocols [14,87] and

permit clients to bid for limited service resources [190] using the difficulty of the

puzzle as currency. Jakobsson and Juels [84] formalised the notion of reusable proofs

of work, where the computational effort expended by the prover in generating the

puzzle solution can be reused for some useful function, and described how a reusable

proof of work could be used for minting electronic coins.

Puzzles serving as proofs of work can be constructed from a number of underly-

ing problems, which introduce a minimal and configurable overhead for legitimate

initiators but result in a significant computational burden for attackers who wish to

send large numbers of requests to a responder.

Properties of a good puzzle include [14,87]:

• generation and verification is inexpensive for the responder;
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• level of difficulty can easily be adjusted from trivial to practically im-

possible;

• solutions should not require specialised client hardware;

• solutions cannot be precomputed;

• issuing a puzzle does not require the responder to store any state;

• knowledge of the solution to one client’s puzzle is of no benefit in solving

other puzzles, so that the same puzzle may be provided to numerous

clients;

• initiators can reuse a puzzle by creating new instances of it; and

• the server must not be able to forward puzzle solutions it receives to

other servers for which it is a client.1.

Hash-based puzzles

Juels and Brainard [87] describe the construction of client puzzles to protect TCP

and SSL against connection depletion (SYN flooding) attacks. In their proposal,

when a server becomes heavily loaded (inferred from buffer occupancy), connections

are only accepted if they are accompanied by a proof of work. The puzzle pro-

tocol exchange is depicted in Figure 3.5 and message components summarised in

in Figure 3.6(a). In this scheme the puzzle is constructed by first hashing session

parameters (M ), the current time (t), and a responder secret (s). The inclusion of

session specific parameters allows the responder to remain stateless. The incorpora-

tion of a timestamp restricts the time solutions will be accepted for a given puzzle.

The n-bit output of this hash operation (X) becomes the preimage to another appli-

cation of a hash function, whose output (Y ) forms part of the puzzle. The initiator

is provided the partial preimage X ′ (X with k-bits masked out), and the hash digest

value Y .

In order to solve the puzzle, the initiator must test up to 2k possible preimages

until the correct output is achieved. On average this will take 2k−1 hash operations.

To verify the solution (p), the responder checks the time value t is recent (that is,

that the puzzle has not yet expired), and then confirms, with three hash operations,

that the proposed solution (p) is correct:

1This requirement addresses a flaw in the use of client puzzles proposed by Aura et al. [15] that
was identified by Price [148]
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I R

1. Puzzle?−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
X = hash(t ,M , s)

Y = hash(X)

X ′ = X & 00, 01, ..., 0k−11k1k+11n−1

2.
X ′, Y, t←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Find p such that,

3. hash(p) = Y
p, t−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Check that t is recent

X = hash(t,M, s)

hash(p)
?
= hash(X)

Figure 3.5: Juels and Brainard Client Puzzle Protocol (Simplified)

X = hash(t ,M , s)

hash(p)
?
= hash(X)

This construction allows the responder to remain stateless and ensures that ini-

tiators will on average perform 2k−1, but no more than 2k, hash operations to solve

puzzles. This construction however, does require the responder to expend compu-

tational effort of its own in constructing the puzzle.

An alternative construction is proposed by Aura et al. [14] and is shown in

Figure 3.6(b). In this proposal the puzzle consists of a time variant responder nonce

(NR) and a difficulty parameter (k). To solve the puzzle the initiator must find the

value X, that when hashed with the responder nonce (NR) produces a digest output

whose first k-bits are zeros.

The responder verifies the puzzle solution by checking that NR is recent and

that the solution (X) when hashed with the nonce produces an output with the first

k-bits as zero.

Note, that a simplified description of the Aura et al. construction has been

presented. In reality, the value X includes the initiator identity, and an initiator

nonce. Aura et al. acknowledge that a consequence of using a broadcast puzzle

is that the verifier of a puzzle solution must store state (“keep book”) related to
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X = hash(t,M, s)

Y = hash(X)

X ′ = X & 00, 01, ..., 0k−11k1k+11n−1

puzzle = (X ′, Y )

solution (p) : p such that hash(p) = Y

verification : X = hash(t ,M , s)

hash(p)
?
= hash(X)

(a) Juels and Brainard Construction

hash(NR||X) = 000...000︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−bits

||, ...

(b) Aura et al. Construction

Figure 3.6: Hash-Based Puzzle Constructions

puzzle solutions it has already seen for a given challenge. Of particular interest to

this dissertation, however, is the manner in which hash operations can be used as a

proof of work, not the specific instantiation of the technique in the authentication

protocol described by Aura et al.

Signed puzzles The construction of Aura et al. [14] was designed specifically for

use in authentication protocols. The puzzle construction does not include any ini-

tiator specific parameters, allowing the responder to sign a single puzzle and issue

it to multiple initiators. Signing a responder selected value periodically prevents a

responder from computationally based attacks, while simultaneously allowing ini-

tiators to authenticate the responder via a digital signature verification.

Conversely, the inclusion of initiator specific parameters in the Juels and Brainard

[87] construction would make the signing of puzzles prohibitively expensive and leave

the responder vulnerable to computational denial of service attacks.

Puzzles, reachability and statelessness To operate effectively as a replacement

for cookies (providing weak authentication of initiator reachability and stateless

connections) proofs of work must be constructed so that:

• the IP address of the initiator must be part of the puzzle construction, and

• required state information is also encoded in the puzzle.
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If the puzzle construction is unable to meet these requirements, then the puzzle

cannot replace the functions of a cookie in the protocol.

Reconsider the puzzle construction of Aura et al. [14], which does not include

the IP address of the initiator in the puzzle construction. It would be possible for

a malicious initiator to receive a puzzle challenge on one IP address and construct

puzzle solutions for any number of spoofed IP addresses. Admittedly, as the puzzle

solution must contain an initiator identity, the initiator would have to generate a

unique solution for each identity (address) it wished to claim, but in spite of receiving

a valid puzzle solution, the responder would have no assurance that the initiator was

actually reachable at the claimed IP address. In order to gain assurance that an

initiator is able to send and receive messages from a claimed IP address, protocols

using the Aura et al. puzzle construction as a proof of work should also use a cookie,

or modify the construction to meet the requirements identified.

A new client puzzle construction, based on Aura et al. that is suitable for re-

placing a stateless cookie is described and incorporated in a number of protocols

discussed later in this dissertation (see Section 4.6 and Section 5.3 , for example).

The Juels and Brainard [87] puzzle includes the IP address of the initiator and

other related state in its construction, so protocols using this construction are able

to use the puzzle as a replacement for a cookie.

Other constructions

While the hash-based construction is prevalent in interactive protocols owing to its

simple construction and cheap verification, other puzzle constructions have been

proposed to accommodate: non-interactive protocols such as email; puzzles that are

intended to act as time capsules with solutions taking years, not milliseconds; and

techniques for supporting the outsourcing of puzzle constructions.

• Signature-based puzzles: The puzzle proposed Dwork and Naor could be

constructed from a weakened Fiat-Shamir signature, or from the broken Ong-

Schnorr-Shamir signature scheme [49]. The initiator is required to forge a ver-

ifiable signature as a proof of work to the responder. Matsuura and Imai [117]

present an alternative form of signature-based proof of work in which verifica-

tion of the responder signature by the initiator requires the calculation of an

intermediate value. This value is presented by the initiator to the responder as

proof that the signature verification, and the associated modular exponentia-

tions, have been performed (See Section 3.4.2 for the details).
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• Time-Lock puzzles: Proposed by Rivest et al. [154], time-lock puzzles are

based on the notion that a client has to spend a predetermined amount of com-

putational time performing repeated squaring to find a solution and unlock the

puzzle. The puzzle issuing server calculates the number of squaring operations

which a client can perform, and determines the amount of time it wants a client

to spend solving the puzzle. Unlike hash-based puzzles, time-lock puzzles are

inherently sequential and non-parallelisable.

• Diffie-Hellman puzzles: Waters et al. [191] investigate numerous techniques

for outsourcing the generation of puzzles in order to remove the computational

burden of puzzle generation from the responder. One of their proposals is based

on a Diffie-Hellman construction, in which given a generator g, and a random

value a in the range r to r + k, the puzzle issued to the initiator contains the

values ga and r. The initiator searches for a solution by trying each candidate

value in the range r to r + k until it finds c, such that gc = ga. To bind the

solution to a specific server, the initiator calculates ya, where y is the responder’s

Diffie-Hellman public key. The responder verifies the solution with a single

modular exponentiation, raising the challenge value to the exponent (x) of its

private key i.e. gax. The system described by Waters et al. [191] limits puzzles

to a given timeslot. The solutions for a given timeslot are all precomputed by

the responder, so puzzle verification is performed by a table lookup - not an

online modular exponentiation.

Proofs of work can be viewed as a way for an initiator to make a payment to

a responder for the services it will provide. Additionally, a proof of work when

accompanying a request can serve as a useful discriminator between malicious and

legitimate requests. The computational effort expended in generating the proof of

work can be: (1) wasted; (2) reused by the initiator in completing the protocol

(as is done in the modified Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol presented in

Section 3.4.2; (3) reused by the initiator for some other purpose; (4) reused by

the responder in completing the protocol (as is done in the client-aided Rivest,

Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) protocol presented in Section 3.4.4); or (5) reused by

the responder for some other purpose.

The client puzzles employed by the protocols identified in the following section,

are typically non-reusable proofs of work, so the computational effort expended in

generating the proof of work is wasted. We will see however, that the modified

version of IKE proposed by Matsuura and Imai [117] adopts a reusable proof of
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work based on signature verification of the responder, an action that a legitimate

initiator will have to perform in order to complete the protocol.

As identified earlier, Jakobsson and Juels [84] describe a proof of work in which

the computational effort expended in generating the proof of work is reused by

the responder for another application. There are currently no examples of key

establishment protocols implementing this type of reusable proof of work and unless

an initiator implicitly trusts the responder to delegate its computational resources,

initiators must be aware that the computational effort expended in generating a

proof of work may be reused for malicious purposes. In fact, Price describes how a

number of protocols implementing proofs of work based on hash-based client puzzles

are vulnerable to a form of chosen protocol attack, where an initiator of a protocol

is able to convince third parties to generate puzzle solutions on their behalf [148].

Even though proofs of work are increasingly being adopted by protocols to aid

in counterbalancing computational expenditure and as a way of authenticating the

willingness of an initiator to commit resources to having the protocol proceed, their

use still faces numerous issues.

• Hash-based constructions meet many of the desirable properties of proofs of

work (puzzles), but they also have the property that exhaustive searching of

a preimage search space is a parallelisable task. While current protocols issue

puzzles of limited difficulty that would not benefit from parallelism, it is con-

ceivable that as the use of puzzles evolves (and is used in puzzle auctions for

example [190]) alternative puzzle constructions may be required. Constructions,

such as time-lock puzzles that are inherently sequential and non-parallelisable,

may need to be considered for protocols that are to be used in an environment

where the adversarial model assumes that significant computational resources

are available to the attacker and the attacker will benefit from parallelising the

search for puzzle solutions.

• Proofs of work based on processor bound functions result in puzzle constructions

that can be solved in negligible time on a modern desktop computer, but may

take an inordinately long time on light weight devices such as mobile phones or

personal digital assistants. An effective strategy for authenticating the platform

that a puzzle was being issued to could allow the responder to tune the difficulty

of the puzzle. As the reliable authentication of a remote platform configuration

is largely an open problem [92,164] alternative constructions based on memory

bound functions are being investigated [2,48]. Memory bound functions should
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exhibit a more uniform response time across a range of devices, as the difference

in memory access speeds between light weight and more powerful devices is far

less significant than the difference between processor speeds.

Disadvantages of Proofs of Work

While proofs of work have the potential to improve the denial of service resistance of

cryptographic protocols they also have a number of potential disadvantages. While

reusable proofs of work have been discussed in the research community the computa-

tional expense associated with solving puzzles is typically wasted. The incorporation

of puzzles also reduces communications efficiency of protocols that adopt them as

fields for communicating puzzles and their solutions are required. These inefficiencies

must be borne regardless of whether a denial of service attack is currently underway

or not. The time spent solving a puzzle introduces latency into the protocol (and

therefore the application using the protocol) with potential reduction on the quality

of service experienced by the application. There is significant diversity among com-

puting platforms that may wish to access a service and the introduction of puzzles

may unintentionally exclude devices with lower computational power from having

access to a service. Furthermore, it is possible that CPU time is hired (or com-

mandeered) in order that certain initiators are able to solve harder puzzles and gain

unfair access to services.

3.3.3 Client-Aided Computation

An alternative approach to artificially increasing computational expenditure at the

initiator with puzzle constructions is to have the initiator perform computations

that ease the computational burden of the responder. Client aided computations

will most likely be performed before the initiator is fully authenticated, and as

the initiator cannot be trusted at this time the type of computations that can be

offloaded to the initiator are restricted to those that can be verified as correct.

Currently, the only protocol implementing client aided computation is the client

aided RSA implementation of the SSL protocol proposed by Castellucia et al. [29]

which is described in Section 3.4.4.
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3.3.4 Gradual Authentication

While the expense of strongly authenticating initiators using digital signatures will

be dependent on many parameters, the computational expense of a signature ver-

ification will not always be prohibitively expensive. Rabin signatures [149] with

a public exponent of 2 or RSA signatures [153] with a public exponent of 3 can

be verified with only one or two modular multiplications respectively. While the

cost of signature verification with these parameters is low, signature generation is

somewhat more expensive, which may not be suitable for all deployment scenarios.

Other signature schemes, RSA with larger public exponents for example, increase the

cost of signature verification, requiring the responder to perform expensive modular

exponentiations. While newly proposed key establishment protocols can be speci-

fied to accommodate cheap signature verification for responders the requirement to

improve resistance to denial of service attack remains for already deployed proto-

cols and protocols that for other reasons are restricted in the choice of signature

schemes they must implement. Gradual authentication provides a mechanism for

weakly authenticating an initiator, prior to performing stronger and more expensive

cryptographic authentication.

The idea of combining weak and strong authentication was first introduced by

Meadows [120] and is proposed as a technique to increase resistance to denial of

service attacks by combining weak authentication when the protocol is initiated and

moving to strong authentication as it completes.

Cookies and client puzzles can be considered forms of weak authenticators. Cook-

ies provide some assurance that the initiator is able to send and receive packets from

the claimed address–implying that the request is not part of a connection depletion

attack, which typically relies on using random spoofed addresses. Receipt of a

correct solution to a client puzzle provides some assurance to the responder that

the initiator is willing to expend her own resources in order to get the protocol to

proceed.

Other cryptographic techniques, such as the use of message authentication codes

and release of hash digest preimages, that allow the responder to cheaply verify

messages are being adopted by recently proposed protocols such as Just Fast Keying

(JFK) as discussed in Section 3.4.

While the use of techniques such as cookies, client puzzles, and releasing hash

preimages do not meet strong notions of authentication, when generated using cryp-

tographically sound primitives they can be combined in ways which enable a respon-
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der to discount a range of denial of service attacks and present a number of hurdles

that must be overcome by an attacker intent on disrupting the protocol execution.

A key characteristic of the techniques used in gradual authentication is that they

are all cheap for the responder to verify, while their fabrication is relatively expen-

sive for an attacker. Even when signature schemes that minimise verification costs

to a responder are adopted, the cost of verifying gradual authenticators such as

client-puzzles is still cheaper, costing only a single hash operation.

Key establishment protocols typically complete with strong authentication of the

initiator. Strong authentication should be deferred, however, until the responder

has gained adequate assurance that the initiator’s requests are not part of a denial

of service attack. Such assurance can be gained through gradual authentication.

Gradual authentication is employed by the modified IKE and the JFK protocols,

discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.

3.4 Denial of Service Resistance in Key Establish-

ment

In this section, we identify and discuss three protocols that implement strategies

and techniques to improve their resistance to denial of service attacks. There are

relatively few examples of key establishment protocols implementing denial of ser-

vice resistance techniques, with our survey of the literature only identifying seven

protocols (see Table 3.3 in Section 3.6 for a summary list). The three protocols

presented in this section were selected as they provide concrete examples of the

range of denial of service resistance techniques being applied to key establishment.

The modified IKE protocol proposed by Matsuura and Imai [117] adopts all three

strategies for improving denial of service resistance and includes an elegant proof

of work that is reused by the client to complete the protocol execution. The JFK

protocol [6] demonstrates new techniques for gradually authenticating initiators,

and the client-aided RSA proposal by Castelluccia et al. [29] is the first key es-

tablishment protocol to adopt client aided computation in order to counterbalance

computational expenditure.

The analysis of these protocols reveals that denial of service resistance techniques

encompassing all three strategies are not uniformly applied. Where specific tech-

niques are implemented, such as a proof of work to counterbalance computational

expenditure, the techniques are not always optimally applied. In some instances, the
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incorrect application of the technique offers little or no additional denial of service

resistance to the protocol.

Table 3.2: Protocol Notation

I The principal who initiates the request message. The initiator or
client.

R The principal who responds to the request message. The responder
or server.

IDU Identity of the principal U .
IPU Network address of principal U .

H(M) Unkeyed cryptographic hash of the message M .
HK(M) Keyed cryptographic hash of the message M , with key K.

EKs{M} Symmetric encryption of message M with the secret key Ks.
{M}Ke

Ka
Encryption of M using symmetric key Ke, followed by MAC gen-
eration with symmetric key Ka.

PU [M ] Asymmetric encryption of the message M by the public key P
belonging to the principal U .

SU [M ] Digital signature of message M with the private key S belonging
to the principal U .

g group generator of order q.
N Nonce of principal; a random bit string.

KR,s The responder/server secrets.
saI Cryptographic and service properties of the security association

(SA) that the initiator wants to establish.
saR SA information that the responder may need to give to the initiator.
Ks Session key generated by a key establishment protocol which is used

to secure ongoing communications.
grpinfoR All groups supported by the responder.
x ∈R A Assigns to x an element of the set A chosen uniformly at random.
n = pq An RSA modulus.

For the protocols presented in this section, we focus on those elements of the

protocol that implement denial of service resistance techniques. Our representation

of the protocols is simplified, with references to header information and certificate

requests, that are not relevant to the discussion of denial of service resistance, de-

liberately omitted. For complete descriptions of the protocols, the reader is referred

to the full protocol specifications as described in their original papers.

We present the notation used for the remainder of this section in Table 3.2.
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3.4.1 Internet Key Exchange

The IKE protocols [68] define the key exchange portion of the Internet Engi-

neering Task Force (IETF) layer-3 real-time communications security architecture,

IPsec [95].

Three basic requirements articulated by the IETF for the key exchange protocol

component of IKE were that:

1. the protocol be based on the Diffie-Hellman exchange to support perfect forward

secrecy (PFS);

2. digital signatures be used for public key based authentication; and

3. to provide optional identity protection, against passive attackers, to the protocol

participants.

The IETF working group considered both the STS protocol (discussed in Sec-

tion 3.1 [45]) and the Photuris protocol [89], but both of these were shown by

Krawczyk [100, 101]2 to suffer from security weaknesses. Krawzcyk subsequently

addressed these weaknesses in the newly proposed ‘SIGn-and-MAC’ (SIGMA) ap-

proach to authenticated Diffie-Hellman [100, 101]. The SIGMA approach requires

that the initiator and responder generate a signature over the Diffie-Hellman values

and prove knowledge of the resultant session key, via the generation of a message

authentication code (MAC) which includes the identity of the sender.3 The SIGMA

approach forms the basis for the signature modes of IKE.

The IKE protocols consist of two phases. The first phase (phase 1) allows two

parties to authenticate (using either pre-shared or public key techniques) and es-

tablish session keys to be used by the IPsec data packet encodings authentication

header (AH) and encapsulating security payload (ESP) [93, 94]. The session keys

established in phase 1, are also used to perform mutual authentication and session

key establishment in the second phase (phase 2).

Phase 1 of IKE can operate in either main mode or aggressive mode. Main mode

consists of a six message exchange that not only provides mutual authentication,

but also provides identity protection for the protocol participant. The aggressive

mode variant of the protocol is reduced to three messages, but does not offer identity

protection for the protocol participants.

Identity protection, is a privacy service that can be provided by a key estab-

2Krawczyk reported these weaknesses to the IPsec working group mailing list in 1995.
3The key used in the generation of the MAC is not the session key itself, but a computationally

independent key, derived from the session key.
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lishment protocol. A protocol providing identity protection will not produce any

messages that could be used by a passive eavesdropper to identify either of the pro-

tocol participants. Some protocols can be designed to additionally provide identity

protection to one of the protocol peers against active as well as passive attackers.

Typically, identity protection is achieved when information identifying the proto-

col participants is only transmitted in an encrypted form, thereby preventing its

disclosure to eavesdroppers.

In providing identity protection against active attackers, key establishment pro-

tocols will typically protect the identity of the initiator of the protocol. Responders

in a protocol are assumed to be well known and are likely to be servers providing a

service, so will not benefit greatly from identity protection.

3.4.2 Matsuura and Imai Modified Internet Key Exchange

As originally specified, the aggressive, signature based authentication mode of IKE

was vulnerable to CPU and memory exhaustion denial of service attacks. In order

to address these vulnerabilities Matsuura and Imai [117] proposed modifications to

improve the protocol’s resistance to both computational and memory based denial

of service attacks. The modified protocol is presented in Figure 3.7 and adopts tech-

niques that counterbalance computational and memory expenditure, and implement

gradual authentication.

Protocol Description

Like the original aggressive, signature based authentication mode of IKE, this mod-

ified version is a three message protocol.

In message one, the initiator sends the responder its Diffie-Hellman value and the

set of security options it supports. The responder provides its own Diffie-Hellman

value and proves its identity to the initiator by generating a signature.

By message three, the initiator and responder have exchanged Diffie-Hellman

values, so can derive an ephemeral key. The initiator proves their identity to the

responder by generating a signature in message 3.

At conclusion of the protocol, the initiator and responder have authenticated

each others identities via digital signatures and established an ephemeral key for

use in an IPsec security association.
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I R

r, xR ∈R [1, 2, . . . , q − 2]

a = gxR

1) i ∈R [1, 2, . . . , q − 2]
saI , g

i ,NI , IDI−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Cookie = H (s , saR, IPI ,NI ,NR, a, r)

HASHR = H (NI ||NR||gi||gr

Cookie||IDR)

s2 = H (HASHR||a)

s1 = SR · s2 + xR mod q

saR, gr ,NR, IDR, sigR = (s1 , s2 )

2) HASHR = H (NI ||NR||gi||gr Cookie,EKR
{a||r ||gr}, sigR←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Cookie||IDR)

a ′ = gs1 P−s2
R

s2
?
= H(HASHR||a′)

HASH ∗
I = H (H (NI ,NR),

g i , gr ,Cookie, a ′, saR, IDI )

Ks = H (NI ,NR, g ir)

sigI = SI [HASH ∗
I ] IDI ,NI ,HASH ∗

I ,

Cookie,EKR
{a||r ||gr},

3)
saR, gr ,NR, sigI−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ decrypt EKR

{a||r ||gr}
Cookie

?
= H (s , saR,

IPI ,NI ,NR, a, r)

HASH ∗
I

?
= H (H (NI ,NR),

g i , gr ,Cookie, a, saR, IDI )

verify sigI

Ks = H (NI ,NR, g ir)

Figure 3.7: Modified aggressive mode of IKE Protocol [117]

Counterbalancing memory expenditure

To address memory based denial of service attacks, this modified version of IKE

stores no state after the first message. Unlike the original cookie construction that

was vulnerable to a cookie crumb attack, the cookie in the modified proposal is

constructed as a hash over request specific parameters, responder secret s, random

fresh material a and Diffie-Hellman exponent r. The session specific secret parame-

ters a and r are not stored by the responder, instead the protocol remains stateless

by sending an encrypted copy of these parameters to the initiator.4 In addition to

4While not specifically indicated in the protocol specification, we suspect that not only the
exponent, but the actual Diffie-Hellman value gr must be securely sent to the initiator, otherwise
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allowing the responder to remain stateless, the cookie acts as a reachability test for

the initiator, providing assurance that a spoofed address is not being used.

Counterbalancing computational expenditure

Computational denial of service attacks against the original aggressive mode of IKE

with signature authentication resulted from the responder generating an expensive

signature on the receipt of an unauthenticated message 1 and the expensive verifi-

cation of a signature on message 3. To address these vulnerabilities Matsuura and

Imai [117] specify the use of a signature scheme that permits expensive components

of the signature generation to be precomputed and has a signature verification pro-

cedure that permits the recovery of random fresh material (a) used in the generation

of the signature. The initiator then uses the recovery of the random fresh material a

to provide proof to the responder that the signature in message 2 has been verified.

The expense of generating the signature sigR is reduced but not eliminated in

message 2 of the proposed IKE modification. The verification of the initiator sig-

nature (sigI) is only performed after verifying that the initiator has incurred the

computational expenses associated with verifying sigR (as explained next).

In order to construct a message 3 that is accepted as genuine by the responder,

the initiator must verify sigR. Verification of sigR, reveals the value a′, which the

initiator then uses to construct the proof of work HASH ∗
I .

On receipt of message 3, the responder first validates the cookie and secondly

verifies the proof of work by recovering a and verifying the modified initiator hash.

Finally the responder can verify the signature of the initiator, with confidence that

the initiator has already committed resources to the protocol execution.

While Matsuura and Imai’s modified version of IKE [117] introduces an ele-

gant proof of work based on verification of sigR, it suffers from being an untunable

parameter that provides no mechanism for the responder to increase the computa-

tional effort that must be expended by the initiator in order to provide the proof

of work. Additionally, the technique is restricted to specific signature schemes with

the Shortened digital signature standard (DSS) and the Schnorr signature schemes

suggested by Matsuura and Imai [117] as capable of supporting precomputation and

providing recovery of a.

the responder would have to recalculate the value on receipt of message 3.
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Gradual authentication

In addition to counterbalancing computational and memory expenditure, this mod-

ified IKE allows the responder to gradually authenticate the initiator. Before verify-

ing sigI the responder has assurance that the initiator is not using a spoofed address,

is willing to commit memory to having the protocol proceed, and has committed

the computational resources required to verify the responder signature sigR.

While the proposal represents an improvement over the original protocol, the

responder is still required to commit computational resources to generate a signature

on receipt of the first unauthenticated message leaving the responder susceptible to

a flood of message ones.

3.4.3 Just Fast Keying

The JFK protocol was developed by Aiello et al. [6] as a key agreement protocol

providing identity protection and capable of operating in a hostile environment

such as the Internet. The protocol implements several techniques to counterbalance

computational and memory expenditure, and to gradually authenticate initiator

requests. The protocol variant implementing identity protection for the initiator is

depicted in Figure 3.8.

Protocol Description

Computationally expensive operations are deferred in JFK until the initiator has

revealed its Internet protocol (IP) address and the responder is confident that it is

round trip communication with the initiator.

The responder periodically selects a Diffie-Hellman exponential (gr) and gener-

ates a signature over this value and information on the groups it supports. The

designers of the protocol allow the responder to reduce computational expenditure,

at the expense of perfect forward secrecy, by reusing this Diffie-Hellman value with

multiple initiators.

On receipt of message one, the responder will remain stateless by constructing

a cookie. In message three, the initiator returns not only the stateless cookie, but

also releases the preimage to a hashed nonce provided in message one. This allows

the responder to cheaply gain assurance that the sender of message three is also the

sender of message one. Having verified the cookie (which includes verification of the

nonce preimage) the responder commits to the key exchange protocol by generating
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I R
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verify and decrypt E1

verify sigI
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IDI , saI , saR]

E2 = {sigR2 , saR}Ke

Ka

4) verify and decrypt E2 E2←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
verify sigR2

Figure 3.8: JFKi Protocol [6]

session keys and verifying the initiator’s signature.

Counterbalancing memory expenditure

On receipt of the first message from an initiator, the responder remains stateless and

weakly authenticates the reachability of the initiator by generating a cryptographic

cookie (Cookie = HHKR
(gr, NR, N ′

I , IPI)), that is returned by the initiator in mes-

sage 3. The secret key HKR is a time variant local secret that limits the period of
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time a cookie will be accepted.

Counterbalancing computational expenditure

While the protocol permits reuse of the responder exponential to reduce compu-

tational expenditure at the responder, no mechanism to increase computational

expenditure at the initiator is provided. The absence of a proof of work from this

recently proposed protocol is conspicuous and exposes the responder to a compu-

tational denial of service in the presence of an initiator willing to reveal their IP

address. The initiator could engage the responder with a legitimate message 1, then

fabricate a bogus message 3 at a minimal computational cost. The responder would

have to perform a modular exponentiation before being able to determine that the

received message was bogus. The addition of a proof of work, in the form of a client

puzzle, would allow the responder to increase the computational expenditure of an

initiator attempting to mount such an attack - with verification of the puzzle solu-

tion only costing a single hash operation. The inclusion of a client puzzle in JFK is

analysed in Section 4.6 in the next chapter of the dissertation.

Gradual authentication

In message 3, the initiator releases the preimage (NI) to the nonce (N ′
I) provided

in message 1. This binds message 1 and 3 to the same initiator. The initiator must

also derive the Diffie-Hellman key (gir) and the encryption and authentication keys

(Ke, Ka) used to protect the contents of message 3.

On receipt of message 3, the responder conducts a range of checks that gradually

authenticate the message, prior to conducting an expensive signature verification to

strongly authenticate the initiator. First, the responder validates the nonce NI .

Then the cookie is verified to weakly assure the responder that the initiator is

reachable at the claimed address. Once these checks complete successfully, the re-

sponder then decrypts and verifies the contents of message 3. Finally, the initiator’s

signature is verified.

The encryption and authentication (via a message authentication code) of mes-

sage 3 provides the responder assurance that the initiator is willing to commit com-

putational resources to having the protocol proceed. Unlike a proof of work however,

the decryption and MAC verification require the responder to incur an equivalent

computational cost to the initiator (that of a modular exponentiation) so there is

no counterbalancing of computational effort. This technique does provide gradual
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authentication however, as a failure to correctly decrypt or verify the MAC of a re-

ceived message 3 allows the responder to detect a possible attack before committing

the resources for an expensive signature verification.

3.4.4 Client-Aided RSA SSL / TLS

Castelluccia et al. [29] observed that the computational expenditure of a responder

in the SSL / TLS protocol could be reduced through the adoption of client aided

computation. In the SSL / TLS protocol a responder receives a public key encrypted

copy of an initiator selected session secret and has to perform an expensive RSA

decryption operation in order to generate session keys.

Fortunately, work had already been done on implementing server aided signature

generation for resource constrained smart cards [74, 116] and Castelluccia et al.

were able to apply the same techniques to have the initiator aid the responder in

decrypting the initiator selected session secret. They termed this approach client-

aided RSA (CA-RSA). The details of the CA-RSA protocol, which is designed to

be compatible with existing SSL/TLS deployments, are presented in Figure 3.9.

Protocol Description

In the SSL three way handshake protocol adopting CA-RSA, the first client hello

message remains unchanged. The server hello message includes the server’s certifi-

cate and the vector D = (d1,d2,. . .,dk). The initiator aids responder computation by

performing calculations with these values. The client randomly chooses the secret

value x, which is used to compute the SSL session key. The secret value x is en-

crypted with the server’s public key component e: y = xe (mod n). Next, the client

uses D to create a new vector Z by computing zi = ydi (mod n), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

The client then returns the vector Z and the encrypted session key seed y to the

responder in the client key exchange message. Once the server receives this message

it uses the elements of vector Z to recover x, by computing the values Mp =
∏k

i=1

zfi

i (mod p) and Mq =
∏k

i=1 zgi

i (mod q). Finally, the responder recovers x by cal-

culating Mpnp + Mqnq (mod n), which is much less computationally expensive than

performing the modular exponentiation yd (mod n). The responder can now derive

the session key Ks.

The selection of c and k will impact both the performance and the security of

the scheme. Castelluccia et al. recommend that the optimal strategy for selecting

values be to minimise k (the minimum value for k is 2), and select c, so that c× k
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Figure 3.9: CA-RSA Protocol [29]

provides equivalent symmetric key size security to the RSA key in use. That is, for

an RSA key of 1024 bits, c× k should at a minimum be 72-bits [112]. With k fixed

at 2, this will result in c = 36. Calculation of Mp and Mq, will then each require

two modular exponentiations with 36-bit exponents.
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Counterbalancing memory expenditure

As with the unmodified version of TLS, CA-RSA does not make use of cookies

to counterbalance memory expenditure. The puzzle construction adopted by the

protocol is inadequate to replace the function of a cookie for allowing the protocol

responder to remain stateless or serve as a reachability test. Two consequences of

this are that the responder must store state on each connection request, making it

vulnerable to a memory-based denial of service attack, and secondly, the responder

has no way of assessing whether the initiator is using a spoofed IP address.

Counterbalancing computational expenditure

While client aided computations ease the responder’s computational burden, they

cannot be used as a proof of work. To address this the protocol incorporates a Juels

and Brainard [87] style client puzzle to ensure that the responder only attempts to

decrypt values from initiators who have expended an equivalent level of computa-

tional resources solving a puzzle. Unfortunately the puzzle construction specified by

Castelluccia et al. is in violation of the guidelines specified by Juels and Brainard. It

is constructed by hashing a random value. Such a puzzle construction that does not

include time, or rely on a time variant responder secret or any connection specific

parameters, introduces numerous problems. Firstly, the responder will be unable to

know whether the puzzle solution it is verifying is to a puzzle that it issued5 or if it

is a puzzle that has been solved previously unless it stores state. As mentioned ear-

lier, storing state leaves the responder vulnerable to memory-based denial of service

attacks. Secondly, the failure to make puzzles time variant provides no mechanism

for a responder to defend itself against an initiator that hoards puzzles, generating

solutions at its convenience, and then flooding the responder with legitimate puz-

zle solutions. Finally, the failure to encode connection specific parameters into the

puzzle, or to make use of cookies, prevents the responder remaining stateless after

message 1 and results in the responder having no assurance that the initiator is

reachable at the IP address claimed. Storing state without confirmation of initiator

reachability exposes the responder to anonymous memory-based flooding denial of

service attacks.

5If an initiator can choose its own puzzles to solve independently of the responder, there would
be a great risk of the initiator precomputing a large number of puzzle solutions to use in a denial
of service attack.
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Gradual authentication

Assuming that the responder maintains the significant amount of state required to

keep track of issued puzzles, the receipt of a valid puzzle solution could provide some

assurance that the initiator has committed computational resources to having the

protocol proceed.

While this protocol attempts to counterbalance computational expenditure, the

combination of a poorly constructed proof of work, a failure to counterbalance mem-

ory expenditure leaves the protocol vulnerable to denial of service attacks. To coun-

terbalance memory expenditure, the responder should adopt the use of cookies, or

use a puzzle construction that is consistent with meeting the functional requirements

of a cookie.

3.5 Recommendations

In this section, lessons learned on the construction of denial of service resistant key

establishment protocols are presented as recommendations.

Protocols implementing the full range of denial of service resistance strategies

are not significantly more complex than those protocols that only implement a few,

the first recommendation, then, is that all key establishment protocols implement

techniques to counterbalance memory expenditure, counterbalance computational

expenditure, and gradually authenticate requests.

Recommendation 1. The responder in a key establishment proto-

col should implement techniques to counterbalance memory expenditure,

counterbalance computational expenditure, and gradually authenticate

requests.

3.5.1 Counterbalancing Memory Expenditure

In counterbalancing memory expenditure, responders must ensure that they remain

stateless. If state is created, such state must not be parameterised by the number

of initiator requests. That is, any state created (a time variant session key used for

creating stateless cookies for example) must be fixed in size and independent on the

rate of incoming requests.
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Recommendation 2. The responder in a key establishment protocol

should remain stateless. If state needs to be created, it must not be

parameterised by the rate of incoming connections.

By using techniques for counterbalancing memory expenditure that incorporate

initiator specific parameters (the source IP address is commonly used in cookie

constructions, for example), the process of gradual authentication can be initiated

on the return of the stateless cookie.

Recommendation 3. The responder in a key establishment protocol,

by including initiator specific parameters in stateless cookies, can initiate

the process of gradual authentication.

3.5.2 Counterbalancing Computational Expenditure

Computational expenditure may be counterbalanced by reducing expenditure at the

responder, or increasing computational expenditure at the initiator. This chapter

has reviewed protocols adopting both approaches. Failure to increase computational

expenditure at the initiator may expose protocols to denial of service attacks (as

was discussed with JFK in Section 3.4.3). Increasing computational expenditure at

an initiator can be used as a mechanism for gradual authentication, so should be

incorporated into all key establishment protocols.

Recommendation 4. The responder in a key establishment proto-

col should counterbalance computational expenditure by decreasing its

own computational costs and increasing the computational costs of an

initiator (via a proof of work, for example).

As detailed in Section 3.3.2 there is a risk that reusable proofs of work can be

maliciously used. Until the requirements for the secure adoption of reusable proofs

of work have been elucidated, such proofs of work should be restricted to those

instances where the computational reuse is constrained to the current protocol.

Recommendation 5. Key establishment protocols implementing a

reusable proof of work should only implement techniques that allow the

computational effort expended to be reused by the key establishment

protocol itself. This will prevent the potential misuse of reusable proofs

of work.
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Hash-based proofs of work are predominant among the protocols reviewed. Not

all constructions, however, are suitable replacements for a stateless cookie or per-

forming gradual authentication (via a reachability test). For a puzzle to implement

this functionality it must include the IP address of the initiator in the construction

and encode any other required state.

Recommendation 6. For a puzzle to support stateless connections

and to perform a reachability test (that is, serve as a replacement for

a cookie) it must include the IP address of the initiator and any other

required state in its construction.

3.5.3 Gradual Authentication

Adopting strategies and techniques to allow a responder to gradually authenticate

the benevolent intent of an initiator can enhance the denial of service resistance of

key establishment protocols.

Recommendation 7. Key establishment protocols should imple-

ment one or more mechanisms in support of gradually authenticating

the benevolence of the initiator.

The review of a number of key establishment protocols and discussions on their

denial of service resistance has revealed that gradual authentication is often a by

product of other denial of service resistance techniques. Both stateless cookies and

client puzzles, for example, provide elements of gradual authentication.

3.6 Summary and Conclusions

Key establishment protocols are particularly vulnerable to denial of service attacks

owing to the significant resources they must expend in authenticating initiators and

generating the cryptographic keys used to secure ongoing communications. The

goal of denial of service resistance in key establishment protocols is to ensure that

attackers cannot prevent a legitimate initiator and responder deriving cryptographic

keys without expending resources beyond a responder determined threshold.

In this chapter the strategies and techniques that permit responders to coun-

terbalance memory expenditure, counterbalance computational expenditure, and to

gradually authenticate initiators have been explored. The judicious use of available
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strategies and techniques allows a responder in a key establishment protocol to de-

termine the level of resources an attacker must commit before being able to disrupt

the execution of the protocol, thereby improving the responders resistance to denial

of service attacks. The adoption of denial of service resistance techniques in three

key establishment protocols was critically analysed.

Cookies were identified as a technique that can counterbalance memory expen-

diture and initiate gradual authentication. Correctly constructed cookies allow the

protocol responder to remain stateless and serve as a reachability test, providing

the responder with assurance that an initiator is able to send and receive messages

from a claimed address. Cookie generation must not lead to any state creation, as

this will expose the responder to a “cookie crumb” attack.

Proofs of work are hard but tractable problems that can be used by an initiator

to prove to a responder that a verifiable level of computational effort has been ex-

pended. Proofs of work can be used to counterbalance computational expenditure at

the responder and authenticate the commitment of initiator to expending resources

to having the protocol proceed. While proofs of work can be constructed from a

range of underlying problem, proofs of work based on hash-based constructions are

the most prevalent as they are simple to construct and can be verified cheaply. The

requirements for overloading cookie functionality into a hash-based client puzzle

were presented with the observation that puzzles based on the Aura et al. [14] con-

struction cannot implement the required functionality, so must be supplemented by

a cookie.

We note that the number of key establishment protocols implementing denial of

service resistance techniques is limited, with our review of the literature revealing

only seven protocols (Table 3.3 presents a summary). Of those protocols implement-

ing denial of service resistance techniques only two, Host Identity Protocol (HIP)

and Modified IKE, use techniques supporting all three strategies: counterbalanc-

ing computational expenditure; counterbalancing memory expenditure; and gradual

authentication. The protocols implementing all three strategies do not appear to

be significantly more complex than the protocols implementing only a subset of the

strategies.

The notion of gradual authentication was introduced as a strategy for allowing

responders to gain assurance that an attack is not underway and that an initiator

is willing to commit computational and memory resources to having the protocol

proceed. Specific techniques for gradually authenticating initiators were presented
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Table 3.3: DoS Resistance Techniques in Protocols

Key Exchange Mechanisms Strategies
Protocol

Modified IKE Cookie Counterbalancing Memory

PoW Counterbalancing CPU

Cookie → HASH∗
I → Signature Gradual Authentication.

JFK Cookie Counterbalancing Memory

Nonce → Cookie → MAC → Signature Gradual Authentication.

CA-RSA Client-Aided Comp. Counterbalancing CPU

PoW Counterbalancing CPU

PoW → Decrypt secret seed Gradual Authentication.

Photuris [89] Cookie Counterbalancing Memory

Cookie → EK{message} → Signature Gradual Authentication.

HIP [129] Cookie Counterbalancing Memory

PoW Counterbalancing CPU

Cookie → PoW → Signature Gradual Authentication.

IKEv2 [90] Cookie Counterbalancing Memory

Cookie → MAC → Signature Gradual Authentication.

Lee & Fung [108] PoW Counterbalancing Memory

PoW Counterbalancing CPU

PoW → Signature Gradual Authentication.
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and discussed. A common characteristic of each of the techniques is that they all

afford the responder the ability to cheaply verify some aspect of a received message,

while fabrication of a message that can pass the responders check is expensive for

an attacker. The adversarial models under which each technique is secure, however,

are yet to be rigorously analysed. Formalising the adversarial models under which

techniques used for gradual authentication may be considered secure is an area for

future work.

To exhibit strong denial of service resistance characteristics, we recommend that

protocols must adopt techniques to implement all available strategies, including:

counterbalancing computational expenditure; counterbalancing memory expendi-

ture; and gradually authenticating requests. Addressing only a subset of these,

counterbalancing computational expenditure while storing state prematurely for ex-

ample, will result in protocols that potentially have residual denial of service vul-

nerabilities.

Responders should always gain assurance that an initiator is reachable at a

claimed address, either via cookies or correctly constructed puzzles. Failure to

test reachability leaves the responder vulnerable to attacks from spoofed source

addresses.

Finally, there would appear to be a pressing need for developing techniques for

quantifying the denial of service resistance a protocol exhibits and how this level

of resistance changes with the addition or substitution of techniques. Meadows’s

cost-based framework [120] for analysing denial of service resistance appears to be

a promising approach. Adoption of the framework and analysis of its suitability for

informing protocol design choices with respect to the selection of denial of service

resistance techniques is explored further in Chapter 4.



Chapter 4

Modelling Denial of Service

Resistance

There are a range of strategies and techniques available to protect protocols against

the ever present threat posed by denial of service attacks. But, as Chapter 3 demon-

strated, when these techniques are poorly incorporated into protocols, the level of

protection against denial of service attack (the denial of service resistance of the

protocol) is undermined. This dissertation argues that a more rigorous, or even for-

mal, approach is required to reason about denial of service resistance in protocols.

In support of this argument, this research evaluated the suitability of a cost-based

modelling framework for assessing denial of service resistance in protocols.

Specifically, in this chapter:

• a detailed analysis of the Just Fast Keying (JFK) protocol is performed using

a cost-based modelling framework;

• the analysis performed reveals two previously unknown denial of service attacks

against JFK; and

• the application of the cost-based framework in the context of distributed com-

putational attacks is described.

While the cost-based model utilised in this chapter is immature, it was able to

identify denial of service vulnerabilities in a protocol widely thought to be resistant

to denial of service attacks. This, to a small extent at least, validates the utility of

of formal tools for analysing the denial of service resistance properties of protocols.

75
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4.1 Introduction

The use of formal proofs of security for key establishment protocols was introduced

in Section 3.1. Such proofs allow the security of a cryptographic protocol to be

formally and objectively assessed. Given the growing importance of denial of service

resistance in cryptographic protocols, it is vital that proofs of security begin to

include an assessment of the susceptibility of protocols to denial of service attack.

A cost-based framework for analysing susceptibility to network denial of service

attacks in protocols was first proposed by Meadows [119, 120]. Since then, the

framework has seen limited application. In this chapter the framework is used to

model JFK and identify two denial of service attacks. Recommendations are made

for an approach to applying the framework so that denial of service resistance in the

presence of coordinated attackers can be accurately assessed.

JFK is a key agreement protocol proposed by Aiello et al. [5] to replace Internet

Key Exchange (IKE) [68]. Characteristics of the protocol that are claimed by its

designers to make it suitable for deployment in the hostile Internet environment

are that the protocol has a proof of security in the Canetti-Krawczyk model [28],

and that the protocol incorporates numerous denial of service resistance techniques.

The design of JFK delays computational commitments at the responder until the IP

address of the initiator has been revealed. This dissertation argues that, given the

ready availability of IP addresses, protocols should be resistant to denial of service

attack in the presence of an adversary willing to reveal the source IP address.1

The security and denial of service resistance properties of JFK have also been

verified by Abadi et al. [1] using the π-calculus and Proverif, a formal verification

tool.2 No previous analyses of the protocol have identified any susceptibility to

denial of service attack.

The network denial of service problem has been discussed in Section 2.2 and

the strategies and techniques for improving resistance to denial of service have been

described in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.

As more critical services are offered over networks, there is an exigent need for

denial of service resistance to become a quantifiable property of protocols. While

numerous techniques for ensuring protocol adherence to sound design principles have

1Handley [66] notes that source address spoofing is no longer widely used in denial of service
attacks. One ISP, quoted by Handley, indicated that of 1127 detected denial of service attacks,
only four employed source address spoofing.

2Ramachandran [150] previously analysed JFK in Meadows’s framework but performed only a
superficial and incomplete analysis.
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the potential to improve the resistance of protocols to denial of service attack, the

process of selecting appropriate techniques and assessing the trade-offs among them

is still somewhat immature, appearing more as art than science. Protocol designers

should be able to state explicitly, not only the level of susceptibility their protocols

have to denial of service attack, but also the resources an attacker would be required

to command to overcome the denial of service resistance techniques employed by

their protocol.

Fortunately, steps have been taken to develop a framework capable of modelling

denial of service resistance in protocols [119, 120]. Meadows’s framework is cost-

based, so is consistent with the view of denial of service as a resource exhaustion

problem and being cost-based is capable of expressing denial of service resistance in a

quantifiable manner, resulting in protocol models in which the resources required for

an attacker to overcome a protocol’s defences are explicitly specified and understood.

Meadows’s framework represents a significant first step in assuring that protocols

can be relied on to meet their denial of service resistance objectives. The paucity

of open literature applying the framework is quite remarkable, especially given the

importance of the problem it is attempting to address. It is hoped that the results

presented here will encourage others to make use of the framework in analysing

the denial of service resistance characteristics of the protocols they are designing or

using. It is only through experience in applying the framework that the necessary

refinements can be made to increase the framework’s utility to protocol designers

and analysts alike.

The remainder of the Chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 introduces

Meadows’s cost-based modelling framework and Section 4.3 reviews the application

of the modelling framework to JFK, an Internet key agreement protocol which imple-

ments numerous denial of service resistance techniques. A previously undiscovered

computational denial of service attack against JFK is identified in Section 4.4. The

modelling of distributed attackers and a second denial of service attack are presented

in Section 4.5. The ability of client puzzles to improve the protocol’s resistance to

denial of service attack is modelled and discussed in Section 4.6 with a Chapter

summary presented in Section 4.7.
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4.2 Meadows’s Cost-Based Modelling Framework

In this section, the cost-based framework for modelling network denial of service

proposed by Meadows [119,120] is presented.

Unlike the security properties of secrecy and authenticity that have a rich and

formal framework for assuring in which circumstances they hold, the property of de-

nial of service resistance is less well understood, but of growing importance. Mead-

ows’s framework is a first attempt at formalising the manner in which the resource

commitments of initiators and responders in protocols are modelled and analysed.

The framework is based on a modification of Gong and Syverson’s fail-stop model

of cryptographic protocols [61] in which a protocol stops executing on message ver-

ification failures, and ascribes costs to each step of a protocol allowing an ongoing

comparison of resource expenditure at both the initiator and responder. The defi-

nitions that follow are based on the definitions provided by [120].

4.2.1 Protocol Specifications

Protocols are specified in the framework using the popular Alice-and-Bob notation

style and annotated to include the steps associated with the generation, verification,

and acceptance of messages.

Definition 1. An Alice-and-Bob specification is a sequence of statements of the

form A→ B : M where M is the message sent from A to B.

The annotation of the Alice-and-Bob specification, to include message processing

steps at both the initiator and responder, is performed as follows.

Definition 2. An annotated Alice-and-Bob specification is a sequence of statements

of the form A→ B : T1, ..., Tk||M ||O1, ..., On, where Ti are the operations performed

by A, and Oj are the operations performed by B. The sequence T1, ..., Tk represents

the ordered steps taken by A to produce message M , while the sequence O1, ..., On

represents the ordered steps taken by B to process and verify M .

A line in an annotated Alice-and-Bob specification is defined as follows.

Definition 3. Let Li.A → B : T1, ..., Tk||M ||O1, ..., On be the ith line in an

annotated Alice-and-Bob specification. It is said that X is an event occurring in Li
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if: (1) X is one of Ti or Oj, or; (2) X is ‘A sends M to B’ or ‘B receives M from

A’.

The events Ti and ‘A sends M to B’ are said to occur at A, while the events Oj

and ‘B receives M from A’ are said to occur at B.

There are three types of events involved in the generation, transmission, valida-

tion, and acceptance of a message: (1) normal events, which always succeed, can

occur at the sender or receiver, and include the send and receive events; (2) verifica-

tion events, which may succeed or fail and only occur at the receiver of a message;

and (3) accept events, the reserved event On that only occurs at the receiver of a

message.

4.2.2 Cost Sets and Cost Functions

Given a protocol notation that incorporates the events associated with the genera-

tion, transmission, verification, and acceptance of messages the allocation of costs

for participation in a protocol can now be explored. The costs of participating in a

protocol are derived by computing the costs of individual events and summing the

costs for each of the steps in a protocol.

Definition 4. A cost set C is a monoid3 with operator + and partial order ≤ such

that x ≤ x + y and y ≤ x + y, ∀x, y ∈ C

Definition 5. The event cost function δ maps events defined in an Alice-and-Bob

protocol specification to a cost set C and is 0 on accept events.

Definition 6. The message processing cost function δ′ is associated with the event

cost function δ on verification events following receipt of a message.

If the line A → B : T1, ..., Tk||M ||V1, ..., Vn appears in an annotated Alice-and-

Bob specification of a protocol, then for each verification event Vj: δ′(Vj) = δ(V1) +

... + δ(Vj)

Message processing involves the steps that the receiver of a message must follow

on receipt of a message. These steps will include, among other things, verifying that

3A monoid is a set that is closed under an associative binary operation and has an identity
element [193].
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cookies previously sent have been returned in the current message and verifying

message authentication codes associated with protected message components, for

example. A verification event can be considered an event, which if it fails, will lead

to the receiver generating an error message or aborting the protocol.

Given a framework for modelling the costs of generating, transmitting and verify-

ing messages exchanged in a protocol, we can now consider the costs to a responder

of engaging in the protocol.

Definition 7. The protocol engagement cost function ∆ is defined on accept events

as follows:

If the line Li.A → B : T1, ..., Tk||M ||O1, ..., On appears in an annotated Alice-

and-Bob specification of a protocol, and On is an accept event, then the protocol

engagement cost ∆(On) is defined as the sum of the costs of all events occurring at

the receiver up to the accept event (On), plus the costs associated with preparing an

immediate response (i.e. the costs of δ(T1) + ... + δ(Tk) of line Li+1).

The protocol engagement cost function includes the costs of both message pro-

cessing (described above) and the costs associated with the preparation of a response

to that successfully received and verified message (that is, protocol engagement). It

is important that the costs of processing a received message as well as the costs

associated with formulating a response are evaluated as it is often the expense of

preparing a response (generating a digital signature for example) that can result in

a denial of service of the responder.

4.2.3 Intruder Cost Functions

Intruders may interact with a responder in many different ways. In the simplest

case, they can adhere to the protocol specification and send legitimate messages

and potentiate denial of service by initiating many protocol executions while never

completing any. Alternatively they can deviate from the protocol specification and

interfere with the normal execution of a protocol by transmitting bogus messages,

or by engaging in bogus protocol runs. In such activity the attacker is not con-

strained to the same events, or subject to the same cost functions as a legitimate

protocol participant. Instead, intruders are subject to an independent set of cost

functions that define the costs of actions they may engage in. An intelligent intruder

can replace fields in messages used by the protocol that are meant to contain the
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results of an expensive computation (such as a digital signature or the result of an

exponentiation modulo a large prime) with a random number of the correct size.

Obviously, the cost of selecting a random number and inserting it into a specific

message field is far cheaper than performing an exponentiation or generating a dig-

ital signature. The analysis performed in Section 4.5 only considers intruders with

limited capabilities; the framework, however, can be used to model intruders with

arbitrary capabilities.

Definition 8. Let G be the attacker cost set and I be the set of intruder actions.

The function φ maps intruder actions to their costs in G. The intruder cost function

Φ is defined on a sequence of attacker actions as, Φ({i1, ..., in}) = φ(i1) + ... + φ(in)

for ik ∈ I.

The purpose of modelling protocols in this framework is to compare costs in-

curred by an intruder to the costs borne by a responder for each step of a protocol.

A protocol will be practically resistant to denial of service if the cost for an attacker

to successfully interfere4 with the protocol exceeds a given amount. More formally,

the effort that must be expended by an attacker is specified as follows.

Definition 9. Let the attack cost function Θ map events defined in an annotated

Alice-and-Bob specification P to a cost set C. P is fail-stop with respect to Θ if for

every event E ∈ P, if an attacker interferes with a message that should arrive before

E, then no events that should occur after E will occur unless the cost to the attacker

is at least Θ(E ).

The attack cost function describes the cost an attacker must pay, to have a

message they generate accepted as valid. If the attacker is unwilling to expend

resources (by solving a puzzle for example), the protocol responder will detect that

the message received is bogus (does not contain a valid puzzle solution for example)

and cease execution (i.e. fail-stop).

Definition 10. Let C and G be the responder and attacker cost sets respectively.

A tolerance relation T is the subset of C×G that consists of all pairs (c, g) such that

the protocol designer is willing to tolerate the responder expending resources up to

cost c, as long as the attacker has to expend resources of cost g or greater. A tuple

4By interfere, we mean generate a message that is accepted as genuine and consequently con-
vinces the responder to expend resources engaging in the protocol.
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(c′, g′) is said to be within the tolerance relation if there exists (c, g) ∈ T , such that

c′ ≤ c and g′ ≥ g.

4.2.4 Assessing Denial of Service Resistance

Analysing a protocol for denial of service resistance entails: (1) determining the

intruder capabilities and cost functions; (2) deciding on the tolerance relation T ;

(3) determining the attack cost function Θ for each step of the protocol; and (4)

verifying that:

• for event E1 immediately preceding verification event E2, that (δ′(E2), Θ(E1))

∈ T ; and

• if event E is an accept event, then (∆(E), Θ(E)) ∈ T

4.3 Analysis of Just Fast Keying (JFK)

Aiello et al. [5] describe two JFK variants. Both variants provide identity protection

for the initiator and responder against a passive adversary. One variant (JFKi)

protects the identity of the initiator against an active attacker, the other (JFKr)

protects the identity of the responder against an active attacker. The components

of each variant relating to session key establishment are substantially similar, with

the same key derivation procedures being undertaken. For this reason, we argue

that both protocol variants will be susceptible to the same computational denial of

service attacks (as discussed throughout the remainder of this Chapter).

The message components of JFK are presented in Table 4.1, and the version

of the protocol that implements identity protection for the initiator is presented in

Alice-and-Bob style notation in Table 4.2.

4.3.1 Denial of Service Resistance in JFK

The protocol consists of four messages and state is only stored after the responder

validates message three. The validation of message three, and generation of message

four are both expensive and a number of denial of service resistance techniques have

been employed to reduce the susceptibility of the responder to denial of service

attack.
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Table 4.1: Just Fast Keying (JFK) Message Components

Sx[M ] digital signature of M with private key of x.
H(M) an unkeyed hash of M .

HK(M) keyed hash of M with key K.
{M}Ke

Ka
encryption of M under key Ke

followed by the generation of a message authentication code
(MAC) over the resultant ciphertext with key Ka.

IPI initiator’s network address.
g Generator of a multiplicative group of order q.

r, i Integers between 1 and q chosen at random by R and I.
gi, gr initiator and responder current exponential

NI , NR Random nonces chosen by I and R.
N ′

I initiator’s initial nonce, computed as H(NI).
IDI , IDR Information identifying I and R’s public keys (certificates).

HKR Transient, secret hash key used by responder.
sa, sa′ Information used in establishing a security association.

grpinfoR Groups supported by responder, algorithms and hash functions.

Table 4.2: Just Fast Keying (JFKi) Protocol

1. I → R : N ′
I , g

i, ID′
R

2. I ← R : N ′
I , NR, gr, grpinfoR, IDR, SR[gr, grpinfoR], token

3. I → R : NI , NR, gi, gr, token, {IDI , sa, SI [N
′
I , NR, gi, gr, IDR, sa]}Ke

Ka

4. I ← R : {SR[N ′
I , NR, gi, gr, IDI , sa, sa′], sa′}Ke

Ka

N ′
I = H(NI)

token = HHKR
(gr, NR, N ′

I , IPI)
Ke = Hgir(N ′

I , NR, “1”)
Ka = Hgir(N ′

I , NR, “2”)
Kir = Hgir(N ′

I , NR, “0”)
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Cryptographic Cookie

The use of a cryptographically generated token in message two, that is echoed back

by I to R in message three provides weak assurance to R that I is reachable at

the claimed address IPI and that message three is coming from the same address

as message one.5 The cryptographic cookie (token) also ensures that R can remain

stateless.

Hashed Initiator Nonce

I includes a cryptographic hash of its chosen nonce in message one, revealing the

preimage of the hash in message three. The hashing of I’s nonce prevents eaves-

droppers of messages one and two from being able to cheaply form a valid looking

message three,6 and weakly binds message one and three to the same source.

Reuse of Diffie-Hellman Exponential

Another design feature of JFK is the ability of R to reduce its computational load

by reusing gr across multiple sessions. Reuse of this value has an impact on forward

secrecy (see Section 3.1 for a description of forward secrecy), eliminating forward

secrecy for the duration that gr is reused. Aiello et al. refer to this as the adaptive

forward secrecy interval. Permitting reuse of gr allows the cost of the signature

generated in message two to be amortised over the forward secrecy interval.

4.3.2 Analysis in the Modelling Framework

In this section of the dissertation, the cost-based framework is applied to the analysis

of JFK. This analysis begins by defining the cost sets and the tolerance relation

used to evaluate the denial of services resistance of the protocol.

Definition of Cost Sets and Tolerance Relation

The elements of the cost set C and the attacker cost set G include: {0 < cheap <

medium < expensive}. Summation of elements in the cost set results in the assign-

ment of the maximum of the two operands, x + y = max(x, y).

5This prevents Simpson’s [167] cookie jar attack.
6A valid looking message three, is a message that would require R to check a signature. Hence

constructing a valid looking message three would require reversal of a hash function.
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The tolerance relation T indicates the resources a protocol designer is willing to

have a responder expend in a protocol (c, the first element in the tuple) so long as

the cost to the initiator is at least g (the second element in the tuple). The tolerance

relation is defined as:

T =


(cheap, cheap); (cheap,medium);

(cheap, expensive); (medium, cheap);

(medium,medium); (medium, expensive);

(expensive, expensive)


While the tuples in a tolerance relation are selected somewhat subjectively, if

the pair (expensive, cheap) ever appears in the analysis it is highly likely that the

protocol is vulnerable to a cheaply mounted denial of service attack. The presence

of (medium, cheap) in the tolerance relation is to accommodate the generation of

the cryptographic token used by the responder to remain stateless. The presence of

such an element within the tolerance relation is indicative of how trade-offs between

storage and processor resources can be made.

The annotated Alice-and-Bob protocol specification for JFK is presented in Ta-

ble 4.3. The events that occur in the execution of the JFK protocol and their

associated costs are now defined:7

• computenonce: the process of selecting a nonce, δ(computenonce) = cheap.

• hash: the process of hashing a value, δ(hash) = cheap.

• createexp: the process of selecting a Diffie-Hellman value - requires a modular

exponentiation, δ(createexp) = expensive.

• verifygroup: the process of verifying that a given Diffie-Hellman value is in an

acceptable group,8 δ(verifygroup) = medium.

• generatemac: the process of generating a message authentication code - based

on a keyed hash function, δ(generatemac) = medium.

• generatedh: process of generating a Diffie-Hellman ephemeral key - requires a

modular exponentiation, δ(generatedh) = expensive.

7Any operation that requires a modular exponentiation to be performed has been assigned the
cost expensive. The real costs incurred by a modular exponentiation will be dependant on the
size of the specific exponents used and that for specific parameters, the cost of a Diffie-Hellman
exponentiation may be somewhat more expensive than an RSA signature verification with a small
public exponent.

8Verification may be an expensive, security critical operation if the responder exponential is
being reused and the group is not based on a strong prime [113].
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Table 4.3: Annotated specification of JFKi

L1. I → R : computenonce1 (NI), N
′
I = hash1 (NI), createexp1 (gi) ||

N ′
I , g

i ||
verifygroup(gi), accept1

L2. I ← R : computenonce2 (NR), token = generatemac1 (KR, {gr, NR, N ′
I , IPI}), ||

N ′
I , NR, gr, groupinfoR, IDR, SR{gr, groupinfR}, token ||

verifysig1 , accept2
L3. I → R : generatedh1 (gir), K = computekeys1 (N ′

I , NR, gir), T = generatesig1 (N ′
I , NR, gi, gr, IDR, sa),

C ′ = encrypt1 (K, {IDI , T, sa}), C = generatemac2 (K, C ′) ||
NI , NR, gi, gr, token, C, C ′ ||
N ′

I = hash2(NI), verify1 (token = generatemac3 (KR, {gr, NR, N ′
I , IPI}),

generatedh2 (gir), K = computekeys2 (N ′
I , NR, gir),

verify2 (C = generatemac4 (K, C ′)), decrypt1 (K, C ′), verifysig2 (T ), accept3
L4. I ← R : W = generatesig2 (N ′

I , NR, gi, gr, IDI , sa, sa′), D′ = encrypt2 (K, {W, sa′}), D = generatemac5 (K, D′) ||
D′, D ||
verify(D = generatemac6 (K, D′)), decrypt2 (K, D′), verifysig3 (W ), accept4

• computekeys : the process of generating the encryption and authentication keys

used to protect subsequent protocol messages. Based on a keyed hash function,

δ(computekeys) = medium

• generatesig : the process of generating a signature, δ(generatesig) = expensive.

• verifysig : the process of verifying a signature, δ(verifysig) = expensive.

• encrypt/ decrypt : symmetric key encryption / decryption, δ(en/decrypt) =

medium

In our model, intruder capabilities, over and above the capabilities of legitimate

protocol participants, are limited to spoofing messages and signatures (that are not

accepted as genuine) with cost φ(spoof ) = cheap.

Evaluation of Costs

In this evaluation of costs, only intruders that follow the protocol specification and

have the capability to spoof a limited number of messages are considered, not a

fully fledged adversary who can arbitrarily deviate from the protocol. Dealing with

a restricted subset of all possible intruder actions allows us to gain assurance that

the protocol is resistant to attacks launched by unsophisticated adversaries.9 With

assurance that the protocol is secure against intruders with limited capability, it is

hoped that the experience gained in applying the framework can be used to more

9Many successful denial of service attacks in the past have been based on repeatedly sending
legitimate protocol messages, hoping to exhaust responder resources (the TCP SYN flooding attack
for example).
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effectively model intruders with realistic capabilities.

For a legitimate protocol peer the first message from the initiator (L1 in the pro-

tocol) will include two cheap (computenonce1 , hash1 ) and one expensive (createexp1 )

event, for an overall cost of expensive. In processing L1 (that is, the message pro-

cessing cost), the responder will incur a cost of medium, for the verifygroup event.

δ′(verifygroup) = medium

To engage in the protocol, the responder must also select a nonce of its own

(computenonce2 ) at cheap cost, and generate the stateless token (generatemac1 ) at

medium cost. Recall that the signature on the responder exponential and group

information is precomputed, so the costs for those operations are not included in

the analysis here. This results in a protocol engagement cost of medium.

∆(accept1 ) = medium

The best that a malicious protocol peer in the protocol could hope to do, is select

and reuse a nonce and valid Diffie-Hellman exponential, at a cheap cost. That is, the

attack cost Θ to get the responder to receive message 1, would be cheap. In order

to convince the responder to proceed with the protocol, the initiator has to provide

a Diffie-Hellman exponential in a valid group (to pass the verifygroup event). This

value can be reused, however, and any cost in its selection can be amortised over a

large number of protocol executions. This results in:

Θ(receive message 1 ) = cheap

Θ(accept1 ) = cheap

and therefore the attack, message processing, and protocol engagement costs are

all within the defined tolerance relation T . That is,

(δ′(verifygroup), Θ(receive message 1 )) ∈ T

(∆(accept1 ), Θ(accept1 )) ∈ T

As already noted that the element (medium, cheap) in the tolerance relation T
is required to accommodate the generation of the stateless token.

The second message from the initiator (L3 in the protocol) is the message that
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causes the responder to expend significant computational resources, so is the focus

of our analysis.

For a legitimate protocol participant, the costs for an initiator in generating mes-

sage three include: (1) computing the Diffie-Hellman ephemeral key; (2) computing

the encryption and authentication keys; (3) generating a signature; (4) encrypt-

ing data; and (5) generating a message authentication code (MAC). Clearly the

generation of message three is expensive for the initiator.

Modelling denial of service resistance requires analysis of the message processing

and protocol engagement costs for the responder, versus the initiator attack costs

to be within the tolerance relation (T ).

The analysis performed in this research is more complete than the analysis of

[150] as it is based on the full protocol specification of JFK and includes evaluation

of message processing, as well as protocol engagement costs. While analysis of

protocol engagement costs for a responder dealing with an initiator that adheres to

the protocol specification does not reveal any susceptibility to denial of service, our

message processing cost analysis reveals an attack.

Message processing costs. There are three verification events in step L3 of the

protocol: verify1 , where the token received is validated; verify2 , where the message

authentication code, over the encrypted message payload is authenticated using keys

derived from the Diffie-Hellman exchange; and verifysig2 , the signature verification

performed by the responder.

To reach the event preceding verify1 , an intruder must be in round trip commu-

nication with the responder. The preimage (NI) to the nonce (N ′
I) sent in message

one can be randomly chosen as we are considering failure of verify1 . This results

in a tolerance relation of (medium, cheap) and (δ′(verify1 ), Θ(receive message 3 )))

∈ T .

To reach the event preceding verify2 , an intruder must be in round trip communi-

cation with the responder, and have the preimage (NI), used to generate the original

nonce in message one (N ′
I). NI can be obtained through either reversing, at great

cost, the one way hash function used to generate N ′
I , or by engaging in a bogus proto-

col run at cheap cost (δ(hash)). The intruder can send a bogus message authentica-

tion code and ciphertext (C, C ′) at φ(spoof ) = cheap, therefore Θ(verify1 ) = cheap.

The message processing cost to the responder includes an exponentiation, and key

derivation before the responder can verify the message authentication code in mes-

sage three, so δ′(verify2 ) = expensive and (δ′(verify2 ), Θ(verify1 )) /∈ T . By defini-
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tion, this represents a denial of service attack on the protocol.

To reach the event preceding verifysig2 , an intruder must construct a mes-

sage three that passes both verify1 and verify2 . Doing so requires generation of

gir and derivation of the message authentication and encryption keys, resulting in

Θ(verify2 ) = expensive. The message processing cost for δ′(verifysig2 ) is also expen-

sive, resulting in (δ′(verifysig2 ), Θ(verify2 )) ∈ T .

Protocol engagement costs. The protocol engagement cost for the responder

to reach ∆(accept3 ) is expensive, requiring: (1) initiator nonce verification; (2)

token verification; (3) an exponentiation to derive gir; (4) key derivation; (5) de-

cryption and message authentication; and (6) a signature verification. The mes-

sage preparation costs of L4, which include a signature generation must also be

included, so ∆(accept3 ) will be expensive. Resulting in (∆(accept3 ), Θ(accept3 )) be-

ing (expensive, expensive), which is within the tolerance relation (i.e. (∆(accept3 ),

Θ(accept3 )) ∈ T ).

Denial of Service Attack Discussion

The denial of service attack identified is significant as it demonstrates that protocols

must implement mechanisms to protect not only memory but also computational

resources to achieve denial of service resistance. A stated goal of the designers of

JFK was to defer expensive computations until the initiator had revealed a source

IP address.

To date, great emphasis has been placed on the costs to an initiator for revealing

their identity. For protocols like JFK, this identity is typically the network or

IP address. This research argues that protocols should be resistant to denial of

service attacks even when the attacker is willing to reveal their network address.

The reasons for this are manifold and include: attackers could reasonably have

access to many network addresses; dynamic addressing allows client computers to

be allocated a different address on each association with the network; and emerging

networking standards like IPv6 support automatic address selection, where nodes

can select arbitrary addresses from a pool of 262 potential addresses per network

router. Additionally, if a responder denies access to a given network address, or

range of addresses, this in itself, could be exploited as a form of denial of service

attack. As argued, the ready availability of IP addresses (especially in emerging

IPv6 networks) may mean that the cost, to an initiator, of revealing an address
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may be overestimated. Further, protocols can be denial of service resistant in the

presence of attackers willing to reveal a source IP address as we show in 4.6.

4.4 A Second Denial of Service Attack on Just

Fast Keying

A second, computationally based denial of service attack against JFK is discussed

in this section. The presence of this previously undiscovered attack highlights the

complexity of designing protocols that are capable of meeting their stated goals

and suggests that consideration of coordinated attackers is needed when modelling

resistance to denial of service attack.

The denial of service attack discussed in this section is possible because both

of the Diffie-Hellman exponentials (gr and gi) can be reused, resulting in unin-

tended consequences. Reuse of gr is required so responder costs associated with

selecting gr and generating a signature over the exponential and group information

(SR{gr, grpinfoR}) in message two of the protocol can be amortised over the forward

secrecy interval. Reuse of gi is also permitted, to reduce the computational burden

on lightweight devices that may be engaging the responder in the protocol. The

impact of allowing the reuse of both of these values on secrecy and authenticity has

been considered and explains the addition of nonces to the protocol exchange to

ensure freshness of the keys generated by the protocol. The impact of permitting

such reuse on the denial of service resistance characteristics of the protocol appears

to have been less well understood.

A significant consequence of permitting reuse of both gr and gi, combined with a

failure to bind gi to a single initiator is that it is possible not only for the responder

to amortise the costs associated with a modular exponentiation, but for coordinated

initiators to share Diffie-Hellman values and reduce their computational workload

when participating in the protocol as well. The sharing of Diffie-Hellman values

among initiators results in an overestimation of the computational commitments

made by initiators that may not be captured when applying Meadows’s modelling

framework. We observe that providing a strategy for clients to reduce computational

effort would appear to be incompatible with enhancing denial of service resistance

in protocols.

IKEv2 [90], also proposed as an IKE replacement, has also been analysed and

found to be vulnerable to the same two attacks as like JFK it is Diffie-Hellman
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based, permits reuse of the responder exponential, and does not counterbalance

computational expenditure. The analysis closely resembles the analysis performed

on JFK so is not repeated.

4.5 Modelling Coordinated Attackers

The modelling framework can model coordinated initiator actions and capture this

second denial of service attack.

Previous applications of the modelling framework [150] do not consider those

computational events in the protocol, for which the results could be shared among

a group of coordinated initiators. This leads to an overestimation of the costs borne

by an initiator in engaging a responder in the protocol, affecting the cost-based

analysis of the protocol’s susceptibility to denial of service attack.

4.5.1 Distributed Computation in the Framework

This research proposes that when the protocol being modelled contains events that

can be reused by numerous initiators, the impact of this reuse must be considered in

the allocation of costs and therefore to the analysis of denial of service susceptibility.

Two modifications to the application of the framework have to be undertaken to

accurately model costs in the presence of coordinated attackers. Firstly, the relation

of the elements of the cost set to each other must be defined in enough detail to

determine the precise relationships between elements in the cost set, i.e. a medium

cost event is the equivalent to two cheap events, and an expensive event is equivalent

to three medium cost events for example.

Secondly, any computational events in the protocol that produce results that

can be reused by other initiators have to be identified, and the allocation of costs

for those events be represented with a fractional modifier based on n, the number

of nodes over which the event is distributed. The cost functions are then calculated

using the event costs parameterised by n.

4.5.2 Recalculating the Costs

To demonstrate the impact of a coordinated group of initiators sharing Diffie-

Hellman values, the event costs are recalculated in Meadows’s framework.
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Consider a number (n) of coordinated attackers10 engaging in the protocol with

a responder that is currently reusing gr. The attackers can generate a single gi and

distribute this value amongst themselves, resulting in the event cost for createexp in

message one to be amortised across all attackers (i.e. φ(shareexp) = 1
n
× expensive).

Similarly, gir in message three can be computed once and distributed to the colluding

attackers (i.e. φ(sharedh) = 1
n
× expensive).

For smaller values of n; φ(sharedh) = φ(shareexp) = medium and for larger

values of n; φ(sharedh) = φ(shareexp) = cheap.

4.5.3 Coordinated Attack Description

The construction of the attack against JFK is now described. Each of the initiators

involved in the attack engages in a bogus run of the protocol, posing as legitimate

participants for message one–that is, they each generate and hash a nonce.11 The

value gi, however, is generated once and shared among them.

No costs need be incurred by the initiators as a result of receiving message two

- they can omit the signature verification prior to accept2 and proceed directly to

the construction of message three.

In constructing message three of the protocol, the attacking initiators have event

cost functions equivalent to legitimate protocol participants, except that:

• φ(sharedh) = 1
n
× expensive, and

• φ(spoofsig) = cheap as a genuine signature is not generated by attacking initia-

tors.

Attack cost calculation.

The goal of the attackers is to convince the responder to perform the expensive

signature verification in message three. This requires the attacking initiators to

generate valid messages up to, and including decrypt1 . The attack cost function

Θ(decrypt1 ) for achieving this is calculated as follows:

φ(sharedh) + δ(computekeys1 ) + φ(spoofsig) + δ(encrypt1 ) + δ(generatemac2 )

10Alternatively, consider a single attacker with access to multiple computers.
11These operations could also be distributed, but they are inexpensive to generate, so it may

not be worth the communications overhead to distribute these values.
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This results in the attack cost function being void of any expensive operations,

and dominated by events of medium cost, i.e. Θ(decrypt1 ) = medium.

Message processing cost calculation.

Recall that resistance to denial of service is assessed by verifying that, for each step

of the protocol: that (δ′(E2), Θ(E1)) ∈ T ; and (∆(E), Θ(E)) ∈ T .

The responder targeted by this attack will be fail-stop with respect to accept3

as the signature verification performed on the initiators’ messages will fail, and the

protocol will not proceed to the generation of the final message. The responder will

be vulnerable to denial of service however, as is now demonstrated.

The message processing cost (δ′), which represents the resources that must be

expended by the responder in detecting that message three is not genuine (i.e.

δ′(verifysig2 )) include:

δ(hash2 ) + 2× δ(generatemac) + δ(generatedh2 ) + δ(computekeys2 ) + δ(decrypt1 ) +

δ(verifysig2 )

Note that δ′(verifysig2 ) is dominated by two expensive event costs, resulting in

δ′(verifysig2 ) being expensive. Therefore, (δ′(verifysig2 ), Θ(decrypt1 ) /∈ T ), and the

protocol is potentially susceptible to a denial of service attack.

4.6 Improving Denial of Service Resistance in JFK

The denial of service attacks identified and discussed in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4

result from a failure to:

1. counterbalance the computational expenditure associated with performing a

modular exponentiation, to derive the ephemeral DH key, in the presence of an

adversary willing to reveal their network address; and

2. bind the ephemeral DH key to a specific session to ensure that this key can be

used as a proof of computation to offset the computational expense of verifying

the initiator’s signature in message three.

The ephemeral DH key can be bound to a specific session by including the IP

address of the initiator in its generation. So instead of the DH key being generated

with values that are not bound to a specific session (i.e. as gir), the key can be

derived as girx where x is an appropriate function of the initiator IP address (i.e.
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the output of a cryptographic hash function x = h(IP)). When the DH key is gen-

erated in this fashion, coordinated initiators gain no computational advantage when

sharing values. Unfortunately, while this resolves the second denial of service attack

identified, it does nothing to remediate the first attack as it fails to counterbalance

computational expenditure between the responder and initiator.

As discussed in Section 3.3.2 techniques for counterbalancing computational ex-

penditure via proofs of work are available and given JFK’s designers inclusion of

other denial of service resistance techniques it is surprising that no consideration

was given to counterbalancing computational expenditure. Further, proofs of work

in the form of client puzzles can be implemented such that the computational effort

expended in their generation is bound to a specific session, therefore client puzzles

would be suitable for addressing both failures identified above.

This research proposes the addition to the protocol of a novel client puzzle, which

is an enhanced form of that presented by Aura et al. [15]. Recall that (as discussed

in Section 3.3.2) the puzzle construction of Aura et al. requires the initiator, who is

given a partial preimage to a hash function, to exhaustively search for the additional

bits to create a preimage that produces a digest with a responder determined number

of leading zeros. The responder can increase the difficulty of the puzzle and therefore

the workload of the initiator by increasing the number of leading zeros that must

be produced by hashing the preimage. To verify the puzzle, the responder merely

hashes the provided solution and confirms that the required number of leading zeros

are present.

The puzzle construction proposed in this research differs from that originally

specified by Aura et al. as it is enhanced to include initiator specific parameters and

can therefore serve both the function of a stateless cookie and a client puzzle.

The addition of the client puzzle improves the denial of service resistance prop-

erties of the protocol in the presence of an attacker willing to reveal their network

address. The additional components of the JFK protocol with client puzzles include:

• k: Puzzle difficulty parameter for an Aura et al. puzzle construction [15].

• challenge: Session specific puzzle challenge (we use the token from message one

to allow both the counterbalancing of memory and computational expenditure).

• sol: Puzzle solution such that H(challenge||sol) produces an output with k

leading zeros.

The JFK protocol with client puzzles is shown in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: JFK Protocol with Client Puzzles

1. I → R : N ′
I , g

i, ID′
R

2. I ← R : N ′
I , NR, gr, grpinfoR, IDR, SR[gr, grpinfoR], token,k

3. I → R : NI , NR, gi, gr, token, {IDI , sa, SI [N
′
I , NR, gi, gr, IDR, sa]}Ke

Ka
, sol

4. I ← R : {SR[N ′
I , NR, gi, gr, IDI , sa, sa′], sa′}Ke

Ka

N ′
I = H(NI)

token = HHKR
(gr, NR, N ′

I , IPI)
Ke = Hgir(N ′

I , NR, “1”)
Ka = Hgir(N ′

I , NR, “2”)
Kir = Hgir(N ′

I , NR, “0”)
challenge = token
sol such that H(challenge||sol) produces an output with k leading zeros

In order to evaluate the impact that the addition of a client puzzle to the JFK

protocol has on the protocol’s denial of service resistance properties, we apply the

cost-based framework to the newly modified protocol.

The annotated Alice-and-Bob protocol specification for JFK is presented in Ta-

ble 4.5. The tolerance relation and event costs remain as defined is Section 4.3.2.

Two new events and their associated costs are added to JFK with client puzzles as

now defined:

• generatesol : the process of generating a solution to a specific puzzle by ex-

haustively searching a hash preimage search space, given a partial preimage,

δ(generatesol) = expensive.

• verifysol : the process of verifying a puzzle solution (by performing a single hash

operation and counting the leading zeros), δ(verifysol) = δ(hash) = cheap.

As is typical with client puzzles, finding a solution is expensive, and verifying

a solution is cheap. Note that while the computational expense associated with

finding a solution is dependent on the difficulty parameter k it is assumed that k is

sufficiently large to offset the modular exponentiation performed by the responder

in generating the ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key.

4.6.1 Re-Evaluation of Costs

Having defined the event costs associated with adding client puzzles to JFK, the

message processing and protocol engagement costs are re-evaluated.
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Table 4.5: Annotated specification of JFKi

L1. I → R : computenonce1 (NI), N
′
I = hash1 (NI), createexp1 (gi) ||

N ′
I , g

i ||
verifygroup(gi), accept1

L2. I ← R : computenonce2 (NR), token = generatemac1 (KR, {gr, NR, N ′
I , IPI}),k ||

N ′
I , NR, gr, groupinfoR, IDR, SR{gr, groupinfR}, token ||

verifysig1 , accept2
L3. I → R : sol = generatesol(token, k),

generatedh1 (gir), K = computekeys1 (N ′
I , NR, gir), T = generatesig1 (N ′

I , NR, gi, gr, IDR, sa),
C ′ = encrypt1 (K, {IDI , T, sa}), C = generatemac2 (K, C ′) ||
NI , NR, gi, gr, token, sol, C, C ′ ||
N ′

I = hash2(NI), verify1 (token = generatemac3 (KR, {gr, NR, N ′
I , IPI}),

verifysol(token, sol),
generatedh2 (gir), K = computekeys2 (N ′

I , NR, gir),
verify2 (C = generatemac4 (K, C ′)), decrypt1 (K, C ′), verifysig2 (T ), accept3

L4. I ← R : W = generatesig2 (N ′
I , NR, gi, gr, IDI , sa, sa′), D′ = encrypt2 (K, {W, sa′}), D = generatemac5 (K, D′) ||

D′, D ||
verify(D = generatemac6 (K, D′)), decrypt2 (K, D′), verifysig3 (W ), accept4

Message processing costs.

In addition to the three verification events (verify1 , verfiy2 , and verifysig2 ) in step

L3 of the protocol already discussed in Section 4.3.2, the addition of a client puzzle

interposes a fourth verification step (verifysol) between verify1 and verify2 .

The cost for δ′(verify1 ) is no different from the analysis presented in Section 4.3.2,

so it is not repeated.

In order to reach the event preceding verifysol, an intruder must be in round trip

communication with the responder, and have the preimage (NI), used to generate

the original nonce in message one (N ′
I). NI can be obtained through either reversing,

at great cost, the one way hash function used to generate N ′
I , or by engaging in a

bogus protocol run at cheap cost (δ(hash)). The intruder can send a bogus puzzle

solution (sol) at φ(spoof ) = cheap, therefore Θ(verify1 ) = cheap. Note however,

that the message processing cost to the responder is also cheap as it only consists

of three hashes, so δ′(verifysol) = cheap and (δ′(verifysol), Θ(verify1 )) ∈ T .

To reach the event preceding verify2 , an intruder must construct a message

three that passes both verify1 and verifysol . Doing so requires generation of a

genuine puzzle solution. Finding a solution can be considered a Bernoulli exper-

iment with a probability of success of 2−k and requiring 2k trials to find a solu-

tion.12 It is assumed that k is selected to be large enough to ensure that the work

12Solutions are geometrically distributed with the expected number of trials required for success
given as: E(X) = 1

p , where p is the probability of success.
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associated with generating a puzzle solution is adequate to offset the modular ex-

ponentiation required for deriving the ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key. This results

in Θ(verifysol) = expensive. The message processing cost for δ′(verify2 ) is also

expensive, resulting in (δ′(verify2 ), Θ(verifysol)) ∈ T .

The costs associated with δ′(verifysig2 ) are no different from Section 4.3.2, so

are not repeated.

The addition of a client puzzle to the protocol ensures that all message processing

and attack function costs lie within the defined tolerance relation and demonstrates

the protocol with client puzzles is no longer susceptible to a cheaply mounted denial

of service attack.

Protocol engagement costs.

The protocol engagement costs have the addition of a cheap event for puzzle solution

verification and remain expensive overall (∆(accept3 ) = expensive).

The attack cost function for the initiator has increased, requiring the initiator

to find a puzzle solution which is expensive. Therefore, Θ(accept3 = expensive

and (∆(accept3 ), Θ(accept3 )) is within the tolerance relation (i.e. (∆(accept3 ),

Θ(accept3 )) ∈ T ).

4.6.2 Resisting Coordinated Attackers

Recall from Section 4.5.2 that coordinated attackers can reduce the costs associated

with engaging in the protocol by reusing and sharing both gi and gir. This resulted

in an attack cost function of:

φ(sharedh) + δ(computekeys1 ) + φ(spoofsig) + δ(encrypt1 ) + δ(generatemac2 )

By including a client puzzle, that is bound to each specific session (the token

is used as the partial preimage that serves as the puzzle challenge) the attack

cost function must now include δ(generatesol) which has an event cost of expen-

sive. This increases the cost of mounting attack such that the message process-

ing and attack cost functions are now within our specified tolerance relation, i.e.

(δ′(verifysig2 ), Θ(decrypt1 )) ∈ T and the protocol is no longer susceptible to com-

putational denial of service in the presence of coordinated attackers.
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4.7 Summary and Conclusions

This research has analysed JFK, an Internet key agreement protocol, using Mead-

ows’s cost-based framework. This analysis resulted in the identification of two com-

putationally based denial of service attacks against JFK. Identification of the second

attack required the application of the framework to consider the distribution and

reuse of initiator computational work. While the framework did not reveal this sec-

ond attack directly, it did provide for a structured and formal consideration of JFK.

The utility of the framework to detect susceptibility to denial of service attack, in

protocols thought to be denial of service resistant, has been demonstrated.

To address the identified denial of service vulnerability this research proposes

the inclusion of an enhanced client puzzle, based on the construction of Aura et

al. [15] to JFK. This puzzle construction allows the responder to remain stateless,

while simultaneously being a suitable proof of work. Subsequent cost-based analysis

indicates that inclusion of this denial of service resistant technique mitigates both

of the attacks identified.

Note that to date, definitions of denial of service resistance have required intrud-

ers to expend a predetermined level of effort, or reveal their identity to have the

protocol proceed. For Internet based protocols, this identity is the network address.

In Section 4.3, it is argued that protocols should be analysed for denial of service

resistance in the presence of intruders who are willing to reveal their addresses, but

may not be willing to expend significant resources to attack a responder.

Numerous techniques are adopted by protocols to achieve denial of service resis-

tance. Many of these, reachability and weak authentication for example, have poor

or imprecise definitions of security and would benefit from more rigorous specifica-

tion.

The modelling efforts described have only considered a small subset of poten-

tial intruder actions. Considering coordinated adversaries proved beneficial. The

specification of more fully fledged adversaries is an area of future work, as is the

automated application of the framework for protocol analysis.

Meadows’s cost-based framework, while relatively immature, provides an excel-

lent starting point for developing and quantifying understanding of denial of service

resistance in protocols. The framework will benefit from the more specific quan-

tification of costs, the incorporation of more sophisticated intruder models and the

development of tools to automate its application. Finally, the integration of denial

of service modelling within tools that analyse more traditional security properties
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will permit the simultaneous and holistic assessment of protocols.
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Chapter 5

Denial of Service in Mobile IP

Binding Update Protocols

Information is increasingly accessed by, and shared among, wireless and mobile de-

vices. The adoption of wireless technologies introduces a number of vulnerabilities

and challenges (which are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6). In this chapter,

the impacts of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)’s network layer mo-

bility solution on security in general and on the level of vulnerability to denial of

service specifically, are explored. This chapter reviews existing proposals for secur-

ing the mobility signalling messages (known as binding updates) and a new protocol,

with improved denial of service resistance characteristics based on the techniques

discussed throughout Chapter 3 is proposed.

The main contributions of this chapter include:

• a review of the security implications of mobile IPv6 (MIPv6), the IETF’s

proposed Internet protocol (IP) layer mobility solution for IPv6 networks;

• an analysis of the denial of service resistance of protocols proposed to secure

MIPv6 signalling messages, which reveals a number of residual denial of service

weaknesses; and

• the proposal of a new protocol with improved denial of service resistance char-

acteristics.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 summarises

the mobility challenge for IP networks, the security threats that mobility introduces,

and presents the IETF solution for Internet protocol version 6 (IPv6) (MIPv6).

101
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64-bits 64-bits

Network ID Interface ID

Figure 5.1: IPv6 Address Components

Section 5.2 critically reviews four protocols proposed for securing mobility related

signalling with a focus on the denial of service resistance of each. None of the

existing proposals analysed is found to fully address all denial of service threats.

A new protocol with improved denial of service resistance characteristics is then

proposed and analysed in Section 5.3. A chapter summary and conclusions are

presented in Section 5.4.

5.1 Mobility in IP Networks

In the currently deployed version of IP, Internet protocol version 4 (IPv4), nodes

are identified by their IP address. IPv4 addresses are 32-bits in length and consist

of a network prefix (determined by the variable length subnetwork mask) and a

host identifier. The network prefix identifies a specific network and the remaining

(host) bits distinguish hosts within a specific subnetwork. In the next generation IP

networks (IPv6) [43] the address space has increased to 128-bits. As with IPv4 this

is divided into a network prefix and a host identifier of 64-bits each (see Figure 5.1).

In both versions of IP networks, the IP address not only identifies the host, but

also determines how packets are routed from source to destination.1 That is, an IP

address serves two distinct functions: (1) as a host identifier; and (2) as a description

of the topological point of attachment to the network (i.e. a routing directive, which

facilitates the routing of packets to the host).

The implications of overloading the IP address with multiple functions went

largely unnoticed while the majority of hosts on the network were either fixed or

merely nomadic.2 The widespread availability of standards-based (and therefore

inexpensive) wireless equipment, however, increases consumers’ desire to access IP

networks wirelessly. In addition to accessing networks wirelessly, users wish to main-

1If addresses with a network and host portion were not in use, routers would need to store a
route for each individual host on the network, something entirely impractical.

2Nomadic hosts are hosts that access the network from various locations, but do not maintain
active sessions as they roam from one location to another.
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tain currently active IP connections as they roam about the network.

The migration from stationary to mobile access reveals a limitation in the dual-

use IP address. It is not possible for a node to maintain currently active IP con-

nections, while simultaneously changing its point of attachment to the network.

Conversely, for Internet routing to work, the IP address of a node must change

when it moves.

5.1.1 The IETF Solution for Mobility in IP Networks

Solutions for mobility can be implemented at numerous layers in the protocol stack.

Mobile phone operators and wireless local area network (LAN) access point (AP)

manufacturers, for example, provide mobility solutions that operate at the data link

layer (layer 2). The mobility provided, however, is restricted to devices sharing a

common data link layer technology.

Given the predominance of information systems attached to IP networks and

the fact that IP networks in general, and the Internet in particular, interconnect

networks that adopt differing layer 2 technologies, the IETF began investigating

network layer mobility solutions that would permit mobility, independent of the

specific data link layer being utilised. The IETF “IP Routing for Wireless / Mobile

Hosts” (mobileip) working group was formed in 1992 and tasked with investigating

network layer solutions to the IP mobility problem.3

Network Mobility Architectures

Ioannidis [85] presented the first IP layer mobility solution and Bhagwat et al. [24]

proposed a general architecture capable of describing the range of network layer

mobility approaches possible. To validate the proposed architecture, they survey

existing network layer mobility solutions and demonstrate that each of these is a

special instance of their generic architecture. They argue that mobility is essen-

tially an address translation problem that can be solved, in a backward compatible

manner, by providing additional services at the network layer. The additional ar-

chitectural components required to provide these additional services include:

• A Forwarding Agent The forwarding agent is responsible for mapping a mo-

bile node (MN)’s long-lived (home) address to its current address.

3http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/OLD/mobileip-charter.html
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• A Location Directory The location directory records the current location of

a mobile mode (entries are updated by a location update protocol); and

• An Address Translation Agent The address translation agent (ATA) trans-

ports packets destined for a mobile node, using either encapsulation or loose

source routing, to the currently registered location of the mobile node (as

recorded in the location directory).

Bhagwat et al. demonstrate that each of these architectural components are present

in each of network layer mobility solutions reviewed in their paper. It is only the

location of each of these functions that varies among implementations.

As will be described in greater detail in Section 5.2, the IETF MIPv6 proposal:

implements the forwarding agent functions in the MN itself; the location directory

is implemented as a binding cache which is altered using the binding update pro-

tocol; and the address translation agent functions are implemented by the home

agent (HA), which uses IP-in-IP encapsulation [143], minimal encapsulation [144],

or IPsec [10] to tunnel packets to the MN.

IETF Specific Requirements

The requirements driving the design of mobile IP (MIP) are documented by Solomon

[172, p50]:

1. A mobile node must be able to communicate with other nodes after

changing its link-layer point-of-attachment to the Internet.

2. A mobile node must be able to communicate using only its home (per-

manent) IP address, regardless of its current link-layer point-of-attachment

to the Internet.

3. A mobile node must be able to communicate with other computers that

do not implement the MIP mobility functions.

4. A mobile node must not be exposed to any new security threats over

and above those to which any fixed node on the Internet is exposed.

The fourth requirement has had a significant impact on the security solutions

developed to address the threats introduced by IP mobility extensions. While the

IETF did not require the new mobility protocols to prevent all denial of service

attacks (as denial of service is a threat in the stationary Internet also) it did require

that no new denial of service threats be introduced by the mobility protocols. As

will be discussed in Section 5.2 this requirement to provide security equivalent to
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stationary hosts (rather than more complete security), has given rise to a number

of novel security protocols.

IETF Solution Details

A key thrust of the IETF specific requirements, is that the integration of mobile

and wireless devices with the current (and future) Internet should be transparent to

all upper layers and not require wholesale modification of router or host software.

Figure 5.2 provides an overview of the nomenclature and components in the IETF

MIPv6 architecture [86] which are discussed now.

A MN will either be associated with its home network or roaming to a foreign

network. The address of the MN whilst it is associated with the home network is

referred to as its home address (HoA), see Figure 5.2(a).4 The HoA is considered to

be the MN’s permanent or long-lived address. When the MN is roaming to foreign

networks it will acquire a local address, which is referred to as its care of address

(CoA).5 In IPv6 this address will be acquired by stateless auto configuration [179]

or dynamic host configuration protocol version 6 (DHCPv6) [47].

Nodes wishing to communicate with the MN will transmit datagrams that con-

tain the HoA of the MN in the destination address field. The HA, a newly added

component that maintains a location directory for each device registered in its home

network, will intercept these datagrams and encapsulate them in an IP-in-IP tunnel

for forwarding to the MN at its current CoA. Packets on the reverse path, from

the MN to the correspondent node (CN), must also traverse the MN-HA tunnel, to

avoid being dropped by ingress filtering routers.

Understandably, this results in an inefficient routing path, referred to as triangle

routing (see Figure 5.2(c)). In order to prevent inefficient routing, the IETF have

proposed that binding updates be used to inform not only home agents but also

correspondent nodes of a mobile node’s current care of address. Informing the CN

of the MN’s current CoA means that future datagrams can be exchanged directly

with the MN rather than via the HA. This is referred to as route optimisation and

is depicted in Figure 5.2(d).

4Note that the HoA acts as both an identifier and a routing directive.
5Unlike the HoA, the CoA only serves as a routing directive and not as an identifier for the

MN.
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Figure 5.2: IETF Mobile IP Overview

5.1.2 Binding Updates Considered Harmful

Whilst the IETF had successfully addressed many of the requirements driving the

design of MIP it appeared that the use of binding updates for route optimisation

had introduced a number of new security threats. These threats were considered

so serious that they would have to be addressed before the architecture could be

accepted for standardisation by the IETF. Aura and Roe [16] note that the threats

posed by unsecured binding updates caused the IETF to halt the standardisation

process as it was believed they could threaten the stability of the entire Internet.

A summary of the threats, instantiated by the use of binding updates is presented

in Figure 5.3 and detailed analyses are presented by Aura and Roe [16], Nikander et

al. [136], and Kempf et al. [91]. The new threats introduced by route optimisation

binding updates fall into two broad classes: firstly address stealing based threats,

and secondly address flooding based threats.
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Figure 5.3: Threats from Unauthenticated Binding Updates

Address Stealing

As can be seen in Figure 5.3(a) it would be possible for an attacker (depicted as ‘C’

in the diagram) to fabricate or spoof, a binding update message. This would lead

a CN to incorrectly believe that a MN is located at an address controlled by the

attacker. The attacker can extend this attack by also spoofing a binding update to

the MN from the CN, thereby making itself a man in the middle. Such an attack is

feasible when the binding updates are unauthenticated.

Kempf et al. [91] note that the man in the middle threat resulting from binding

updates is in fact, more insidious than in stationary networks. To mount a man in the

middle in a stationary network the adversary must be active on the network at the

time communications are initiated between the two victim nodes. Binding updates,

however, permit an attacker to pre-emptively insert itself on the communications

path (by transmitting a binding update to one of the nodes), before both of the

nodes are online and wanting to initiate communications.

The address stealing threat arises as the CN is unable to evaluate if the source

of the binding update is authorised to change the binding for the claimed HoA. As

we will see from the discussion of address flooding attacks, however, authentication

of binding updates while necessary, is insufficient for addressing all threats.

Address Flooding

Address flooding attacks present the second class of threat, introduced by binding

updates. In this class there are two targets for the flooding, the HoA or the CoA.
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Care of Address Flooding To flood a victim CoA, which incidentally does not

have to be a mobile node, the attacker can initiate a high bandwidth data stream

with a server (as the CN) and subsequently issue a binding update, claiming to have

moved to the target victim’s address. In order to keep the traffic flow directed at the

victim node the attacker must send acknowledgements, on behalf of the victim node,

to the server (as shown in 5.3(b)). In fact, the attacker could exploit vulnerabilities

in the TCP protocol stack and optimistically acknowledge TCP segments to increase

the rate of flow from the sender to the receiver (the victim node) as described by

Savage et al. [158]. This would have an amplifying effect on the attack.

The problem presented by this threat is subtly different to the address stealing

threat as such an attack can be mounted by an attacker with legitimate authority

over the HoA, so authenticating binding updates will not prevent this attack.

Home Address Flooding Return to home address flooding is a variant on the

basic address flooding attack in which the HoA, rather than the CoA, is the target

of a flood of traffic. In this attack the flood of traffic will arrive at the HoA when

the binding cache entry expires at the CN. As with the threat posed by spoofed

binding updates, this attack can be time shifted, with the attacker off-line when the

impacts of the attack are realised.

5.2 Securing Route Optimisation Binding Updates

In this section of the dissertation the requirements, and existing proposals, for secur-

ing MIPv6 route optimisation binding updates are reviewed. The unique constraints

placed by the IETF on the requirements for securing binding updates have resulted

in the adoption of atypical security countermeasures, such as route path diversity

and cryptographically based address generation.

The IETF was adamant that the threats introduced by binding updates had to

be addressed. In addition to mitigating the identified threats, however, any solution

must also meet the stringent constraint of working between any two nodes on the

Internet. What this means practically, is that no infrastructure based authentica-

tion services can be assumed (that is, the solution cannot rely on a global public

key infrastructure (PKI) or authentication, authorisation, and accounting (AAA)

infrastructure).

As indicated in the discussion of the threats there are two main issues that
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Table 5.1: Binding Update Protocol Notation

MN The mobile node. Initiator of the binding update protocol.
CN The correspondent node. Responder in the binding update proto-

col.
HoA The Home Address of the mobile node.
CoA The current care of address of the mobile node.
PKU Public Key of the principal U .

H (M ) Unkeyed cryptographic hash of the message M .
Hn(M ) Unkeyed cryptographic hash of the message M , truncated to n bits.
prf (M ) Pseudo-random over the message M .
prfn(M ) Pseudo-random over the message M , with the output truncated to

n bits.
HK (M ) Keyed cryptographic hash of the message M , with key K.
SU [M ] Digital signature of message M with the private key S belonging

to the principal U .
g group generator of order q.

x,y exponents of generator g, such that 1 ≤ x, y ≤ q.
N Nonce of principal; a random bit string.

KU Secret value, known only to principal U .
Kbm Binding management key, used to authenticate binding update mes-

sages.

must be addressed. Firstly, a CN must be able to evaluate that the source of a

binding update is authorised to change binding cache entries for the claimed HoA

and secondly, is live and willing to accept traffic at the CoA.

It is assumed that MNs and HAs have a pre-existing security association (SA),

that can be used to secure binding updates on the MN-HA link. Typically, this

link will be secured with IPsec. The remainder of this chapter focuses on securing

binding updates, used for route optimisation between a MN and CN.

Two major approaches are adopted by existing protocols for securing route op-

timisation binding updates. The first leverages the divergent routing paths that

result from triangle routing as a mechanism for securely sharing secrets. The second

makes use of the increased address size (64 host bits) of IPv6 addresses to construct

addresses that exhibit cryptographically verifiable properties. For each of these ap-

proaches, two exemplar protocols are reviewed. The notation used in these protocol

descriptions is summarised in Table 5.1.

5.2.1 Leveraging Security of the Routing Infrastructure

The notion of leveraging the assumed security of the routing infrastructure, to pro-

vide assurance to the CN that its peer was authorised to change a binding cache

entry for a specific HoA, was first presented by Nikander and Perkins [137].
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Figure 5.4: Binding Authentication Key Establishment (BAKE)

Binding Authentication Key Establishment

The Binding Authentication Key Establishment (BAKE) protocol [137] (depicted

in Figure 5.4) exploits the triangular routing between the HA, MN, and CN to send

two random values over divergent paths, in the hope that an attacker is not able to

eavesdrop on both. The MN and CN then use these values to generate a binding

update key. This key is used to secure binding updates between the MN and CN.

BAKE is a three message, computationally balanced, and stateless protocol that

provides assurance to the CN that the MN can receive packets at the claimed HoA.
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Description In message one, the MN selects a nonce (N1) and generates the

tokens, T0 and T1 (where T0 is the preimage to T1). This preimage is released in

message three6 to cryptographically bind message one and three to the same source.

The nonce and token digest are sent, along with MN home and care of addresses

(HoA and CoA) from the MN’s CoA to the CN.

On receipt of message one, the CN constructs a nonce (N2) from the token

(T1) and generates a new token (T2). Message two, which includes both nonces,

both tokens and the MN’s HoA, is sent to the MN’s HoA. Message two acts as a

reachability test for the HoA.

The MN has been able to remain stateless and can reconstruct the tokens (T0

and T1) from the contents of message two. The MN now selects an additional nonce

(NBK) and constructs the binding management key (Kbm). Message three comprises,

the MN’s addresses, the token preimage (T0), the CN’s token (T2), the nonce used in

constructing the binding management key and a message authentication code over

its HoA and CoA addresses using the newly established binding management key

(i.e. HKbm
(HoA, CoA)).

On receipt of message three, the CN reconstructs the tokens (T1 and T2), verifies

that T2 in message three matches the reconstructed value, reconstructs the nonce,

N2, and combines this with the nonce (NBK) from message three to derive the

binding management key and authenticate the binding update.

Discussion On completion of the protocol, the CN has assurance the protocol

peer is reachable at the claimed HoA.

The CN has limited assurance that Kbm is shared with MN. In reality, an

adversary with access to the CN-HoA path could claim an arbitrary CoA (to which

they have access) and gain access to both nonces and could therefore generate the

binding management key.

Apart from the limited assurance as to who has knowledge of Kbm this protocol

suffers from a number of other weaknesses. Most concerning is the absence of any

test of the CoA by the CN. The only message from the CN to the MN is via the

HoA, so the CN gains no assurance that there is a willing recipient of traffic at

the CoA. This protocol would leave the network vulnerable to CoA flooding as

described in Section 5.1.2. Finally, while reachability at the claimed HoA is tested,

the protocol does not require the MN to provide any proof of ownership of either

6A similar technique was used by Just Fast Keying (JFK) in Section 3.4.3, but BAKE pre-dates
JFK.
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HoA or CoA.

The BAKE protocol was one of the earlier attempts to secure binding updates

and as we will see in some of the more recently proposed protocols discussed later,

a number of these weaknesses have been addressed.

IETF Return Routability Protocol

The solution for securing binding updates eventually standardised by the IETF in

RFC 3775 [86] is also based on security leveraged from the routing infrastructure.

The IETF protocol for securing route optimisation binding updates is called the

“Return Routability Protocol” and is depicted in Figure 5.5. This protocol is a

stateless and computationally balanced protocol that tests the reachability of a MN

at both the HoA and the CoA.

Description To ensure that the Return Routability protocol cannot be used as

a packet amplifier, the protocol requires a level of symmetry between requests and

responses. As a result, the protocol comprises five messages.

The first two messages are transmitted by the MN (one via its HoA, the other

from its CoA). These messages are nonces, referred to as the HoA Test Init (HoTI)

and CoA Test Init (CoTI) respectively.

On receipt of messages one and two, the CN responds in message three and

message four with the received nonce and a token crafted from the address being

tested (HoA and CoA respectively). The two messages are known as the Home

Test (HoT) and Care of Test (CoT) and include the home keygen token and care of

keygen token.

The MN will receive the home keygen token via its HoA and the care of keygen

token via its CoA. These are then combined to form the binding management key

(Kbm). The MN then constructs the binding update (message five).

The CN has been able to remain stateless up to this point. On receipt of message

5, the CN reconstructs the keygen tokens, derives the binding management key, and

authenticates the binding update.

Discussion The return routability protocol is vulnerable to attackers that reside

on the CN-HoA path. No single attacker, however, will have access to the CN-HoA

path for all, or even most, Internet nodes.

The CN distributes key generation tokens that can subsequently be used to
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protect binding updates to the MN at both its HoA and CoA. On completion of the

protocol, the CN has assurance that the MN is reachable at both the claimed HoA

and CoA. Additionally, the CN has assurance that the node located at the CoA

is willing to receive traffic (therefore address flooding attacks have been avoided).

The security solution standardised by the IETF does not require the modification

of existing hosts and can be considered a low impact solution. The main criticism

that can be directed at the return routability protocol, is that while the CN is able

to determine that a MN is reachable at given addresses, the CN has no way to

determine that the MN owns the claimed addresses.

The next section describes how IPv6 addresses can be generated in a manner

that allows the entity generating the address to attest, in a verifiable way, that they,

and only they, could have generated the address and therefore can claim ownership

of the address.

5.2.2 Cryptographically Generated Addresses

Determining whether a peer has the authority to use a claimed address was identified

as a vexing problem and named the address ownership problem by Nikander [135].

Nikander’s observation was that as the Internet protocols assumed greater manage-

ment functions, in the form of address autoconfiguration and mobile IP binding

updates, a number of security deficiencies emerged. In order to address these defi-

ciencies a mechanism for evaluating whether a node owns a specific address would

be required.

Background

In order to provide proof of ownership of an address in MIPv6 the notion of using

cryptographically generated interface identifiers (commonly referred to as a cryp-

tographically generated address (CGA)), in which the interface ID component of an

IPv6 address is derived from a cryptographic public key was proposed by O’Shea

and Roe [141], Nikkander [135] and Montenegro and Castelluccia [126]. CGAs can

be used independently of any trusted infrastructure and, thus, satisfy the IETF

requirement for infrastructureless authentication.

In its most basic form (as shown in Figure 5.6), a MN when registering an address

in a domain generates a public-private key pair (PKMN , SKMN ) and computes the
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Figure 5.6: Cryptographically Generated Interface ID

interface ID component of the address as:

host = H62(PKMN ),

where H62 denotes the 62 low-order bits of the output of a hash function H.7

The MN is then able to prove ownership of the generated address by proving

knowledge of the corresponding secret key; which could be done for example by

signing a challenge message. Ownership of a host ID in the said sense is used in

CGA based solutions as a measure of authority to effect updates involving such

addresses.

Two protocols using CGAs are discussed in this section of the dissertation, CAM-

DH [155] and sucvP [126]. Both of these protocols are found to have inadequacies,

which are discussed in some detail later in this section.

Assuming that the hash function used in the generation of a CGA is second

pre-image resistant [121, Sec. 9.2.2], it will be infeasible for an attacker to claim

a given MN’s address. Infeasible means that a second input to the hash function,

producing the same output, cannot be found with a complexity of less than a brute

force search. For a hash function producing an n bit output, this complexity will be

O(2n−1).

Note, however, that even with CGAs in use an attacker can generate a valid

address for any network they choose. For a CN to gain assurance that a node is

willing to receive traffic at a specific address, CGAs should be combined with a

reachability test.

A number of enhancements to this basic form of CGA have been proposed [12,

126,135] and suggest: the inclusion of the network prefix in the address generation;

the use of hash chains; or the use of a security parameter and a proof of work to

make the finding of collisions less feasible.

7The IPv6 standard [73] reserves two bits of the 64 interface identifier bits, to indicate whether
an address is local or global address (referred to as the u-bit) and whether the address is an
individual or group address (referred to as the g-bit).
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Inclusion of an Imprint Value To prevent an attacker generating a set of key

pairs and precomputing the digests of each prior to searching for a victim, the

address generation algorithm can include an additional value. The inclusion of

this additional imprint value in the address generation function is implemented as

follows [127,135]:

host = H62(PKMN |imp),

where imp is either a nonce value or the network prefix.

The inclusion of this additional value means an attacker could no longer just

perform an exhaustive search for a (second pre-image) collision for a given public

key. Instead the attacker would now have to perform such a search for each value

of imp.8 If the imprint value is the network prefix, a successful collision would be

restricted to that given subnetwork and prevent the attacker impersonating the node

associated with colliding public key on the Internet at large.

Incorporation of Hash Chains Another strategy that combines the previous

method with the generation of a hash chain [106] to reduce the cost associated

with asserting ownership of an address, was proposed by Nikander [135]. In this

enhancement, for some random value r and an upper limit n, the host portion of

the address is calculated as follows:

Hn = H160(PKMN |r)

· · ·

Hi = H160(PKMN |Hi+1)

· · ·

host = H62(H0)

The values H0, H1, . . . , Hn form a hash chain. By revealing H0, a host can prove

ownership of an address (through knowledge of the preimage) without resorting to

a potentially expensive digital signature operation. The chain of hash values is

required, as once the H0 value has been revealed, it can be used by other entities to

claim ownership of the associated address.

The hash chain also serves a purpose in resolving duplicate address disputes on a

8This is much the same approach as is used to protect passwords against dictionary attacks by
the inclusion of a salt.
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local link. If during registration of an address by the MN another node in the local

link claims that host is already allocated, then the two nodes must progressively

reveal H0, H1, . . . , Hn until the conflict is resolved. Notice that since H1 is a 160-

bit value, the probability that a collision occurs for H1 is negligible for practical

purposes.

While hash chains have been effectively integrated into a number of security

protocols [122, 145], their inclusion in protocols may expose vulnerabilities to man-

in-the-middle and replay attacks. In a man-in-the-middle attack, a recently revealed

pre-image is can be presented to the verifier as the attacker’s own. Furthermore,

once the hash chain is exhausted, the host will be required to prove ownership by

exercising the private key by generating a digital signature for example. In practice

it is conceivable that an attacker could cause a host to reveal all preimages within the

hash chain, thereby forcing use of the private key. For this reason, this dissertation

posits that, hash chains are of limited value for proving ownership of a CGA.

Security Parameter Hash Extension As a response to increasing comput-

ing power, and the potential for attacks with complexity of 261 becoming feasible,

Aura [12] proposed the incorporation of a parameterised hash extension technique.

In this scheme, the host selects a security parameter (Sec) and a random 128-bit

value (imp) and constructs an address in the following manner.

The host searches for a random value (imp) such that, when concatenated with

the hosts public key, the hashed output includes 16 ∗ Sec leading zeros.9

0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
16∗Sec

= H112(imp|PKMN )

Having found an appropriate value for imp, the host portion of the address can

be constructed as follows:

host = H64(imp|networkID |PKMN )

Where PKMN is the public key of the MN. When verifying an address generated

in this fashion, the verifier checks the claimed address as follows:

host
?
= H64(imp|networkID |PKMN ),

9A 112-bit value is required for the case where the security parameter is selected to be the
maximum value.
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and then, using Sec verifies that 16 ∗ Sec leading zeros result from:

0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
16∗Sec

?
= H112(imp|PKMN )

CGA Security Considerations The hash function property required for CGAs

is second pre-image resistance [121, Sec. 9.2.2]. This ensures that, in order to im-

personate a given node (by finding a second public key producing the same address)

the attacker must perform a brute force search for a collision which has a complexity

of O(2n−1), where n is the number of bits in the hash digest (i.e n = 62).

If a complexity of 261 is considered insufficient, incorporation of Aura’s extension

technique can be used to increase the complexity to 259+16∗Sec.

Note that the exponent is 59 as 3 of the potential 62 bits are reserved for the

value of Sec.

The probability of random collisions (where a MN generates an address on a

foreign network that is already in use) is low. As a result of the birthday paradox [121,

Section 9.7.1], for a hash function producing a 62 bit digest, the probability of a

random collision will be less than 0.5 until the number of nodes on the local link

exceeds approximately
√

2n. That is, a local link must have 231 nodes with currently

registered addresses on the local link. Recall that the entire address space for the

current IPv4 Internet is only 32-bits, so random collisions are unlikely. In the

unlikely event that a duplicate address is generated, it will be resolved via the IPv6

duplicate address detection procedure anyway. The probability of two given nodes

randomly selecting the same address is also low (2−62).

Where addresses are generated from fixed or long lived values, there is the risk

that these addresses can be linked in a manner that compromises the privacy of the

address generator. In order to mitigate the threat to privacy posed by the generation

of IPv6 addresses from network interface card hardware addresses, the IETF defined

privacy extensions for IPv6 stateless address autoconfiguration [130].

The threat to privacy is also considerable for CGA based addresses as they are

derived from potentially long lived public keys. With knowledge of a MN’s public

key, an eavesdropper can easily determine those addresses generated from that public

key. As digital signatures may also be used by a MN to assert ownership of an

address, the threat to privacy increases as the owner of an address cannot plausibly

deny participation in the route optimisation binding update protocol exchange. A

simple solution to the problem is to use a new public key for each link roamed
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to. This, however, is computationally expensive and may not be suitable under all

circumstances. Supporting more sophisticated key establishment protocol goals, like

plausible deniability and privacy protection, in mobility signalling protocols remain

open problems and are included as future work for this research.

Two protocols for securing binding updates, based on CGAs are now reviewed.

CAM-DH Protocol

The earliest protocol to adopt CGAs was that proposed by O’Shea and Roe [141].

Roe et al. [155] shortly thereafter proposed the CAM-DH protocol. The CAM-

DH protocol is a stateless, computationally balanced protocol for securing route

optimisation binding updates. The protocol performs a reachability test of both the

HoA and CoA and uses CGAs as a proof of ownership for the HoA. The protocol

and associated message flows are shown in Figure 5.7.

In the CAM-DH protocol, MNs are assumed to have a cryptographically gener-

ated HoA of the form:

HoAhostID = H62 (PKMN )

Description In message one, the MN notifies the CN of its CoA and HoA. In

response the CN creates a reachability test for each address and sends a Diffie-

Hellman exponential to the MN’s HoA. The value j is used as an indicator, to the

CN, which key and nonces were used in the construction of the reachability tests.

On receipt of messages two and three, via the HoA and CoA respectively, the

MN selects its own Diffie-Hellman exponential and derives a key to authenticate

message four (KMAC) and the binding management key (Kbm).

Message four includes the MN’s Diffie-Hellman value (gx), the public key used

to generate its HoA (PKMN), a digital signature over the Diffie-Hellman value and

the HoA, and a MAC over the fields indicated.

The CN has remained stateless up until receipt of message four.10 The CN

recalculates the reachability tokens and derives the key used to generate a MAC over

the entire message (KMAC). Generation of this key is cheap as it does not require

any exponentiations.11 This is followed by verification that the HoA is derived from

10The Diffie-Hellman value (gy) can be reused across multiple protocol executions, so does not
represent storage parameterised by the number of connection requests.

11The protocol processing after this point is not clearly described in [155], but denial of service
seemed to be a concern for the designers, so it is assumed processing proceeds in increasing order
of computational cost.
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(a) Message flows
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(CoA||Nj ||1 )

2)
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y

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
3)
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HK ′
MAC

(HoA|| . . . ||PKMN )
?
= HKMAC
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HoAhostID
?
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K ′
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HK ′
bm

(HoA,CoA)
?
= HKbm

(HoA,CoA)

verifySMN [gx ||HoA]

(b) Protocol specification

Figure 5.7: CAM-DH: Securing Binding Updates with CGAs

the MN’s public key, derivation of the binding management key and authentication

of the binding update. Finally, the signature over the MN’s Diffie-Hellman value

and HoA is verified.

Discussion The CAM-DH protocol was one of the first designs based on a CGA.

The protocol could be improved by incorporating some form of imprint in the ad-
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dress generation process, in order that, if an attacker was able to find a valid second

preimage, its use would be restricted to a particular network prefix. While the proto-

col tests reachability at both the HoA and CoA, proof of ownership is only provided

for the HoA. As the MN generates a signature only over values that it selects, there

is the potential that the signature can be replayed in another session by a node that

does not in fact have knowledge of the private key. This is a significant security

weakness. Consider an attacker who, knows the value x used as an exponential in

gx, and has previously observed a session in which the MN has generated a signature

over this value and its HoA. The attacker can now replay this signature in a new

session and impersonate MN without knowledge of the private key component of the

key pair used to generate the HoA. This attack, which is dependent on knowledge of

the exponent x, is feasible as while implementers may take great care in the handling

of the private key of the MN, they are likely to process and store the exponent x

in a less secure manner. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the exponent x

may be somewhat easier obtain than the provate key of the MN.

Having the signature include a challenge value from the CN (rc, rh, or gy for

example) would mitigate this threat.

As the protocol is asymmetric, there is the potential that an attacker could use

a CN in the CAM-DH protocol as a packet amplifier as two packets are sent in

response to a single message one.

sucvP

Montenegro and Castelluccia [126, 127] propose the use of statistically unique and

cryptographically verifiable identifiers (CGAs) as a mechanism to allow the MN

and the CN to establish a session key for protecting subsequent binding updates

within an IPsec SA. The protocol they propose differs from the others discussed in

a number of ways. The protocol utilises pseudo-random functions instead of hash

functions for the creation of addresses and incorporates a client puzzle to keep the

protocol computationally balanced and to, reportedly [127, p118], protect against

replay attacks.

The protocol is a variation of the Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol [44].

The interface identifier component of the MN’s HoA, referred to by Montenegro and

Castelluccia as the sucvHID is computed as:

sucvHID = prf 62(PKMN , imp),
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where prf 62 returns the 62 low order bits of a keyed one-way hash function prf and

imp is an imprint. Montenegro and Castelluccia indicate that the imprint could be

a random value generated by the MN or a value related to the location of the MN

(e.g. the network prefix).

The protocol is run directly between the MN and the CN, i.e MN uses CoA

as the source address of the packets that it sends to CN and CN uses CoA as the

destination address of the packets that it sends to MN. A simplified version of the

protocol is depicted in Figure 5.8.

Description The MN initiates the protocol by sending a nonce N1 to the CN in

message one. The CN replays with N1, a Diffie-Hellman value, gy and a puzzle.

The puzzle is intended to defend against denial of service attacks targeting the CN’s

computational resources. Before the CN enters into the computationally significant

task of verifying the signature that is sent in message three and computing the Diffie-

Hellman key, the CN requires the MN to solve a problem that takes at least as much

computational effort as the signature verification and key derivation calculations.

The puzzle is based on the one proposed by Aura et al. [15], but the implementation

described by Montenegro and Castelluccia suffers from serious limitations.

The MN computes a solution to the posed puzzle by selecting a nonce of its own

(Nc), combining it with the nonce from the server (Ns) and searched for a value

(sol) that when hashed with the nonces, produces a digest with k leading zeros. It

then sends this solution together with the nonces, a Diffie-Hellman value of its own

(gx), the public key PKMN and imprint used in generating the address sucvHID to

the CN. The MN also attaches a signature of the values in message three. It is the

signature that conveys that the MN has authority to initiate routing changes for the

specified HoA.

On receipt of message three, the CN verifies that the solution to the puzzle is

correct, before verifying the signature. Once the signature has been verified, the CN

confirms that the MN HoA is derived from the public key and imprint provided.

Verifying that the sucvHID was generated from the given public key and imprint

value prior to verifying the signature will provide greater resistance to denial of

service attacks and this dissertation argues that these operations should be reversed.

The MN and CN can then derive a session key (K2)
12 for use in an IPsec SA.

The binding update is then sent via this IPsec secured channel.

12K0 and K1 are intermediate values used in the derivation of K2.
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(b) Protocol specification

Figure 5.8: sucvP: Securing Binding Updates with CGAs
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Discussion At the conclusion of the protocol, the CN has strong assurance that

the MN owns HoA (and optionally CoA) and that the MN is reachable at the CoA.

The client puzzle was included in the protocol by Montenegro and Castelluccia

to protect sucvP against denial of service attacks. Its implementation, however,

is ineffective for the following reasons. The puzzle implementation described [126,

127] is a simplified version of the one proposed by Aura [15] that is insufficient for

protecting the protocol, unless the CN is willing to store state, in which case a

computationally based denial of service can be replaced by one targeting memory

resources. The puzzle construction described by Montenegro and Castellucia, like

Aura’s, consists of a nonce and a difficulty parameter. The puzzle response, however,

only includes an initiator selected nonce and the puzzle solution and does not include

the initiator’s identity.

Failing to include the initiator’s identity has a significant impact. For any given

time period (the nonce in the puzzle challenge is changed periodically), only one

puzzle solution is required for all hosts corresponding with the CN, unless the CN

stores state on all puzzle solutions received (within a time period) to ensure that

solutions are not reused.

In addition to being vulnerable to denial of service as a result of a poorly imple-

mented client puzzle, sucvP also appears vulnerable to the return to home variant of

the address flooding denial of service attack. As no protocol messages are exchanged

with the MN’s HoA in the protocol an attacker would be able to generate a key pair

and derive a legitimate address for any target home network, while not necessarily

having access to that network. An assessment of reachability at the claimed HoA

would prevent this attack succeeding, unless the attacker was en route from the CN

to the HoA, in which case the attacker could feign reachability.

This protocol is the only protocol which does not include the binding update

message, but instead uses the exchange to establish keys for use in IPsec. As all

IPv6 nodes are required to implement IPsec, it is reasonable to expect that all nodes

engaging in the protocol will be IPsec capable.

Finally, it is noted that sucvP is computationally inefficient when a MN wishes

to claim ownership of both the HoA and CoA. Montenegro and Castelluccia state

that if the host ID of the HoA and the CoA are the same, then the same protocol

serves to prove that the MN owns both addresses. Otherwise the protocol has to

been run twice, once for each address. It would appear then that the imp cannot

be a network specific value, and at the same time allow a MN to claim ownership
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of both the CoA and HoA in a single protocol execution. It is shown in Section 5.3

that such a constraint is unnecessary.

5.3 Improved Denial of Service Resistance in Bind-

ing Updates

As discussed throughout Section 5.2, a number of protocols have been conceived to

address the security requirements of MIP route optimisation signalling. The IETF

has standardised the return routability test as the mandatory solution believing

it addressed their requirements while simultaneously having minimum impact on

deployed hosts. While return routability does address the IETF requirements, this

dissertation contends that the IETF’s requirements are too restrictive and that the

full range of denial of service vulnerabilities introduced in Section 5.1.2 can be more

completely satisfied. None of the protocols reviewed can be considered entirely

suitable solutions. This dissertation argues that to fully address all identified denial

of service vulnerabilities, the following five goals must be addressed:

1. MIP signalling protocols must be stateless;

2. MIP signalling protocols must resist central processing unit (CPU) exhaustion

attacks;

3. MIP signalling protocols must be implemented in a manner that ensures they

cannot be used as traffic amplifiers;

4. MIP signalling protocols must ensure proof of both HoA and CoA ownership is

provided; and

5. MIP signalling protocols must ensure that reachability at both the HoA and

CoA is verified.

The first three requirements have been discussed extensively already (see Sec-

tion 3.2 and Section 3.3). Requirement 4, ensures that the communicating peer

has authority over a claimed address and requirement 5, corroborates that not only

does the peer have authority over the claimed address, but also that they are active

and willing to receive traffic at the claimed address (ensuring resistance to address

flooding attacks as described in Section 5.1.2).

Some argue that as the CoA does not serve as a host identifier [9] there is

no benefit to these addresses being cryptographically generated. This dissertation,

however, suggests that the use of a CGA-based CoA will be beneficial for integration
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with link local security efforts, such as secure neighbor discovery (SEND) [11], which

use CGAs to protect the local link from a range of threats including denial of service.

Furthermore, the use of CGA based CoAs does not have to be computationally

burdensome. This research presents a protocol for utilising a CGA for both the

HoA and CoA in a computationally efficient manner.

CGAs provide the technical means to securely assert address ownership without

requiring additional authentication infrastructure components. This section of the

dissertation introduces a new protocol, based on CGAs, that resembles Montenegro

and Castelluccia’s but satisfies the identified requirements more completely. The

advantages of the newly proposed protocol over existing schemes include: the use

of CGAs as a mechanism for proving address ownership of both the HoA and CoA;

computational efficiency; and improved denial of service resistance.

This dissertation hypothesises that the minimum number of messages in which

the identified requirements can be met is five, and the newly proposed protocol does

in fact meet the requirements within five messages.

This protocol is more computationally efficient for both the MN and the CN.

As explained in Section 5.2, Montenegro and Castelluccia’s sucvP proposal does not

allow the use of network location imprints without having to run the protocol twice

to prove ownership of both CoA and HoA, which would then have different host

ID. We have proposed a simple mechanism that does away with such a constraint.

Additionally, the newly proposed protocol has improved denial of service resistance

owing to an improved puzzle construction. The protocol is specified in Figure 5.3.

This protocol assumes that MNs use DSA-type public keys of the form PKMN =

gSK in the generation of addresses [53]. The generation of the interface (or host)

IDs is done as follows:

hostID = H62(PKMN |net),

where net denotes the network prefix and PKMN is the MN’s public key.

The protocol allows the MN to prove ownership of the host IDs of both its CoA

and HoA, hostCoA and hostHoA respectively, derived using the above procedure.
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Figure 5.9: Newly Proposed Binding Update Protocol
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5.3.1 Description

The protocol is initiated by the MN selecting two nonces and sending digests of each

nonce, to the CN via its CoA and HoA. Initialising the protocol with two messages

ensures that CNs cannot be used as amplifiers. Hashing the nonces is a technique

adopted from JFK (see Section 3.4.3) and BAKE (see Section 5.2) that allows the

CN to cheaply verify that message five came from the same source as messages one

and two.

On receipt of messages one and two the CN remains stateless, selects nonces of

its own, indicates the current difficulty level (k) for puzzles to the MN,13 initiates

a reachability test for both the HoA and CoA, and initiates the Diffie-Hellman

exchange by selecting gy.

Note that by including initiator specific parameters in the puzzle construction

(Ns), each puzzle is bound to a specific initiator. By also including session specific

nonces, the puzzle is further restricted to a given session instance. As a result of this

improved construction, puzzle solutions cannot be reused and the CN can remain

stateless until message five.

Messages three and four are sent from the CN to the HoA and CoA of the MN

respectively, ensuring that the MN is able to receive traffic at both addresses.

To construct message five, the MN must generate the puzzle to be solved (Ns) and

a solution to that puzzle (sol), generate the binding management key (Kbm), and

a second key derived from the binding management key to authenticate message

five to the CN. Like sucvP, this protocol establishes a key that can be used to

subsequently secure binding update messages.

Proof of knowledge of the private key in this protocol does not require the gen-

eration of a computationally expensive signature (as was used in CAM-DH to prove

ownership of the HoA). Instead, this protocol uses a lightweight and computation-

ally efficient message authentication code.

On receipt of message five the CN is able to reconstruct the tokens used as

reachability tests (Ck0, Ck1) and verify that it is in round trip communication with

a MN able to receive messages at both the HoA and CoA. The CN then recalculates

the challenge for the client puzzle and verifies the solution provided by the MN. On

successful verification of the puzzle solution, the CN has assurance that not only

is the MN reachable at the claimed addresses, but also that the MN is willing to

13The value of k, the difficulty parameter, will be selected by the CN based on an assessment of
the currently offered load.
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commit computational resources to having the protocol proceed.

The CN now verifies that the HoA and CoA are indeed derived from the public

key of the MN. Having now established the benevolence of the protocol peer, the CN

verifies the peer’s authority to issue binding updates for the addresses involved, by

gaining proof of possession of the secret key component of the MN’s key pair. This is

achieved by deriving the binding management key, and the message authentication

code key for message five. Once the MAC has been verified, the CN obtains:

1. strong assurance the MN owns both HoA and CoA;

2. weak assurance that MN is reachable at both HoA and CoA; and

3. strong assurance that the binding management key is shared with MN.

5.3.2 Discussion

The newly proposed protocol meets the following requirements in a computationally

efficient way:

• stateless;

• computationally balanced;

• cannot be used as an amplifier;

• provides cryptographic proof of ownership of both the HoA and CoA; and

• ensures MN is reachable at both the HoA and CoA.

As the Diffie-Hellman parameter of the MN is its public key, this protocol does

not provide for perfect forward secrecy. As the session keys established by the pro-

tocol are used to authenticate binding updates, not provide a confidential channel,

forward secrecy is not a requirement. In the event that the MN’s private key is

compromised, it will need to generate a new key pair, and register a new address at

its home network.

The cost to the MN in proving ownership of both the HoA and CoA in this

protocol is relatively cheap, requiring an exponentiation to derive the session key

and the execution of two functions to derive the binding management and MAC key,

and the cost of generating the MAC.

The security of the newly proposed CGA-based protocol can be broken by:

• Finding an alternate key pair, such that hashing the new public key produces

the same digest as the target key (i.e. H62(PKnew) = H62(PKtarget)). This

implies that the second pre-image resistance property of the function has been

violated. The complexity of this attack is x2n, where n is the number of bits
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MN CN
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α, cert−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
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3)
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Figure 5.10: Simplified Binding Update Protocol

in the hash digest (i.e n = 62) and x is the cost of generating a candidate key

pair.

• Deriving the private key, from the public key used in generating an address.

This would require breaking the underlying problem upon which the crypto

system is based (i.e solve the discrete log problem).

• Find the session key by exhaustive search. Assuming that HMAC-SHA1 [102],

which produces a 160-bit digest, is the pseudo-random function used to generate

the binding management key, then the complexity of exhaustively searching for

the key will be 2159.

If the complexity of violating second pre-image resistance needed to be increased,

the Aura [12] extension technique could be adopted. This, however, would also

increase the, currently minimal, costs associated with generating a CoA.

For a formal evaluation of the security of the newly proposed protocol, it can be

simplified to the equivalent form shown in Figure 5.10;

where,

α = N ′
0|N ′

1

β = N2|N3

K = f(PKy, . . .)

cert = hostID

The PK is self certifying and authentic for MN if hostID = H62 (PK | . . .).
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Table 5.2: MIPv6 Binding Update Security Protocols

B
A

K
E

IE
T

F
R

R

C
A

M
-D

H

su
cv

P

N
ew

DoS
Stateless X X X X X

Computationally balanced X X X X X
Non-amplifying X X X X X

Ownership
HoA X X X X X
CoA X X X X X

Reachability
HoA X X X X X
CoA X X X X X

5.4 Summary and Conclusions

The requirements for securing MIPv6 route optimisation binding updates have been

identified. A number of proposed protocols for securing these updates have been

analysed and found to only partially meet the requirements, particularly with regard

to denial of service resistance and the requirement that MIP signalling not introduce

new security threats. To address the shortcomings of existing proposals, a new pro-

tocol has been proposed. The performance of the newly proposed scheme combined

with its greater coverage of requirements commends it (Table 5.2 summarises the

capabilities of the surveyed protocols).

BAKE was the first protocol to take advantage of the assumed security of the

routing infrastructure to establish a shared secret for subsequent authentication

of route optimisation binding updates. The protocol permits the responder (the

CN) to remain stateless, implements techniques for gradual authentication, and

is computationally balanced. BAKE assumes that reachability at a claimed HoA

implies ownership of this address. No attempts are made in the protocol, however,

to test reachability or ownership of the CoA, a serious failing of the protocol.

The IETF return routability solution for securing route optimisation binding up-

dates also leverages the security of the routing infrastructure. The return routability

protocol assumes that reachability at a claimed address implies ownership of that

address. This assumption is consistent with the unusually weak requirements identi-

fied by the IETF for securing route optimisation binding updates. This dissertation

argues, however, that these requirements are unnecessarily weak. Techniques for

generating addresses that allow ownership of an address to be asserted in a cryp-
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tographically verifiable manner are readily available and should be adopted. The

return routability protocol does test reachability at both addresses and implement a

range of techniques to ensure that the responder in the protocol can remain stateless

and can gradually authenticate requests from the initiator.

The CAM-DH protocol utilises a cryptographically generated HoA and a digital

signature to allow a MN to assert its ownership of a given HoA. An analysis of

the protocol reveals that the signature employed can be replayed, leaving the MN

vulnerable to impersonation. This signature replay vulnerability could be simply

addressed by including a one off value, of the CN’s choosing, in the signature. The

protocol tests the reachability of the MN at both the HoA and CoA with reachability

at the CoA implying ownership of that address. As the CN in the protocol transmits

two messages on the receipt of message one, their is the potential that CNs could

be used as traffic amplifiers.

sucvP was more recently proposed than CAM-DH and uses a CGA based HoA

to allow the MN to prove ownership of the address. The protocol also incorporates

a client puzzle in an attempt to counterbalance computationally expensive opera-

tions at the CN. This puzzle construction was shown to expose the CN to state

exhaustion attacks. The designers of sucvP equate proof of address ownership with

the willingness to receive traffic at an address and do not test reachability of the

MN at its claimed HoA. The failure to test reachability exposes a return to home

address flooding attack. Finally, while the protocol can support proof of ownership

of both the HoA and CoA, this cannot be achieved in a computationally efficient

manner.

A significant contribution of this chapter is a new protocol capable of satisfy-

ing the security and denial of service resistance requirements more fully. The new

protocol uses CGA based addresses for both the HoA and CoA and permits cryp-

tographically verifiable assertions of ownership to be made in a computationally

efficient manner. The protocol includes a well constructed client puzzle that coun-

terbalances both memory and computational expenditure and implements strategies

for gradually authenticating the MN. The protocol requires that the CN tests reach-

ability of both the HoA and CoA as a defence against address flooding attacks. The

messages exchanged in the protocol are symmetric to prevent CNs implementing the

protocol from being misused as traffic amplifiers.

While route optimisation is an optional extension in MIPv6, it is expected to

be widely implemented. The challenges uncovered by the introduction of mobility
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in IP networks highlights the latent impact that the use of dual-use identifiers can

have on networks. The mobility solutions surveyed in this chapter have focussed on

the IETF MIP solution. More fundamental approaches, that attempt to decouple

the routing and host identification functions are also being address by the research

community [138]. Such solutions require modification of the network protocol stack,

however, so may not see universal deployment as rapidly as the IP based solutions.

This chapter has been concerned with the denial of service resistance of bind-

ing updates and the protocols used to secure them. The newly proposed protocol

assumes that the CN in a protocol does not utilise a CGA itself. Where a CN

can be assumed to have a cryptographically generated address, the construction of

key establishment protocols capable of supporting mutual (rather than unilateral)

authentication and other more sophisticated goals, become possibilities. The speci-

fication of a protocol for securing binding updates, where the CN address is also a

CGA is an area for future research.

CGAs have also been proposed as a mechanism for securing IPv6 signalling

messages on the local link [11]. The efficient integration of binding update security

protocols and link local protocols also requires further investigation.
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Chapter 6

Denial of Service in IEEE 802.11

Wireless Networks

Consideration of denial of service in wireless local area networks (LANs) presents

an opportunity to investigate the multiple layers within a communications network

that denial of service attacks and mitigation strategies can be directed. While the

preceding chapters have explored the implementation and modelling of preventative

measures for addressing denial of service, This chapter and Chapter 7 explore the

role of detection and response strategies, when prevention cannot be achieved. This

necessarily requires a detailed understanding of the denial of service threat in wireless

LANs, which this chapter will provide.

Specifically, this chapter considers denial of service attacks in Institute of Elec-

trical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11i wireless local area networks and

makes the following contributions:

• the first comprehensive survey and analysis of denial of service attacks in IEEE

802.11 infrastructure wireless LANs; and

• the identification and analysis of a new denial of service attack in wireless net-

works that exploits the clear channel assessment procedure of IEEE 802.11.

The newly identified and analysed denial of service attack resulted in the release

of AusCERT advisory AA-2004.02 [18] and US-CERT vulnerability note VU#106678

[183].

This chapter requires a detailed technical understanding of the wireless network-

ing standards and protocols discussed, so necessarily introduces a significant amount

135
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of new material. The chapter begins with a review of the procedures and protocols

used to establish and manage a secure connection to an IEEE 802.11i based wireless

network. This is followed, in Section 6.2, by a comprehensive survey of the range

of denial of service attacks and vulnerabilities present in wireless local area net-

works, including the description of a new vulnerability based on the clear channel

assessment procedure used to mediate access to the network.

The broad range of denial of service attacks described throughout this chapter

will demonstrate that preventative measures for addressing denial of service are not

always possible, which motivates our investigation of denial of service detection in

Chapter 7. The catalog of denial of service attacks presented in this chapter forms

the set of attacks that an effective monitoring system must be able to detect.

6.1 IEEE 802.11 Wireless Communications

In 1997 the IEEE ratified a standard specifying the physical layer (PHY) and

medium access control or message authentication code (MAC) layers required for

interoperable wireless communications in LANs [77]. This initial standard provided

low data rate wireless communications over infra-red (IR), frequency hopping

spread spectrum (FHSS), and direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) physical

layers. Numerous amendments have been made to this initial standard to both in-

crease the data transmission rates [78,83] and to enhance security functionality [79].

6.1.1 Entities and Modes of Deployment

Wireless LANs can be deployed in ad hoc or infrastructure mode. Ad hoc mode

allows dynamic and arbitrary groups of devices, known as stations (STAs) to ex-

change information wirelessly. In infrastructure mode, all communications between

STAs are mediated by an access point (AP). The AP may in turn connect the wire-

less LAN to wired networking resources via a distribution system (DS). Figure 6.1

depicts the major components in an infrastructure wireless LAN.

STAs establish a connection to an AP by exchanging management frames that

mediate the process of authentication and association. Once in the authenticated

and associated state, data frames can be exchanged. The state transition diagram,

depicting the IEEE 802.11 state machine is presented in Figure 6.2. The specific

frames that can be transmitted by a STA are dependent on the current state of the

STA. Note that data frames can only be transmitted when the STA is in “State 3”.
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6.1.2 Authentication and Access Control

In infrastructure wireless LANs based on the security enhanced standard IEEE

802.11i, there are two types of networks that can be created: robust security

networks (RSNs) and pre-RSNs (summarised in Figure 6.3).

Pre-RSNs are characterised by the use of open system or shared key authentica-

tion and the use of wired equivalent privacy (WEP) for confidentiality protection.

These are legacy wireless networks. Robust security networks on the other hand,

implement a wider range of security controls and are characterised by the following:

• they implement IEEE 802.1X port-based network access control;

• authentication is achieved via the extensible authentication protocol (EAP);

• key establishment is via the IEEE 802.11i 4-Way handshake; and

• link layer security is provided by the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in

counter-mode with cipher block chaining message authentication code protocol

(CCMP) or temporal key integrity protocol (TKIP)

The security capabilities of an AP are advertised in the RSN information element

(RSN IE).

Where a network is configured to support both robust security network associations

(RSNAs) and Pre-RSNAs, it is said to be a transitional security network (TSN).

As the transitional mode of deployment is only envisaged as a temporary mode of

operation, until such time as hardware is upgraded to support the newer security

standards, we restrict our discussion to RSNAs for the remainder of this subsection.
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Port-based Network Access Control

Port-based network access control, as specified by IEEE 802.1X [80] provides access

control at the network port. Access control in this standard is based on prevent-

ing communications with the network at large, until the network device has been

successfully authenticated. To achieve this, the IEEE 802.1X standard defines a

port access entity (PAE) which contains both a controlled and an uncontrolled port.

Initially, the controlled port, which provides connectivity to the network at large,

is blocked. The uncontrolled port is never blocked, but only relays frame types

required for completing the authentication process. While not originally designed

for wireless LANs, port-based network access control is effective at providing scal-

able access control and authentication.1 These processes as implemented in wireless

LANs are depicted in Figure 6.4.

In IEEE 802.1X parlance, the entity wanting to be authenticated is the Sup-

plicant, which authenticates with the authentication server (AS) through the Au-

thenticator. The authenticator mediates communications between the supplicant

and the AS. The authenticator allows the supplicant to communicate with the AS

1The 802.11i implementation of IEEE 802.1X is slightly atypical as the controlled port is only
unblocked on completion of the 4-way handshake, not on the successful completion of authentication
exchange.
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(so as to authenticate) but with no other part of the network until authentication

is completed successfully. The authenticator does not do the authentication — it

controls the traffic between the supplicant and the authentication server.

A supplicant engages in an upper layer authentication protocol with an AS by

encapsulating the upper layer authentication protocol messages within EAP over

LAN (EAPOL) frames.

Upper Layer Authentication

In order to address security inadequacies in the original wireless local area network

(WLAN) standards, IEEE 802.11i replaces the use of open system authentication

(which is a misnomer, as no authentication occurs in this mode) and shared key

authentication as defined in the original standard, with a process of upper layer

authentication implemented as an EAP exchange over an IEEE 802.1X uncontrolled

port.

The EAP standard [4] as specified by the Internet Engineering Task Force

(IETF) describes a framework for exchanging messages required for performing au-

thentication. The specific authentication protocols are not detailed in the framework

standard, but are instead specified in separate IETF request for comments (RFCs).

For example, RFC2716 defines EAP authentication based on public key certifi-

cates and transport layer security (TLS) and RFC4186 describes an authentication

method using a subscriber identity module (SIM) card as found in mobile phones.

A growing number of RFCs and Internet drafts (IDs) for concrete EAP methods are

emerging, but none are yet recognised as standards track RFCs. Even EAP-TLS

remains an experimental RFC at this point in time.

The adoption of the EAP framework for authentication in wireless networks

presents challenges as EAP was originally designed to address authentication in

wired, point-to-point protocol (PPP) network connections. The implementation of

an EAP method over a wireless link must meet the additional constraints imposed

by the wireless environment and should be carefully selected. Fortunately, the IETF

recognised the poor suitability of many EAP methods for use in wireless environ-

ments and has provided additional guidance on the selection of EAP methods in

wireless environments in the form of RFC 4017 [174].

Once the STA has successfully authenticated with an acceptable EAP method,

the AP’s controlled port is unblocked, allowing the STA to freely communicate with

other network accessible hosts.
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As described to this point, the process for establishing a secure connection to an

IEEE 802.11i RSN is complicated. It involves numerous protocols from a range of

standards bodies, each of which may be exploited by an attacker to cause a denial of

service. A summary of the standards involved in establishing a connection to a RSN

is shown in Figure 6.5 which shows how upper layer authentication is conducted

end-to-end between the Supplicant and the AS using EAP. The authentication

exchange is mediated by the Authenticator (AP) which receives the EAP frames

from the Supplicant within EAP over LAN (EAPOL) frames. The EAP contents

are then relayed to the AS, typically within remote authentication dial in user

service (RADIUS) frames.

Once the Supplicant has been successfully authenticated, the AS will transport

the pairwise master key (PMK), derived as a result of the authentication exchange,

to the Authenticator. The Supplicant and Authenticator can then mutually prove

knowledge of the PMK and establish temporal keys for securing the communica-

tions channel by executing the IEEE 802.11i 4-way handshake. The temporal keys

established via the 4-way handshake are then used to provide link layer security.
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Figure 6.6: IEEE 802.11 MAC / PHY Sublayers (adapted from [77, p28])

6.1.3 Medium Access Control

Once a secure connection has been established to the network, the utilisation of

network resources must still be coordinated among all clients of the network to

maximise network utilisation while minimising delays associated with gaining access

to the medium. This subsection reviews the medium access control (MAC) protocols

used in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs.

The IEEE 802.11 working group standards detail information about the PHY

and MAC protocols required for LANs. As depicted in Figure 6.6, the PHY layer

is further divided into a convergence layer which decouples the MAC layer from

specific PHY layer radio technologies via the physical layer convergence protocol

(PLCP) sublayer2 and the Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sublayer as shown

in Figure 6.6

The PHY layer provides the MAC layer with information about the availability

of the underlying medium (carrier sense functions) and is involved with the reception

and transmission of data.

To provide distributed, but coordinated access to the shared wireless medium,

the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocols perform carrier sense multiple access with colli-

sion avoidance (CSMA/CA). This strategy minimizes the likelihood of two stations

transmitting simultaneously, resulting in a collision and subsequent corruption of

data, while ensuring that the available bandwidth is effectively utilized. Fundamen-

tal to the functioning of CSMA/CA in the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocols is the clear

channel assessment (CCA) procedure performed by the PHY layer.

2The use of this sublayer ensures that the MAC layer is not tightly coupled to a specific PMD
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Clear Channel Assessment

The CCA is used by the MAC layer to determine (1) if the channel is clear for

transmitting data, and (2) for determining when there is incoming data.

Evaluation of CCA is made by the PHY layer and the resulting assessment is

communicated to the MAC layer via the PHY-CCA.indicate service primitive. This

primitive can either be set to IDLE, when the channel is assessed to be clear, or

BUSY when the channel is assessed to be in use.3

Medium Access Control Protocols

Having described the physical carrier sense component of the MAC procedures,

the contention resolution and collision avoidance aspects of the IEEE 802.11 MAC

protocols are now reviewed.

The IEEE 802.11 standards specify both a centralized and distributed coordina-

tion function for controlling access to the shared transmission medium in WLANs

operating in infrastructure mode (i.e. a basic service set (BSS)). These are

known as the point coordination function (PCF) and the distributed coordination

function (DCF) respectively. The DCF is also used to permit the ordered sharing

of network resources in ad hoc, or independent basic service set (IBSS) WLANs.

The PCF is centrally controlled and operates by a master (the access point)

polling slaves (the stations) for any data they may have to transmit. This permits

contention free access to the transmission medium and operates in a speak only when

spoken to paradigm. The PCF mode of operation is not widely deployed, so is not

discussed further.

The DCF as its name suggests provides distributed, but coordinated access to

the shared medium. In coordinating access to a shared medium there are two goals:

(1) permit stations to commence transmission with minimal delay; and (2) prevent

two or more stations from transmitting simultaneously to avoid collisions and data

corruption. In order to meet these goals the 802.11 standard specifies a listen before

talking paradigm for communications medium access, such that a station can only

transmit while no other station is transmitting. This is achieved by having the sta-

tion perform a carrier sense operation, in the form of a CCA prior to transmitting

any data. To minimize the likelihood of two stations sensing the medium idle simul-

3The specific details of how this is achieved differ with each physical layer, but the process
involves the detection of energy beyond some threshold (PMD ED.indicate), or the acquiring of a
valid code lock (PMD CS.indicate)
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Figure 6.7: Inter Frame Spacing Relationships [77, p75]

taneously, the medium must be idle for a period of time known as an inter-frame

space (IFS)4 before transmission (shown leftmost in Figure 6.7 as DCF IFS (DIFS)).

If the medium has previously been sensed as busy, but has now become idle for at

least least the appropriate IFS time, a random backoff procedure is also performed -

further reducing the likelihood of two stations transmitting simultaneously (shown

as the contention window in Figure 6.7). The random backoff time is calculated as

a binary exponential function of the number of unsuccessful attempts to transmit

data, such that as the offered load to the network increases, the larger the range of

possible backoff time values becomes.

In addition to the physical carrier sensing provided via the CCA procedure,

IEEE 802.11 MAC protocols also implement a virtual carrier sensing function which

is discussed next.

Virtual Carrier Sensing

The virtual carrier sensing function of the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer is implemented

as a data structure, known as the network allocation vector (NAV), within each

STA participating in a BSS. Each data, request to send (RTS), or clear to send

(CTS) frame transmitted contains a duration field. This duration value indicates

the length of time the channel will be busy transmitting associated data. Each STA,

on receiving a frame containing a duration field will update their NAV, marking the

medium as busy for an additional period of duration microseconds. The duration

values can be viewed as media reservations which are honoured by all other STAs

4These values are PHY specific and the use of different IFS values allows simplistic prioritization
of traffic to be performed.
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participating in the BSS.

The hidden terminal problem. Unlike nodes in a wired network, all STAs

participating in a wireless network are likely to only ever have a partial view of

the network. This view is determined, in part, by the sensitivity of their antennae.

A partial view of the network, when combined with the fact that collisions occur

at a receiver, gives rise to the hidden terminal problem (see Figure 6.8). Consider

STAs A and B, each within range of AP, but outside of range of each other. If A is

transmitting data to the AP, B will be unable to sense that the medium is currently

in use and may simultaneously initiate a transmission to the AP. This will result in

a collision at the AP and require both A and B to retransmit.

In order to mitigate the challenges presented by the hidden terminal problem,

the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol incorporates a RTS, CTS handshake prior to the

transmission of data. These control frames ensure that any STA within range of the

transmitter, or receiver, will detect the medium is in use and defer transmission. In

Figure 6.8, A indicates that it has data to transmit to the AP by transmitting a

RTS frame (this frame is received by the AP, but is not seen by B). In response

to the RTS, the AP transmits a CTS frame. The CTS frame is, however, received

by B who will update its NAV and defer accessing the medium until the duration

indicated in the CTS frame has passed.
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Medium Access Control Summary

Both physical and virtual carrier sensing are employed by the MAC protocols used

in IEEE 802.11 WLANs. Physical carrier sensing is achieved via the CCA and is

used by the MAC layer to determine if the transmission medium is available for data

transmission. Whenever the MAC layer receives a PHY-CCA.indicate(IDLE) it will

wait for an IFS plus a random backoff time prior to transmitting. When the MAC

layer receives a PHY-CCA.indicate(BUSY) service primitive from the PLCP layer

it will defer from accessing the medium. The PHY layer uses energy detection, code

detection, or some combination of the two to determine if the medium is busy and

sets PHY-CCA.indicate accordingly.

Virtual carrier sensing records duration field values, as seen in data, RTS and

CTS frames, in a local NAV data structure and defers access to the medium until:

(1) all NAV reservations have expired; (2) an IFS interval has passed; and (3) a

random backoff time has passed.

The medium is marked as busy if either the physical or virtual carrier sensing

mechanisms indicate it as such.

6.2 Wireless Denial of Service Attacks

A unique and significant contribution of the current research is a comprehensive

survey of the range of denial of service attacks that may occur in IEEE 802.11i,

infrastructure, wireless networks. The results of this survey are presented graphically

in Figure 6.9 and are based on denial of service attacks reported in the literature [20,

50,69,70,125,132] and the results of this research.

Based on Figure 6.9, the remainder of this subsection will discuss denial of service

attacks in wireless networks that target the physical layer, MAC layer, upper layer

authentication protocols, and vulnerabilities in wireless operating system drivers

and network interface card firmware.

6.2.1 Attacks Targeting the Physical Layer

Equipment based on IEEE 802.11 standards require access to unlicensed spectrum

in the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) or unlicensed national information

infrastructure (U-NII) bands to operate. Specifically, IEEE 802.11b/g equipment

relies on 14 channels of 5MHz each in the frequencies ranging from 2.412GHz through
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to 2.484GHz. IEEE 802.11a equipment, relies on eight channels of 20MHz each

in the frequency range 5.15GHz - 5.35GHz and four channels of 20MHz each on

the frequency range 5.725GHz - 5.825GHz. Any significant interference in these

frequency bands will disrupt radio communications among IEEE 802.11 devices and

result in denial of service. When interference is intentionally generated to disrupt

communications, it is referred to as radio, or radio frequency (RF), jamming. A

prerequisite for RF jamming, and the other attacks described in this section of

the dissertation, is that the attacker be within radio communications range of the

target. This constraint is dominated by two main factors. Firstly, the proximity of

the attacker to the receiver of transmissions, and secondly the transmit power of the

attacker.

To succeed in generating sufficient interference at a receiver, the attacker must

generate a signal powerful enough to make legitimate signals in the spectrum irre-

trievable. In generating a jamming signal, the attacker may target a specific nar-

rowband frequency, or if power permits a wider bandwidth spectrum. The jamming

signal may be transmitted continuously, or be timed to interfere with signals at criti-

cal moments (for example, some wireless intrusion detection and prevention systems

will attempt to frustrate intruder actions by generating acknowledgement (ACK)

collisions, effectively preventing their use of the wireless medium). The strategy

employed by the attacker will be determined in part by the sophistication of the sig-

nal generating equipment they posses, the characteristics of the antennae they are

using, the available power, and the fear of detection and capture that the attacker

possesses. RF jamming attacks are noisy and attackers can usually be localised

using spectral analysers.5

Attacks targeting the RF spectrum are difficult to mitigate using commercial

hardware in unlicensed spectrum. While techniques to increase the cost of success-

fully mounting an RF jamming attack, such as fast frequency hopping over large

bandwidths,6 do exist and are extensively used in military environments, they are

likely to remain impractical for commodity wireless LAN systems. Therefore, wire-

less LANs must be assumed to be vulnerable to RF jamming attacks.

5Such as those provided by Metageek http://www.metageek.net
6While IEEE 802.11 standards do specify a frequency hopping physical layer it offers no protec-

tion against malicious jamming as it uses a narrow bandwidth and the hopping sequence is detailed
in the standard. To offer jamming resistance the carrier signal must hop across a large bandwidth
using a pseudo random hopping sequence known only to the transmitter and receiver.
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Figure 6.10: Station Management Entities (SME) [77]

6.2.2 Attacks Targeting the MAC Protocols

Not only are wireless networks susceptible to attacks at the physical layer, but owing

to an absence of integrity protection and authentication of management and control

frames, they are also vulnerable to attacks targeting the carrier sensing functions

and management frames of the MAC protocols.

Carrier Sensing Attacks

All STAs participating in a wireless BSS will defer transmission when the medium

is sensed, either via physical or virtual carrier sensing, to be busy. It is possible to

convince all STAs that the medium is busy by manipulating the physical or virtual

carrier sensing procedures.

Physical To facilitate correct MAC operation, the IEEE 802.11 standard man-

dates that a Station Management Entity (SME) will be present and able to inter-

rogate layer specific status and control layer specific parameters. The two layers

controlled via the SME are the MAC Layer Management Entity (MLME) and the

PHY Layer Management Entity (PLME). Interactions among the management en-

tities are depicted in Figure 6.10.

It is possible to exploit an optional PLME service primitive7 that places a stan-

dards compliant wireless networking card in a test mode of operation capable of

continuously transmitting a specified bit pattern on a given channel. Once the

attacking node begins transmitting this pattern, all stations within range of the

transmission, including AP’s, will receive a PHY-CCA.indicate(BUSY) assessment

of the channel state until the attacking node is disabled. This results in clients of

7PLME-DSSSTESTMODE.request
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(a) Normal wireless activity on channels 1,6 and
11.

(b) CCA attack initiated on channel 11.

(c) CCA attack in progress. Note the atyp-
ical spectral saturation.

(d) CCA attack terminated.

Figure 6.11: Spectral Analysis of Clear Channel Assessment Attack

the network perceiving the AP as out of range. Experimental analysis conducted as

part of this research indicates that the effect of the attack is almost instantaneous

and results in a complete cessation of all data transfer on the medium.

Figure 6.11 shows the affect of the CCA attack, over time, as monitored by a spec-

tral analyser. The analyser used was the Wi-Spy analyser produced by Metageek,

LLC and the graphs were produced with EaKiu.8 Each of the subfigures depicts

the spectrum analysers view of the 2.4GHz spectrum used by IEEE 802.11b/g de-

vices. The x-axis displays the monitored channel frequencies (channels 1 - 14 can

be monitored). The z-axis smonitors time, and the y-axis signal amplitudes (which

are depicted as colours ranging from blue, for low power, through to red for higher

power densities).

The spectrum analyser was deployed in a lab environment in range of a university

provided wireless network that operated on channels 1, 6 and 11. The monitoring

was performed during normal university hours, with the wireless network under

8http://www.cookwareinc.com/EaKiu/
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average load.

Figure 6.11(a) displays normal wireless activity on channels 1, 6 and 11. Note

that the utilisation of the spectrum within these channels is sparse, with only part of

the assigned frequency being utilised at a given moment in time (this is also obvious

in Figures 6.11(c) and 6.11(d)).

A CCA attack is then initiated on channel 11, in an environment were chan-

nel 11 is unused and distant from other wireless activity (on channels 1 and 6).

Figure 6.11(b) depicts the rapid and complete utilisation of channel 11. Note the

almost square wave form, which while characteristic for this attack, is atypical in

normal IEEE 802.11 wireless transmissions. Figure 6.11(c) shows the spectral view

after the attack has been in progress for a number of seconds. Communications

on channel 11, during the attack, would be completely interrupted. Immediately

adjacent channels would experience increased error rates and as the lower portion

of the sub-figure depicts channels 1 and 6 given their distance from the targeted

channel would remain unaffected.9

Finally, the CCA attack is terminated and the frequency utilisation of channel

11, returns to the pre-attack state (as shown in Figure 6.11(d)).

The spectral analysis performed demonstrates the effectiveness of the CCA at-

tack technique in commandeering a wireless channel. It also demonstrates, however,

that such attacks are noisy, have characteristic signatures and lend themselves to

quick detection. The high level of noise produced by this attack can aid in the

localisation of an attacker as the transmitter they use serves as a primitive homing

beacon.

Virtual Bellardo and Savage report on the vulnerability of IEEE 802.11 wireless

network MAC protocols to fabricate duration fields in RTS, CTS and directed data

frames [20]. Negi and Rajeswaran identify that the 802.11 virtual carrier sensing

function is a specific case of a reservation based MAC protocol and generalise the

results of Bellardo and Savage to any reservation based MAC protocol [132].

By falsifying the duration field in RTS, CTS, or data frames, an attacker is able

to reserve network bandwidth and cause any STA receiving the fabricated frames

to update their NAV and defer accessing the medium. This technique is referred to

9If an extended service set was operation which distributed clients among channels 1, 6 and 11
however, it would be expected that client STAs detecting that channel 11 was unavailable would
migrate to either channel 1 or 6 if in range. This would increase the number of STAs associated
with an AP on the given channel which may negatively impact performance on that channel.
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as virtual jamming.

Interestingly, Bellardo and Savage [20] reported that none of the hardware man-

ufacturers of the network cards utilised in their experiments correctly implemented

the virtual carrier sense functionality. This meant that they were unable to success-

fully implement the attacks in their experimental test bed. The vulnerability is a

feature of the standards, however, and warrants consideration.

Selective virtual jamming is a technique described in a patent application

by AirTight Networks, Inc. [63]. This technique exploits the fact that all standards

compliant devices except the destination of a frame containing a duration field,

must update their NAV and defer access to the wireless medium. The intrusion

detection and prevention system detailed in the patent application uses this feature

of the IEEE 802.11 standards to implement a selective form of jamming (against

intruders or misconfigured devices), in which presumably legitimate STAs are made

the target of a frame containing a duration field (which permits them to access the

medium), while those STAs assessed to be intruders never receive such frames from

the network. Using this approach, legitimate devices can be granted access to the

medium in a round robin fashion or according to some other service schedule.

A significant assumption in the adoption of this technique is that an otherwise

malicious intruder will honour the IEEE 802.11 protocols. As has been shown in

Section 6.2.2 and will be shown in Section 6.2.4, malicious intruders will generally

have both the capability and the motive to violate assumptions with respect to

adherence to the IEEE 802.11 protocols. Specifically, the CCA attack described in

Section 6.2.2 would ignore selective virtual jamming, rendering the countermeasure

ineffective.

Management Frame Spoofing Attacks

Bellardo and Savage document the ease with which attacks targeting IEEE 802.11

management frames could be implemented [20]. Specifically, they demonstrated

denial of service attacks resulting from spoofed disassociation and deauthentication

management frames were feasible.10 Recall from Figure 6.2 that a STA is only able

to transmit data frames when in the final, authenticated and associated state (State

3), so the fabrication of deauthentication or disassociation frames by an attacker

10Many open source wireless security tools now incorporate management frame spoofing capa-
bilities.
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will alter the state of the STA and prevent the target from transmitting data frames

until they have authenticated and associated to the AP again.

In addition to spoofing deauthentication and disassociation frames, Bellardo and

Savage demonstrated that denial of service results when an AP association table (a

finite sized data structure used to store information on associated STAs and their

current state) is flooded with association requests, resulting in the exhaustion of

association table space for legitimate STAs to establish a connection with the AP.

This type of attack is clearly a resource exhaustion based denial of service and must

be addressed by effective resource allocation techniques.

In implementing deauthentication and disassociation management frame spoof-

ing for the purpose of denial of service, an attacker can masquerade as the AP or

a target STA, can broadcast or direct the spoofed frames to a specific STA. An

attacker can flood the network with spoofed frames, or time their transmission,

such that they are only in response to the successful completion of an association

or authentication event, thereby more effectively utilising their own resources and

minimising exposure to detection.

Power Saving Mode Attacks

The IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer management entity implements protocols that per-

mit a STA in an infrastructure wireless LAN to enter a power saving (PS) mode.

While in PS mode, any traffic destined for the dozing STA will be buffered by the

AP. The STA will periodically awaken to listen for AP beacons. The AP will

identify those STAs in PS mode that have buffered unicast frames with a traffic

indication map (TIM) and the presence of multicast and broadcast frames via a

delivery TIM (DTIM)

In order to recover buffered frames from an AP, the STA on detecting that

it has data awaiting collection (as indicated in a TIM or DTIM) will issue a PS-

Poll message to the AP. The AP will then either transmit the buffered frames

immediately, or acknowledge the poll request and transmit the frames when the

medium is available.

As with the management frame attacks just described, the absence of any crypto-

graphic authentication of these frames allows an attacker to: (1) falsify TIM to fool

a STA into believing that there are no buffered frames in the AP awaiting retrieval,

or (2) to masquerade as the dozing STA and forge a PS-Poll frame, such that the

AP will discard the buffered frames while the legitimate STA is still dozing [20].
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6.2.3 Attacks Targeting IEEE 802.11i Authentication

Not only did the additional capabilities in IEEE 802.11i wireless LANs improve the

quality of authentication, but they also introduced additional attack vectors for de-

nial of service. As detailed in Section 6.1.2, authentication in IEEE 802.11i wireless

LANs is based on IEEE 802.1X, EAP, and the IEEE 802.11i 4-way handshake. Each

of these protocols may be the target of a denial of service attack.

IEEE 802.1X and EAP Attacks

The following EAPOL frames affect the state of the IEEE 802.1X authenticator port

access entity:

• EAPOL-Start Sent by the supplicant to the authenticator to initiate an au-

thentication exchange;

• EAPOL-Logoff Sent to the authenticator by the supplicant, to reset the con-

trolled port state to unauthorised (i.e. blocked)

• EAP-Failure Sent from the authenticator to the supplicant on the unsuccessful

completion of an authentication exchange.

• EAP-Success Sent from the authenticator to the supplicant on successful com-

pletion of an authentication exchange.

These frame types are not cryptographically secured, so can be fabricated by an

attacker to interfere with attempts by legitimate STAs to establish a connection to

the wireless LAN. As with IEEE 802.11 management frame based attacks, these

frames can be flooded into the network, or timed to maximise their impact. For

example, an effective use of an attacker’s resources would be to wait until a suppli-

cant had completed an authentication exchange with the AS, prior to transmitting

an EAPOL-Logoff frame to reset the controlled port.

The forgery and premature transmission of an EAP-Success or EAP-Failure mes-

sage (from the AP to the supplicant) prevents the supplicant from completing an

authentication exchange and gaining access to the controlled port.

EAP ID Exhaustion The EAP ID is an 8 bit field in the header of frames ex-

changed between the supplicant and authenticator. It is used as a session identifier,

allowing both the supplicant and authenticator to match requests and responses

within an exchange. It is possible, via a flood of association requests, for an at-

tacker to exhaust the available EAP ID space and prevent new EAP exchanges
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commencing [70].

IEEE 802.11i 4-Way Handshake Attacks

The IEEE 802.11i 4-Way handshake transforms the PMK resulting from end-to-end

authentication of the supplicant to the AS into a pairwise transient key (PTK) used

by the STA and AP to verify negotiated security parameters, transport group keys,

and secure the link layer. The 4-Way handshake is shown in Figure 6.12

In message one, the AP selects a random nonce ANonce and transmits this to the

STA. The STA then combines this ANonce with a nonce of its own choice (SNonce),

the PMK, and the MAC addresses of itself and the AP in a pseudo random function

to generate the PTK. The PTK is in fact three separate keys of 128 bits each. One

of these keys, referred to as the key confirmation key (KCK) is used to generate a

message integrity code (MIC) on the subsequent messages exchanged in the 4-way
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handshake.

In message two, the STA sends an integrity protected and authenticated copy

of its nonce (SNonce) and the robust security network information element (STA

RSN IE) parameters it may optionally have negotiated during association with the

AP. On receipt of message two, the AP can generate a copy of the PTK, recover

the KCK and authenticate the contents of message two.

In message three, the AP includes an integrity protected and authenticated copy

of its nonce (ANonce), a copy of the AP RSN IE (as advertised in its beacons),

and an encrypted copy of the group transient key (GTK) used to secure multicast

communications within the BSS.

In the final message (message four), the STA confirms completion of the 4-way

handshake, with an integrity protected and authenticated ACK.

He and Mitchell [69,70] formally and extensively analysed the IEEE 802.11i pro-

tocols and noted the following denial of service vulnerabilities in the 4-way hand-

shake as well as in the countermeasures implemented by the message integrity algo-

rithm Michael.

Forged Message One Message one is sent in the clear. so can be fabricated by

an intruder. As a result, the STA and the AP will derive PTKs using different values

for ANonce. All attempts to verify messages in the 4-way handshake will fail.

Information Element Poisoning To protect the AP and STA from security roll

back attacks, in which communicating peers are fooled into using weaker security

algorithms than they would independently choose, the 4-way handshake includes

the STAs optionally nominated security suite choice (STA RSN IE) in message two,

and the AP advertised security capabilities (AP RSN IE) in message three.

Unfortunately the STA, in processing message three, performs a bitwise com-

parison of the AP RSN IE against the advertised capabilities, prior to verifying the

MIC of the message. An adversary can therefore spoof a message three with an

incorrect AP RSN IE value, causing the 4-way handshake to abort and the STA to

deauthenticate from the AP.

He and Mitchell point out that even if the processing order was corrected in the

IEEE 802.11i specification, an attacker could still transmit bogus AP RSN IEs in

beacon and probe response frames, thereby poisoning the RSN IE values stored by

STAs [70].
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Michael Countermeasure Attacks

The integrity protection algorithm adopted by TKIP, known as Michael, was de-

signed to meet the constraints that operation on legacy hardware imposed. The

algorithm is computationally lightweight and performs well on the target hardware

platforms. The trade-off in the design, however, was a reduced level of security11

and a dependence on the correct functioning of other components in the system

(initialisation vector reuse for example) [51].

As a result of the design constraints concern has been raised that an active at-

tacker would be able to compromise the message integrity protection afforded by

Michael with as few as 229 messages.12 As a result Michael incorporates counter-

measures that prevent an attacker from generating the required number of messages.

The countermeasures operate on the assumption that message integrity check

failures are indicative of an attack and the source of messages failing the integrity

check are throttled to two messages per minute. This is achieved by the AP deleting

the keys for the session, initialising a 60 second timer, and only allowing re-keying

after that timer has expired.

By introducing message integrity check failures an attacker can invoke the coun-

termeasures and initiate a denial of service attack on the targeted STA. As Edney

and Arbaugh discuss [50, Chapter 11] there are a number of challenges associated

with invoking the Michael countermeasures and other denial of service attacks (as

discussed throughout this chapter) are likely to be easier to mount.

6.2.4 Attacks Targeting Drivers and Firmware

Device drivers are particularly attractive targets for two main reasons. Firstly, they

are developed by the various hardware vendors and not the operating system vendor.

As a result, device driver programmers do not necessarily have a complete under-

standing of all of the kernel data structures that the device driver must interface

with. Hardware manufacturers are under intense pressure to be first to market with

new features for their devices, so device drivers are developed under significant time

pressures and may have only undergone rudimentary testing prior to release. Given

11The security goal for the design of Michael was 20-bits of security, significantly less than the
80-bits of security provided by hash functions such as SHA-1, but does provide limited integrity
protection while meeting the computational constraints of legacy hardware.

12The designers of Michael estimate that the theoretical maximum security level of Michael is
on the order of 30 bits.
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such constraints it is unsurprising that device driver code contains many more er-

rors than other kernel code [36] and is responsible for the majority of system failures

in commodity operating systems [178]. The second reason that device drivers are

attractive targets stems from the fact that current operating systems architectures

execute device drivers as privileged processes. The failure or compromise of a device

driver, then, will potentially result in privileged access to the target system.

Concurrently, wireless network card manufacturers have been migrating func-

tionality out of the card’s firmware and into the user accessible software driver.

Exposing low level functionality, that was previously protected within the network

interface card introduces new vulnerabilities as discussed below.

Flawed Driver

Recently, vulnerability researchers have been actively evaluating the behaviour of

wireless network card drivers and firmware in the presence of unexpected inputs.

This has led to a spate of vulnerability announcements [184, 185] describing denial

of service and remote code execution attacks. The attacks result from the manner

in which invalid frames are handled by specific drivers. Concurrently, other research

has identified that the behaviour of wireless network interface cards can be passively

observed, and the timing of specific frame types can be used as a useful device driver

fingerprinting technique [54]. When these two research directions are combined, it is

readily apparent that attackers have both the means to identify vulnerable devices

and the capability to launch attacks targeting those devices.

Modified Driver

As MAC protocol functionality is increasingly implemented in user accessible soft-

ware, it is possible for malicious or greedy users to modify the behaviour of their

devices to gain unfair access to networking resources and cause denial of service.

For example, an altered MAC layer protocol can be used to facilitate prioritised

access to the wireless medium by reducing IFS values. Modified MAC layer protocols

could also be used for countermeasure evasion by ignoring duration values as applied

in selective virtual jamming (as discussed in Section 6.2.2).
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6.3 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has reviewed and analysed denial of service in IEEE 802.11 wireless

LANs. For the first time the full range of denial of service attacks that can target

the physical transmission medium, the medium access control protocols, the upper

layer authentication protocols, and the drivers and firmware used by wireless network

interface cards have been catalogued. A unique contribution of this chapter.

A new and significant resource exhaustion denial of service attack, targeting the

clear channel assessment procedure used by the medium access control protocols,

was identified and analysed by this research. The attack was of significant concern

that it resulted in both the Australian and US Computer Emergency Response

Teams (CERTs) issuing security advisories [18,183] to users of the technology.

The majority of denial of service attacks described throughout this chapter,

however, are resource corruption attacks in which the fabricated frames are used to

interfere with normal network operations. Providing a framework to allow the con-

tents of management frames to be authenticated would resolve many of the attacks

identified (and is the focus of ongoing standardisation efforts within the IETF13).

The requirement for the protocols used for authentication and key establishment in

these future standards (as well as current EAP methods) will themselves need to

protected against resource exhaustion based denial of service attacks. The strate-

gies and techniques described throughout this dissertation are likely to be useful in

constructing and assessing such protocols.

The current intractability of preventing denial of service in wireless environments

motivates our investigations into denial of service detection in the Chapter 7. The

catalogue of attacks constructed in this chapter is used to assess a newly proposed

specification-based intrusion detection system detailed in Chapter 7.

13http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/11/Reports/tgw update.htm
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Chapter 7

Specification-based IEEE 802.11

Attack Detection

As the previous chapter has demonstrated, current wireless networking technologies

based on Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 standards

possess numerous vulnerabilities. Some of these vulnerabilities originate from the

broadcast nature of wireless communications, others from the protocols used to

manage and authenticate connections to the wireless network. In addition to the

wireless technologies being manifestly vulnerable, those with malicious intent are

likely to have the capability to exercise those vulnerabilities to create denial of

service. The problem is compounded by a dearth of effective preventative measures,

so the reliance on timely detection and response increases and is arguably exigent

for wireless networks.

The notion of monitoring computer systems and networks for malicious activity

is long-standing [7] so this section of the dissertation reviews the state of the art

in intrusion detection in general and in wireless networks specifically. This review

reveals that current wireless intrusion detection systems are inadequate.

In order to address the inadequacies of current approaches, a novel specification-

based detection system is presented. The proposed system is analysed via exper-

imentation and found to be capable of detecting a wide range of denial of service

attacks as described in Section 6.2.

Approaches to intrusion detection are summarised in Section 7.1 and related

work is presented in Section 7.2. The construction of a new specification-based

161
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detection system is described in Section 7.3 and its suitability for detecting denial

of service attacks is analysed in Section 7.4. The performance of the system under

experimental analysis confirms the feasability of the technique and is reported in

Section 7.5. A chapter summary and conclusions are presented in Section 7.6.

7.1 Approaches to Intrusion Detection

Intrusion detection systems monitor either for evidence of intrusions or for deviations

from expected behaviour. When the events of interest to an intrusion detection

system define the undesirable behaviour, or intrusions, the system is said to be a

misuse or knowledge-based intrusion detection system [103, p21]. When the events

of interest to an intrusion detection system are the expected or normal behaviours

of the monitored system, with intrusions defined as deviations of the monitored

behaviour from this baseline, the system is said to be an anomaly or behaviour-

based intrusion detection system [103, p24].

7.1.1 Misuse or Knowledge-based Detection

Events of interest in a misuse-based intrusion detection system are typically repre-

sented as misuse signatures. Note that these signatures refer to the fingerprint of an

attack and are not related to digital signatures as have been discussed in Chapter 3

and Chapter 4. Misuse signatures are derived from known attacks or vulnerabilities

and represent characteristics of the attack that must be present for the attack to

succeed.

The use of pre-defined signatures to identify attacks presents two challenges.

The first is that misuse-based intrusion detection systems are limited to detecting

known attacks (the attack must be known for a signature to be generated). Secondly

misuse-based systems must be updated as new attacks or variants on existing attacks

emerge, increasing the ongoing management complexity of misuse-based systems.

A significant strength of misuse-based systems, however, is their low rate of

false positives, that is the rate at which alerts are raised in the presence of benign

traffic. Assuming that good quality signatures are used in a misuse-based intrusion

detection system, the false negative rate, the rate at which the system fails to raise

an alert in the presence of intrusive traffic, for known attacks is also very low.
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7.1.2 Anomaly or Behaviour-based Detection

While anomaly-based intrusion detection systems have the capability to detect both

known and previously unknown intrusive behaviour, this capability is predicated on

the establishment of a baseline of normal behaviour for the system being monitored.

In practice, this process of establishing a normal baseline has proven difficult, requir-

ing extensive training of the anomaly-based system, selecting the correct features of

the system to monitor, and ensuring that training samples are free from intrusive

behaviour. Training of an anomaly-based system in the presence of intrusive be-

haviours may result in the system incorrectly learning that the intrusive behaviour

is in fact normal, thereby increasing the false negative rate of the system. The dif-

ficulty of feature selection and establishing a baseline for normal system behaviour

has resulted in anomaly-based intrusion detection systems that raise alerts for di-

vergent, but nevertheless, benign activity which contributes to the reputation for a

high rate of false positives that anomaly-based systems have.

More recently the construction of anomaly-based systems that define models of

correct behaviour from explicit policy declarations [42], referred to as specifications,1

instead of observing and learning correct behaviour during a training phase represent

a promising direction for improving the utility of anomaly-based intrusion detection

systems.

7.2 Related Work

The detection system proposed in this dissertation combines state transition mod-

elling with constraints derived from a security policy to construct a specification

of correct behaviour that can be used in an anomaly-based intrusion detection sys-

tem. The relevance of previous work in the areas of state transition modelling,

specification-based intrusion detection, and wireless intrusion detection to the de-

tection system proposed in this chapter is now discussed.

7.2.1 State Transition Modelling for Intrusion Detection

Ilgun et al. [81] propose the use of state transition analysis for intrusion detection.

Their work viewed an intrusion as the progression from some initial state, to a target

1While some authors will refer to specification-based intrusion detection as a separate category
of detection technique to misuse and anomaly detection, this research argues that the specification-
based approach is a useful technique for constructing anomaly-based intrusion detection systems.
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state in which an attacker gains access to additional privileges. By identifying the

intermediate states, without which the attacker cannot progress from the initial to

the target state, a set of signature actions can be determined. These signature

actions can then be represented as a state transition diagram that is used by a

misuse intrusion detection system. The technique was incorporated into the rule-

based expert system STAT [81]. The specification-based approach proposed in this

dissertation draws on the foundational ideas presented by Ilgun et al. [81]. Instead

of using state transitions to model attacks, however, the detection system proposed

in this chapter uses state transitions as the foundation for a specification-based

anomaly detection scheme.

7.2.2 Specification-based Intrusion Detection

Specification-based intrusion detection was first suggested by Ko [99] and required

the definition of desirable application behaviour (with respect to a site security pol-

icy) and the subsequent monitoring of the execution of the application for violations

of the specification. The approach has subsequently seen growing application in

monitoring both host-based applications [182] and, more recently, network proto-

cols [34, 163,173,181].

Uppuluri and Sekar [182] report encouraging results on the application of the

specification-based approach to host-based intrusion detection and described an in-

cremental process of specification development that inspires the extensible aspects

of the model proposed in this research.

Sekar et al. [163] generate a specification-based model of the Internet protocol

(IP) state machine and combine this with more traditional statistical machine learn-

ing techniques for anomaly detection. The model proposed in this research is similar,

in that network protocol specifications are used as the starting point to simplify the

generation of a state transition specification, but differs in that there is no need to

superimpose statistically based techniques to achieve accurate detection of intru-

sions.

Tseng et al. [34] applied the specification-based approach to detecting intrusions

targeting routing protocols in ad hoc networks. The specification of the correct

behaviours expected are created from a finite state machine model of the routing

protocol. While this work serves as a potent stimulant for the approach described in

this dissertation, which applies the specification technique to infrastructure, rather

than ad hoc networks, the proposal in this chapter differs in that it does not require
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the adoption of strong assumptions. For example, there is no assumption in the

proposed approach that MAC addresses cannot be forged and in fact, the proposed

approach allows detection of MAC address spoofing attacks.

Most recently, Tseng et al. [181] have applied the specification-based approach

to an intrusion detection model for another ad hoc routing protocol, the optimised

link state routing (OLSR) protocol. Again, this approach models correct behaviour

as a finite state machine derived from the informal protocol specification combined

with additional security constraints that identify legitimate, but policy violating

messages. Intrusions are then identified as violations of the constraints.

Song et al. [173] apply specification-based intrusion detection techniques to dy-

namic auto configuration protocols used in ad hoc networks, employing formal veri-

fication to demonstrate that distributed monitoring of local behaviours can provide

assurance that global security properties are not violated. The formal verification

methodology also improves confidence that specification-based intrusion detection

should have a zero false negative rate when detecting intrusions that violate the

security specification, which further validates the specification-based approach.

7.2.3 Wireless Intrusion Detection

The widely publicised security vulnerabilities in wireless networking technology have

resulted in an increased awareness of the need for wireless local area network (LAN)

deployments to be complemented by wireless specific intrusion detection systems.

As a result a number of commercial and open source offerings aim to meet this

requirement. In general, however, the underlying techniques that are adopted to

provide a detection capability are inadequate as they are based on malleable MAC

layer parameters (i.e. they rely on MAC addresses or frame sequence numbers,

both of which can be spoofed using consumer off the shelf (COTS) hardware).

Such techniques will arguably be vulnerable to evasion and therefore diminish the

accuracy and effectiveness of systems that use them.

Current approaches for detecting address spoofing attacks include: the monitor-

ing of MAC frame sequence numbers [160, 194], with dramatic changes in sequence

numbers indicative of an intrusion; verification of MAC addresses against lists of

valid users or valid wireless network card vendors [35, 75, 196], or some combina-

tion of the two [114]. As both MAC addresses and frame sequence numbers can be

arbitrarily changed, such approaches are insufficiently robust. While Guo and Chi-

ueh [65] describe how monitoring patterns of sequence number changes can improve
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the robustness of sequence number monitoring for attack detection, the technique

remains unsuitable for policy compliance monitoring.

Techniques based on monitoring the physical characteristics, as viewed by the

receiver of radio transmissions, have also been proposed and implemented. Two

parameters appear to be useful, including the received signal strength indication

(RSSI) which provides a numeric indication of the strength of a received signal, and

observations of round trip time (RTT) measurements. Approaches based on RSSI

monitoring have been reported by Lim et al. [114] and Gill et al. [57,58]. Gill et al.

also report preliminary success on implementing RTT monitoring.

A significant advantage of using physical layer parameters in an intrusion detec-

tion system is that they are much more difficult to accurately predict, and therefore

fabricate, given the dynamic nature of the wireless environment. The use of such

parameters, however, requires considerable fine tuning to the deployment environ-

ment, in order that appropriate thresholds are selected to minimise false positives

and reduce the likelihood of false negatives.

7.2.4 Wireless Intrusion Detection Requirements

Having reviewed related work, this subsection identifies seven critical wireless in-

trusion detection system requirements. These requirements aim to address the defi-

ciencies in current approaches and promote the integration of wireless with existing

wired intrusion detection systems and ease the ongoing management burden associ-

ated with the wireless intrusion detection system.

R1 Passive: The techniques used for wireless intrusion detection should not require

the modification of access points (APs) or stations (STAs). Monitors, or

sensors, should operate in receive only mode so as not to announce their presence

or affect the performance of the network.

R2 Capable of attack and policy compliance monitoring: The wireless intrusion

detection system should be capable of detecting not only attacks, but also mon-

itoring the network for compliance with security policy, including compliance

with approved link layer encryption algorithms and upper layer authentication

methods.

R3 Robust: The techniques employed by the system must not be easily spoofed, or

evaded by intruders.

R4 Accurate and sensitive: The system should be accurate enough so that alerts are

only raised as a result of attack or non-compliant transmissions (minimal false
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positives) and sensitive enough to ensure that all attacks are detected (minimal

false negatives).

R5 Maintainable: The system, once deployed, should not require extensive recon-

figuration as new attacks emerge. Additionally, the system should be flexible

and extensible enough to accommodate changes in the site security policy, or

the addition of new link layer cryptographic algorithms and new authentication

methods.

R6 Flexible: The detection system should be capable of operating in both online and

offline modes, interoperate with existing wired intrusion detection correlation

systems, and be deployable in an autonomous distributed fashion or support

centralised analysis of alerts.

R7 Attack resistant: The detection system, itself, should be designed to resist at-

tacks that target its own resources, providing assurance that the monitoring

capability is not easily disabled.

The specification-based detection system is detailed in Section 7.3 and aims to

address each of these requirements. Where specific design decisions have been made

to meet the identified requirements it will be clearly indicated.

7.3 A Specification-based Detection System

The construction of a specification-based intrusion detection system capable of de-

tecting denial of service attacks is discussed in this section. At a high level, the

system comprises a passive wireless sensor that monitors the radio frequency (RF)

spectrum and constructs a state transition model for each STA and associated AP

that it senses.

The sensor is configured with a specification comprising of state transition models

of the protocols of interest and the constraints imposed on the network by a security

policy. Each frame received by the sensor is evaluated against the specification.

If this evaluation reveals that a security policy constraint is violated or that an

unexpected state transition will result, an alert is raised by the sensor. These alerts

can then be used to identify specific malicious activity (such as denial of service) as

discussed in Section 7.4 and Section 7.5.

The first component of the specification is the state transition model, which

describes the expected states a legitimate, protocol compliant STA and AP would

transition through when establishing a security association (SA). The second is
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the security policy and the constraints it imposes on what are considered compliant

transitions.

For example, a wireless LAN security policy specification that required all APs

to provide robust security network (RSN) services exclusively would be represented

as a constraint for the sensor. Whenever the sensor detected an exchange between a

STA and AP, that is not in violation of the state transition model, but that included

the negotiation of a security association based on wired equivalent privacy (WEP),

an alert would be raised.

7.3.1 The State Transition Model

As identified in Section 6.2 a number of vulnerabilities remain in IEEE 802.11i

networks and attacks may target the unprotected management frames that are used

to control the 802.11, 802.1X and extensible authentication protocol (EAP) state

machines.2

Component Protocol Models

To detect denial of service attacks targeting each layer, a model of the state transi-

tions of each component protocol involved in establishing a SA (that is, the 802.11,

802.1X and EAP state machines) must be constructed.

An overview of the expected exchanges used to establish an SA between an STA

and an AP, along with the resultant, simplified state transition diagram based on

those exchanges, is shown in Figure 7.1(a).

The figure depicts three distinct phases. Phase 1 represents the initial exchange

between a STA and AP that allows the STA to authenticate and associate to the

AP. This phase is represented by the IEEE 802.11 state machine.

Phase 2 represents the upper layer authentication process based on IEEE 802.1X

and EAP, and their underlying state transition models. At the commencement of

Phase 2, the STA is associated and authenticated with the AP, but the controlled

port of the authenticator is blocked.

On successful authentication (i.e. EAP success) the IEEE 802.11i 4-way hand-

shake is performed (depicted as Phase 3). On completion of the handshake, the

authenticator’s controlled port is unblocked and the STA can communicate with the

wider network.

2Paradoxically, it is only because the management frames are in clear text that we can adopt
passive monitoring techniques in our approach.
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Frame Type Classification Target Transition State State Number

Authentication Request +ve WAIT AP OPEN AUTH SUCCESS 1
Authentication Response (success) +ve AUTHENTICATED UNASSOCIATED 2

Association Request +ve WAIT AP ASSOC RESPONSE 3
Association Response (success) +ve AUTHENTICATED ASSOCIATED 4

ReAssociation Request +ve WAIT AP ASSOC RESPONSE 3
ReAssociation Response (success) +ve AUTHENTICATED ASSOCIATED 4

EAP-Request Identity +ve 802.1X INIT 5
EAP-Response Identity +ve WAIT EAP AUTH 6

EAP-Success +ve 4 WAY HANDSHAKE INIT 7
EAPoL-Key (message 3) +ve KEYDONE PORTCLOSED 8

Data +ve DATA TX RX 9
Deauthentication -ve UNAUTHENTICATED UNASSOCIATED 0

Disassociation -ve AUTHENTICATED UNASSOCIATED 1
EAPoL-Start -ve/+ve 802.1X INIT 5

EAPoL-Logoff -ve 802.1X INIT 5
EAP-Failure -ve 802.1X INIT 5

Table 7.1: State transitions caused by various frames.

Model Abstraction

The state transition model employed by the proposed detection system is much

less complex than the contributing state machines. The reason for this is that

the transition model only has to include security relevant states that are passively

observable. A significant number of internal, or security irrelevant states, do not

need to be modelled or are unlikely to be visible to a passive observer.

Two beneficial side-effects of this are that STAs and APs do not need to be mod-

ified and only a limited amount of state must be maintained by the passive monitor

thereby reducing the resource requirements of the monitor. This contributes both

to ease of deployment (per R1 in Section 7.2.4) and to the denial of service resis-

tance characteristics of the systems (per R7 in Section 7.2.4). The sensor could be

provisioned with adequate resources to monitor the state for the maximum number

of STAs that the monitored APs can service. In this way, the wireless IDS is not

the bottleneck resource of the architecture.

Modelling Transitions

Table 7.1 maps the passively observable frame types, that may be encountered by a

sensor in the proposed detection system, to the target transition state (represented

as both a canonical and numeric value) and an indication as to whether the frame

should result in a progression, or regression through the state transition model.

In the ideal case of a STA establishing a connection with an AP, the sensor will
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(a) Frame exchange visible during 802.11i security
association establishment

(b) Specification Based State Transition Model Per STA
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observe a STA issuing an authentication request to a monitored AP. At this time

it will instantiate the required internal data structures and record the STA as being

in State 1 or the canonical WAIT AP OPEN AUTH SUCCESS state.

In a reliable communications environment with error free transmissions, the next

frame exchanged between the STA and AP should be an authentication response

frame from the AP. This will result in the sensor updating the registered state for

the STA from State 1 to State 2.

The initiation of an EAP exchange for upper layer authentication (Phase 3)

will cause the sensor to move the STA from State 4 to State 5. The EAP-Success

message will cause the sensor to update the recorded state of the STA from State 6

to State 7 and to move into Phase 3.

The EAPOL-Key frame (from message 3 of the 4-way handshake) indicates the

completion of the key establishment component of the handshake and the sensor

updates the recorded state of the STA from State 7 to State 8. Finally, the sensor

will update the recorded state of the STA to State 9 when it observes data frames

being exchanged.

Detecting Anomalies

As is clear from the discussion so far, under ideal circumstances, the association

between a STA and an AP should follow a well defined sequence. Deviations from

this expected sequence can be considered suspicious.

Consider Figure 7.1, which depicts the impact of various management frames on

the sensor’s recorded state of an association between a STA and AP. The figure

shows expected transitions along the diagonal axis from the top left to the bottom

right of the figure.

The reception of a frame by a sensor can result in only one of four outcomes.

1. No recorded association exists for the source and destination in the frame, so

an association is created and stored by the sensor.

2. The frame will result in a transition from the current state, to a subsequent

state - that is, a positive transition.

3. The frame will result in a transition from the current state to some previous

state - that is, a negative transition.

4. The frame will be idempotent and the current state will remain unchanged -

that is, a zero transition.
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Table 7.1 documents a number of management frames and classifies them accord-

ing to whether they induce a positive, or a negative shift in the currently recorded

state.

It is noted that a significant number of the denial of service attacks discussed

in Section 6.2 are based on fabricating frames that result in negative transitions.

In Section 7.4 an approach for detecting denial of service attacks by monitoring

transitions in general, and negative transition in particular, is discussed in greater

detail.

7.3.2 Incorporating Security Policy Constraints

While the state transition model constructed serves as a good starting point for

a detection system it must be further refined if requirement R2 is to be satisfied.

In order to detect intrusive actions that do not violate the state transition model

but do violate the security policy, additional constraints must be incorporated into

the specification. These constraints are derived from the network security policy

requirements. For example, these constraints could represent the capabilities that

the network should advertise (via the RSN information element (RSN IE)), the

supported encryption algorithms and the approved authentication methods. For

each of the frames observed, the sensor can be configured to evaluate that these

policy constraints are not violated.

While the proposed system is capable of monitoring the level of security policy

compliance of devices on the network–a unique and significant contribution of this

research–the focus of this dissertation is squarely on the capability of the system to

detect denial of service attacks.

7.4 Attack Detection

This dissertation argues that state transition models can be both efficient and ef-

fective at detecting denial of service attacks in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs. In this

section, the finer details of how state transitions can be used to detect denial of

service attacks is presented. The ability of the proposed system to detect denial of

service attacks as discussed in Section 6.2 is now discussed and the performance of

the approach, based on experimental analysis is evaluated.
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7.4.1 State Transition Monitoring

Denial of service detection in the proposed system is underpinned by the monitoring

of a specification for state transition violations. Recall that any frame received

by a sensor will either progress the association through the state transition model

(positive shift), regress the association (negative shift), or leave the association in

the current state (zero shift).3

In a communications environment that guaranteed all frames would be delivered

in sequence and error free, attack detection could simply be implemented by ensuring

that all associations progressed through the state transition model sequentially (as

in Figure 7.1(b)). The wireless medium, however, is highly prone to non-malicious

interference that can lead to lost, duplicate, and corrupted frames. In such an

environment, the intrusion detection system is likely to be presented with benign,

yet non-sequential transitions through the model. To be usable, the detection system

must be able to distinguish between malicious and benign non-sequential transitions.

The following scenarios provide simple examples of circumstances in which the

sensor of the proposed detection system will detect non-sequential transitions through

the defined state model.

• The sensor may be activated in an environment in which STAs and APs have

already initiated the process for establishing a connection.

• Frame loss may result in the sensor detecting non-sequential progression through

states.

• Negative transitions may be the result of legitimately issued management frames.

Unless the identified scenarios can be accommodated, the false positive rate of

the detection technique would render the system unusable. Fortunately, for denial

of service detection at least, the underlying state transition model can use a simple

counter (referred to as an index of suspicion) to distinguish between malicious and

benign unexpected transitions.

An index of suspicion is maintained for positive, negative and zero shifts and

is used by the detection system to discern between isolated state transition viola-

tions (either negative, positive, or zero shifts from the current state) and repeated

incidences. The underlying hypothesis is that denial of service attacks cannot be

effectively mounted, without the repeated violation of expected state transitions.

3The only state that should experience repeated zero shifts is the data transmission state (State
9)
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The sensitivity of the system is determined by the values given to the indices of

suspicion. When set to suitably low values, the impact that an attacker can have on

a network, if they wish to remain undetected, is significantly constrained and may

be somewhat less than the impact owing to the unreliable nature of the underlying

communications medium.

The improved approach to attack detection which combines an index of suspicion

and state transition monitoring is shown as pseudo code in Algorithm 7.4.1:

Algorithm 7.4.1: EvaluateTransition(currentState, newState)

if newState− currentState < 0

then


comment: Negative shift

ns.ios← ns.ios + 1

if ns.ios > ns.threshold

then raiseAlert()

else if newState− currentState > 1

then


comment: Positive shift of more than 1

ps.ios← ps.ios + 1

if ps.ios > ps.threshold

then raiseAlert()

else if newState− currentState == 0

then



comment: Zero shift (only expected for data transmission state)

if currentState ! = dataTransmissionState

then


zs.ios← zs.ios + 1

if zs.ios > zs.threshold

then raiseAlert()

7.4.2 Detecting Specific Attacks

Raya et al. [151] describe and implement a system for detecting greedy behaviour in

wireless LANs. The system they describe is capable of: detecting STAs using mod-

ified MAC protocols to gain prioritised access to the wireless medium via shortened

inter-frame space (IFS) and back-off timers; and detecting STAs abusing the virtual

carrier sensing functions of the MAC protocols by manipulating network allocation
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vector (NAV) values. Denial of service attack detection, via these avenues can be

achieved by correlating the output of the system proposed by Raya et al. with the

system proposed in this research. Subsequently, attacks based on modified MAC

protocols are not discussed here. Instead the capability of the system proposed in

this research to detect RF jamming attacks, attacks relying on management frame

spoofing, and attacks targeting the authentication protocols will be the focus of this

section.

Radio Jamming

Radio jamming attacks will impact on the sensors view of the network by interfering

with the transmission and reception of frames. This interference will manifest as

either an increase in the number of transmission errors, or the total cessation of any

successful frame transmissions.

It is conceivable that a wireless sensor could be configured to monitor the inter

arrival times (IATs) of beacons from APs in order to gain assurance, via device

driver fingerprinting, that the AP beacons are from a legitimate device; and to

confirm that the AP is operating as expected. The regular receipt of AP beacons

could be considered a heart beat, indicating the health of the device. A failure to

receive heartbeats at the expected times could indicate a jamming style attack is

underway.

Alternatively, given the characteristic and noisy fingerprints of RF jamming at-

tacks, the detection system could correlate its observations with those of a spectrum

analyser, as discussed in Section 6.2.2.

The capability of the detection system to detect RF jamming attacks, will in

part be determined by the deployment location of sensors. If sensors are deployed

in close proximity to access points, then it is possible for the following attack to go

undetected.

Consider an attacker targeting a STA of the network. This STA is some distance

from the AP and sensor, but within range for radio communications. An attacker,

even more distant from the AP and sensor could be within range of the STA, but

outside of the range of the infrastructure (the attacker could be considered a hidden

terminal, from the perspective of the sensor, as depicted in Figure 6.8). Under such

circumstances, a denial of service attack targeting the STA would go undetected.
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Management frame spoofing

Denial of service attacks based on management frame spoofing are both easy to

mount and effective. Management frame spoofing attacks attempt to exhaust the

client association table on an AP, or to interfere with the normal progression through

the state transition model for legitimate STAs, forcing victim STAs to remain in

states from which they are unable to transmit data frames.

Authentication flooding A flood of spoofed authentication requests will exhaust

the client association table maintained by the AP. Attacks based on authentication

flooding will be recognised by the detection system in numerous ways:

1. as unauthorised MAC addresses;

2. as associations that fail to migrate beyond Phase 1 (shown in Figure 7.1(a)); or

3. as STAs that fail to complete authentication within a time-out interval.

Deauthentication and disassociation spoofing Deauthentication and disas-

sociation frames will move an association between a STA and AP, as recorded by a

sensor, to State 0 and State 2 respectively. This transition back to the initial states

of Phase 1, are most costly when an AP and STA have completed the upper layer

authentication and key establishment of Phases 2 and 3. While these frames are

used for legitimate purposes in a wireless LAN (for resource management and load

balancing for example), the repeated appearance of such frames should be considered

suspicious.

As will be discussed in greater detail in the experimental results (Section 7.5), the

use of an index of suspicion proved an efficient and effective means for distinguishing

legitimate from malicious frames.

Power saving

Attacks targeting the power saving mode of operation in wireless LANs either fabri-

cate the PS-Poll frame used by a STA to recover buffered frames, or by fabricating

the traffic indication map (TIM) / delivery TIM (DTIM) beaconed by the AP.

PS-Poll Spoofing By pre-empting a PS-Poll frame from a legitimate STA, an

attacker can convince the AP to discard buffered data for that STA. Such an attack,

will appear to the sensor as multiple PS-Poll frames (the spoofed and legitimate

frames) within a single dozing period.
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TIM Spoofing The TIMs / DTIMs contained in AP beacons should only be

updated when either (a) data for a dozing STA arrives and needs to be buffered,

or (b) a dozing STA awakens and issues a PS-Poll frame. While data arriving for

a STA may not arrive over the wireless link and will therefore be invisible to the

sensor, the PS-Poll frame must be transmitted over the wireless link. Simply, TIM

spoofing attacks can be detected by the sensor noting the removal of a STA from

the TIM in the absence of a PS-Poll frame being issued by the STA.

While not explicitly modelled in Figure 7.1(a), the incorporation of states related

to the power saving mode could be incorporated with minor extensions. This would

permit the detection of both attacks as just described.

EAP Frame Spoofing

Section 6.2.3 identified that, like management frames, EAPOL-Start, EAPOL-Logoff,

EAP-Failure, EAP-Success frames can be fabricated and used to mount denial of

service attacks against wireless LANs using IEEE 802.1X port-based network access

control.

Depending on the sensor’s currently recorded state for an association between a

STA and an AP, each of the EAP frames identified will result in either a positive,

or a negative transition. For example, if a STA was in Phase 1 (from Figure 7.1(a))

and an attacker spoofed an EAPOL-Start frame from that STA, the sensor would

update its recorded state for that STA to State 5, when it observed the EAP-Request

Identity response from the AP. Note that aggressively updating the recorded state of

the association between the STA and AP allows the detection system to compensate

for lost frames, which are likely in wireless environments.

If, however, the STA was in Phase 3, the sensor would downgrade the recorded

state for the association between the STA and AP.

The specification-based detection system described in this chapter is able to

detect attacks spoofing these frames much in the same way as with the deauthen-

tication and disassociation frame spoofing attack. In the presence of a legitimate

STA attempting to establish a connection to the wireless network, attacks based

on these frames would appear as repeated unexpected transitions (as the attacker

and legitimate STA compete to establish connections and disrupt the connection

establishment process).
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Michael Countermeasures

In order to mitigate against active attacks Michael, the integrity algorithm used

in temporal key integrity protocol (TKIP), implements countermeasures. These

countermeasures, as discussed in Section 6.2.3 can be the target of a denial of service

attack.

While message integrity code (MIC) failures are logged by the STA or AP,

the specific audit message carrying this notification is encrypted under the current

pairwise transient key (PTK). As a result it is not available to a passive observer.

The behaviour of a STA or an AP responding to an attack against the Michael

countermeasures, however, will be passively observable.

When a STA detects two MIC failures within one minute, it will deauthenticate

itself from the AP and refrain from transmitting frames for 60 seconds. When an

AP detects two MIC failures within one minute, it will issue a broadcast deauthen-

tication and refuse frames for the next 60 seconds.

This behaviour is passively observable and could be used to infer attacks target-

ing Michael countermeasures. This inference could be corroborated by a security

analyst investigating the security logs of the AP, where the security event will have

been logged.

IEEE 802.11i 4-Way Handshake

The following denial of service attacks can target the IEEE 802.11i 4-way handshake

(see Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.12): RSN IE poisoning (in beacons or Message 3); a

forged Message 1, or through resource exhaustion via protocol blocking.

Each of these can be addressed by the proposed detection system. RSN IE

poisoning will be detected as the sensor is monitoring the RSN IE for policy com-

pliance, so will recognise if a different RSN IE is used in either fabricated beacons,

or a fabricated Message 3.

An attack utilising a forged Message 1, will be conspicuous as the sensor will

observe two distinct ANonce values for a single run of the protocol. Additionally,

the protocol will fail to complete properly as the STA and AP will derive differing

PTKs and will be unable to successfully move to State 9 and begin transmitting

data.

In order to deal with attackers attempting to exhaust the resources of an AP

by commencing, but never completing the 4-way handshake, a timer can be used to

identify stale, or stalled protocol runs.
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Invalid Frames

The recent reporting of a range of frame handling vulnerabilities as discussed in Sec-

tion 6.2.4 presents significant challenges to the adoption of COTS radios in intrusion

detection infrastructure. If the firmware of monitoring stations is vulnerable to these

types of attacks, they will be unable to correctly process the attack frames without

becoming a victim to the attack themselves. This is in violation of requirement that

the monitoring system be attack resistant (R7 ).

If the sensors, however, are not vulnerable they could incorporate a signature

based matching scheme for offending frames, which according to the vulnerability

reports identified, will be atypical whether in size, format, or content.

7.5 Experimental Analysis

The proposed attack detection system was implemented as a Snort wireless pre-

processor and its performance in detecting a range of denial of service attacks was

evaluated. In particular the following characteristics of the system are evaluated [41]:

Accuracy the ability of the system to correctly classify benign events as such. That

is, a measure of the false positive rate of the system.

Completeness the ability of the system to accurately detect all attacks and not

incorrectly identify intrusive behaviour as benign. That is, a measure of the

false negative rate of the system.

Experimental testing included both benign traffic (for assessing the accuracy of

the system) and malicious traffic (for assessing the completeness of the system).

Experimentation revealed that the system does demonstrate a low level of false

positives and that the rate of false positives is tightly coupled with the frame loss

rate of the sensor.

The system was able to correctly identify all attacks implemented in the experi-

ment, so the technique can be considered complete.

In evaluating the accuracy and completeness of the system, experimentation also

provided assurance that the use of indices of suspicion was effective.

7.5.1 Experimental Set-up

The experimental setup (shown in Figure 7.2) included a legitimate STA and AP, an

attacking STA, and three sensor nodes. The legitimate STA and AP were configured
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Figure 7.2: Wireless Intrusion Detection Experimentation Overview

to establish a robust security networks association using IEEE 802.1X port-based

network access control and to authenticate using EAP-TLS. This provided an infras-

tructure against which a number of denial of service attacks could be implemented.

The three sensor nodes were placed at increasing distances from the monitored

AP in order that the performance of the system with varying degrees of frame loss

could be evaluated. The experiments were conducted in an environment where a

number of university campus, commercial, and private wireless networks were known

to be active so that the performance of the system in a busy RF environment could

be assessed.

7.5.2 Testing Procedure

To assess both the accuracy and completeness of the system, two separate tests were

conducted.

Accuracy

The accuracy of the system was evaluated by exposing the sensors to non-malicious

traffic. Under such circumstances, the intrusion detection technique should not raise

any alerts.
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Completeness

In order to test the completeness of the proposed technique the ability of the sys-

tem to detect attacks was assessed. The testing procedures involved mounting the

following attacks (using custom wireless frame injection tools) against the wireless

infrastructure with the STA and AP at varying stages of association establishment.

The attacks implemented included:

• Deauthentication frame spoofing;

• Disassociation frame spoofing;

• Association frame flooding;

• Authentication frame flooding;

• EAP-Success spoofing;

• EAPOL-Start spoofing;

• EAP-Failure spoofing;

• EAPOL-Logoff spoofing; and

• EAP-Request Identity spoofing.

Each of the nine attacks was mounted with the STA and AP at the following

levels of association:

• secure communications link fully established;

• prior to initial IEEE 802.11 authentication and association; and

• during IEEE 802.11i authentication and key establishment.

Mounting the attacks at various stages of association permits an analysis of

the effect of various attack frames at each of the identified stages and attempts to

emulate the realistic scenario of an authentic network in which a large number of

STAs are likely to be at differing stages of association with the network.

7.5.3 Results

The accuracy and the completeness of the detection technique proposed by this

research are evaluated in this section.

Accuracy

Indices of suspicion were used to ensure that the legitimate use of management

frames that are commonly used for mounting denial of service attacks did not result
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Zero = zero state transition tolerance threshold exceeded,
Pos = positive state transition tolerance threshold exceeded,
Neg = negative state transition tolerance threshold exceeded,

noSA = Data frame detected from a MAC without SA,
nonCompliantNet = RSN IE does not match the required RSN IE,
unexpected frame = unexpected frame received for current state,

unexpected frame flood = unexpected frame tolerance threshold exceeded.

Figure 7.3: Alarm Legend

in alerts from the sensors. These values proved effective in contributing to the

accuracy of the system. Experimentation, however, did reveal that the system was

susceptible to false positives in the presence of frame loss.

Sensor three, the most remote sensor, did raise a number of alerts in the presence

of benign traffic. The alarms raised were Pos indicating that the positive transition

threshold had been exceeded, and noSA indicating the presence of data frames

between a STA and AP that have not yet established a security association. These

alarms appear to have resulted from a high rate of frame loss at the sensor. The other

two sensors, that were in closer proximity to the access point, did not experience

any frame loss during experimentation and did not exhibit any false positives.

It is noted that the accuracy of the system could be improved by correlating

outputs from multiple sensors in order to compensate for frame loss or corruption

at a specific sensor. Alternatively, the values used as indices of suspicion could be

assigned dynamically as a function of the current level of frame loss experienced by

a given sensor.

Completeness

Table 7.2 shows a summary of the detection results for the proposed state-transition

monitoring technique. All three sensors detected each of the attacks.

The first column in the table (labelled Attack) describes the detected attack

type and includes the expected state transition in parentheses. The second column

(labelled Alarms) describes the type of alarm generated by the sensor and displays

(in parentheses) the state transition sequence that triggered the specific alarm. The

alarms are detailed in Figure 7.3.
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Attack Alarms

Deauthentication Zero (0→0), Neg (1,2...→0)
Broadcast Flood DoS (9→0) noSA (0→9)

Targeted Deauthentication Zero (0→0)
DoS (9→0)

Client Initiated Targeted Zero (0→0), Neg (1,2...→0)
Deauthentication DoS (9→0) noSA (0→9)

Disassociation Broadcast Zero (2→2),
Flood DoS Attack (9→2) Neg (3,4...→2)

Targeted Disassociation Zero (2→2),
DoS (9→2) Neg (3,4...→2)

Client Initiated Targeted Zero (2→2),
Disassociation DoS (9→2) noSA (2→9)

Association Flood unexpected frame (flood)
Authentication Flood unexpected frame (flood)

EAP-Success Flood unexpected frame (flood)
EAPoL-Start Flood Zero (5→5),

DoS (9→5) noSA (5→9)
EAP-Failure Flood Zero (0→0), Neg (1,2...→0)

DoS (9→5) unexpected frame (flood)
EAP-Logoff Flood Zero (5→5), Neg (6,7...→5)

DoS (9→5) noSA (5→9)
EAP-Request unexpected frame (flood)

Identity Flood DoS

Table 7.2: State Transition Attack Detection and Alarms
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7.5.4 Analysis

The proposed technique was capable of detecting all attacks implemented in the

experiment. Additionally, the implementation was able to correctly classify each

of the attacks by simply extracting the type-subtype fields of the frame causing an

increment in an index of suspicion, and then examining the address fields of the

frame.

In the first row of Table 7.2, the detection systems response to a broadcast

deauthentication frame flood is recorded. The expected transition for when such

frames are received by STAs is a negative shift from the current state, back to state

0. The Zero alarm is raised when the sensor, having already updated the state of an

associated STA, receives the subsequent frames of the flooding attack. The negative

shift (Neg) is recorded for all STAs that had a state (greater than 0), recorded by

the sensor. The noSA alarm is present, as STAs, who owing to frame loss did not

receive the deauthentication frame, attempt to send a data frame. The presence of

data frames from a STA in state 0 will trigger the noSA alarm.

Note that an unexpected frame alarm is raised for frames, classified as positive

frames (see Table 7.1), that would result in a transition from the current state, to a

lower state.

An alarm type of Zero was correctly raised in all flooding attacks.

For each of the management frame denial of service attacks, an alarm type of

Neg was also correctly raised indicating a denial of service attack. Whenever a data

frame was detected to/from a MAC address that hadn’t completed its SA, a noSA

alarm was raised.

Snort-wireless,4 an open source wireless intrusion detection system, implements

a pre-processor for detecting flooding based attacks. This research notes, however,

that the algorithm employed requires a threshold number of frames per second to

be exceeded before an alarm is raised.

A significant advantage of using a state transition monitoring approach, is that

attack detection is attack rate independent. This means that the state transition

monitoring approach will detect attacks, even if the attacker attempts to evade

detection by transmitting attack frames at low rates. The currently proposed system

will detect the attack as repeated negative or zero shifts in the state transition model.

The proposed technique was capable of reliably detecting all tested attacks. The

adoption of indices of suspicion contributed to the overall accuracy of the technique

4http://snort-wireless.org
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but was unable to compensate for false positives related to frame loss. The false

positive rate of the system appears tightly coupled to the rate of frame loss, with

the sensor farthest away from the monitored AP being the only sensor to generate

false alarms. It is noted, however, that a simple correlation of outputs from each of

the sensors would have eliminated these false positives.

7.6 Summary and Conclusions

Wireless networks are widely used. The nature of the wireless medium and the

relative immaturity of wireless standards means that not all denial of service attacks

can be dealt with preventively. This motivates research into effective techniques for

detecting denial of service attacks targeting wireless networks.

Wireless networks based on the IEEE 802.11i standards are vulnerable to a

wide range of denial of service attacks that can target the physical layer, medium

access control protocols, or upper layer authentication protocols. This chapter has

introduced a new specification-based wireless intrusion detection system, that is

capable of detecting the full spectrum of commonly used denial of service attacks

that target wireless networks.

The design was constructed to meet the requirements for wireless intrusion de-

tection systems identified in Section 7.2.4. In particular the design is:

• Passive: The detection technique described can be implemented in receive only

monitors. No modifications to either STAs or APs are required.

• Suitable for Attack and policy compliance monitoring: The incorporation of

security policy as constraints on valid transitions allows the technique to be

used to detect both attacks and policy compliance violations. The focus of this

chapter has been on the denial of service attack detection capabilities of the

proposed technique.

• Robust: The specification-based technique is robust and can resist attempts

by attackers to evade detection. The key observation made in this regard is

that all denial of service attacks evaluated require the repeated violation of the

expected transitions in the state transition model. These will be detected once

the threshold index of suspicion has been exceeded.

• Accurate and sensitive: Experimental analysis indicates that the technique is

both accurate and sensitive. The use of indices of suspicion were particularly

effective at mitigating false positives.
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• Maintainable: As a behaviour based, anomaly detection system, the monitoring

components will be easily maintained. No updates to the monitor’s specification

will be required, so long as all attacks result in a violation of the state transition

model described in the specification. Based on the catalogue of denial of service

attacks constructed in Chapter 6, Section 7.4 described how each of the denial

of service attacks could be detected as a state transition violation.

• Flexible: The implementation of the detection technique allows the monitor to

analyse live traffic and recorded traffic allowing flexible deployment.

• Attack Resistant: The sensor can be provisioned with sufficient resources to

monitor the state for the maximum number of STAs that the monitored APs

can service. In this way, the wireless IDS is not the bottleneck resource of the

architecture.

The design was tested experimentally and found to be reliable and effective at

detecting denial of service attacks. Accuracy of the detection technique is dependent

on the rate of frame loss at the sensor and further work is required to determine

how results from multiple sensors might be correlated to increase the accuracy of

the system. Further work is also required to incorporate detection of some of the

more esoteric attacks into the state transition model (power saving mode attacks,

for example).

Provided that new denial of service attacks cause a violation of the underlying

state transition model (as all current attacks do), the proposed specification-based

scheme will be able to detect these new attacks without the specification having

to be upgraded. This greatly simplifies the management complexity when large

numbers of sensors are deployed.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The end-to-end design principles of the current Internet, in which only functional-

ity that is universally required resides in the core of the network, has contributed

significantly to the high level of innovation demonstrated on the Internet. A major

consequence of migrating functions from the core of the network (where the func-

tions of flow and error control resided in the Advanced Research Projects Agency

Network (ARPANET), for example), to user accessible, end-host systems is an in-

creased level of vulnerability. This vulnerability manifests, as malicious users are

able to modify critical functions (such as congestion, flow, and medium access con-

trol protocols) and interact in unanticipated ways with the network. As network

resources are shared, often these actions result in degradation or denial of service

for other users of the network.

Presuming that the end-to-end principles endure as the Internet continues to

evolve, improved host-based techniques will be required to ensure that the many

critical applications and systems accessed via the Internet may be resistant to denial

of service attacks. The utility of stateless cookies demonstrates that important

denial of service resistance functionality (source address validity testing) can be

implemented end-to-end, rather than in the network (ingress filtering to prevent

spoofed source addresses).

Proposed strategies for dealing with denial of service attacks were presented in

Chapter 2. A number of these would require significant re-engineering of the core

network infrastructure (network enforceable capabilities as discussed in Section 2.3,

for example) and are unlikely to be widely deployed in the near future. Other, less
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onerous approaches, such as overlay networks, allow for incremental deployment and

do not require the wholesale upgrade of core network components. Such approaches

do, however, depend on efficient and effective mechanisms to authenticate and secure

connections to the overlay.

While not completely solving the denial of service problem, authenticated and

secure communications channels can simplify the management of the problem. Typ-

ically, cryptographic authentication and key establishment protocols are required for

the construction of secure channels, but such protocols are, themselves, highly vul-

nerable to denial of service attack. Denial of service resistant authentication and

key establishment protocols, then, appear to be a linchpin for expanding the range

of technical measures available for addressing the denial of service problem.

The aim of this research was to contribute to improved denial of service resis-

tance in the protocols and technologies used by critical information infrastructures.

Specifically, the research sought to:

1. identify the techniques that can be adopted by key establishment protocols to

improve their resistance to denial of service attacks;

2. evaluate techniques for the objective analysis of denial of service resistance in

key establishment protocols; and

3. develop improved techniques for detecting denial of service attacks.

This dissertation has detailed contributions in each of these areas. Section 8.1

reviews contributions and research directions for denial of service resistance in key

establishment protocols; Section 8.2 reviews contributions and research directions

for the modelling of denial of service; Section 8.3 reviews contributions and future

research directions for denial of service in mobile IP networks; and Section 8.4

reviews contributions and future research directions for the detection of denial of

service in wireless networks.

8.1 Denial of Service Resistant Key Establishment

Chapter 3 reviewed the denial of service strategies and techniques available to the

designers of key establishment protocols. Three strategies were identified: (1) coun-

terbalancing memory expenditure; (2) counterbalancing computational expenditure;

and (3) gradual authentication. A number of protocols, designed with the goal of

denial of service resistance, were reviewed. This review revealed that few protocols

implemented techniques encompassing all three strategies, and that the poor im-
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plementation of some techniques did not serve to protect the protocol as intended.

Recommendations relating to the correct application and combining of techniques

were made.

The range of techniques for implementing denial of service resistance strategies

in key exchange protocols is currently limited. Future work should investigate new

classes of underlying problems suitable for use as proofs of work. The adversarial

models under which the techniques described are secure, also needs further investi-

gation.

Finally, it was identified that methods for quantitatively assessing the denial of

service resistance of a protocol would allow the objective selection and analysis of

denial of service resistance techniques. This was the subject of Chapter 4.

8.2 Modelling Denial of Service Resistance

Given the error prone nature with which denial of service resistance techniques can

be applied, justifies the use of modelling tool. Such tools can be used to objectively

assess the denial of service resistance of a protocol. This provides the protocol

designer with a useful tool for gaining confidence in the techniques they have im-

plemented. It also permits an objective comparison of alternate denial of service

resistance techniques.

The cost-based modelling framework, proposed by Meadows [119,120] was iden-

tified as a suitable candidate for assessing the denial of service resistance of protocols

and was evaluated in Chapter 4.

The framework proved useful for evaluating the denial of service resistance of the

Just Fast Keying (JFK) protocol and was able to identify two, previously undocu-

mented, computationally-based denial of service attacks. The process for applying

the framework, however, was manually intensive and the allocation of costs, some-

what subjective. More comprehensive intruder models, more specific and quantita-

tive allocation of costs, and the automation of analysis using the model are areas

for future work. It is noted that since publishing results relating to the application

of the framework other researchers are investigating the use of automated tools for

performing cost-based analyses of protocols [180].
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8.3 Denial of Service in Mobile IP Networks

The access of information via mobile and wireless devices is an increasing phe-

nomenon. The untethered nature of such communications challenges the underlying

assumptions upon which the security of stationary and wired hosts is implemented.

This trend motivated the investigation of denial of service in mobile and wireless

networks for the remainder of the thesis.

Chapter 5 reviewed the threats introduced by mobility solutions proposed by

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). A number of proposed protocols for

addressing the identified threats were reviewed, but none were found to fully address

all identified requirements. A new protocol, capable of addressing the requirements,

was proposed and analysed. This analysis revealed that the new protocol did indeed

more fully satisfy the identified requirements.

Further work is required in this area and includes the design and analysis of

protocols that support mutual authentication of both the mobile node (MN) and

correspondent node (CN), where the CN’s address is also derived cryptographically.

The use of cryptographically generated addresses in both a computationally ef-

ficient and privacy preserving manner presents interesting challenges and warrants

further investigation.

8.4 Detection of Denial of Service Attacks in Wire-

less Networks

The final two chapters of the dissertation (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) investigated

denial of service in wireless networks. Wireless networks are vulnerable to attacks

that can target any layer (ranging from the physical to the application layer). A sig-

nificant and previously undocumented vulnerability in the clear channel assessment

(CCA) procedure used by all IEEE 802.11 wireless stations was discovered by this

research. This discovery resulted in security advisories being issued by both the Aus-

tralian and US Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT). These advisories

are provided in Appendix A.

Chapter 6 also presented the first comprehensive catalogue of denial of service

threats facing IEEE 802.11 infrastructure networks. This was followed in Chapter 7

by the design and analysis of a specification-based detection system, capable of

detecting denial of service attacks targeting IEEE 802.11 wireless networks.
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The CCA attack remains an unmitigated threat to IEEE 802.11 wireless net-

works. A solution to this problem specifically, and denial of service resistance in

limited bandwidth radio channels remains an open problem.

Further work is required to more comprehensively evaluate the specification-

based detection technique’s capability to detect more esoteric attacks (such as the

power saving mode attacks, for example). The integration of the specification-based

monitoring approach with wired intrusion detection systems, the development of

the policy specification language, and the correlation of alerts with those from other

detection systems, are also areas requiring further investigation.

8.5 Concluding Remarks

The growing dependence on readily available, and functioning, communications net-

works and information systems highlights the growing importance of availability in

general, and denial of service resistance specifically, as a security goal. The impor-

tance of confidentiality and integrity have been long recognised and there is not only

a deep understanding of how they can be assured, but also a vast array of tools and

techniques that can be employed in their acquisition. The same cannot be said for

denial of service resistance.

This research has investigated the network denial of service problem. Contribu-

tions to the prevention, modelling and detection of denial of service attacks targeting

key establishment protocols, mobile IP (MIP) route optimisations, and wireless net-

works have been described. These contributions provide new techniques that can

be utilised to improve the prevention, modelling, and detection of denial of service

attacks in critical information infrastructures.
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Appendix A

CERT Advisories Resulting from

Research Activities

A.1 AusCERT

-----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE-----

Hash: SHA1

===========================================================================

AA-2004.02 AUSCERT Advisory

Denial of Service Vulnerability in IEEE 802.11 Wireless Devices

13 May 2004

Last Revised: --

- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Description

A vulnerability exists in hardware implementations of the IEEE

802.11 wireless protocol[1] that allows for a trivial but effective

attack against the availability of wireless local area network

(WLAN) devices.

An attacker using a low-powered, portable device such as an

electronic PDA and a commonly available wireless networking card
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may cause significant disruption to all WLAN traffic within range,

in a manner that makes identification and localisation of the

attacker difficult.

The vulnerability is related to the medium access control (MAC)

function of the IEEE 802.11 protocol. WLAN devices perform Carrier

Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), which

minimises the likelihood of two devices transmitting

simultaneously. Fundamental to the functioning of CSMA/CA is the

Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) procedure, used in all

standards-compliant hardware and performed by a Direct Sequence

Spread Spectrum (DSSS) physical (PHY) layer.

An attack against this vulnerability exploits the CCA function at

the physical layer and causes all WLAN nodes within range, both

clients and access points (AP), to defer transmission of data for

the duration of the attack. When under attack, the device behaves

as if the channel is always busy, preventing the transmission of

any data over the wireless network.

Previously, attacks against the availability of IEEE 802.11

networks have required specialised hardware and relied on the

ability to saturate the wireless frequency with high-power

radiation, an avenue not open to discreet attack. This

vulnerability makes a successful, low cost attack against a

wireless network feasible for a semi-skilled attacker.

Although the use of WLAN technology in the areas of critical

infrastructure and systems is still relatively nascent, uptake of

wireless applications is demonstrating exponential growth. The

potential impact of any effective attack, therefore, can only

increase over time.

2. Platform

Wireless hardware devices that implement IEEE 802.11 using a DSSS

physical layer. Includes IEEE 802.11, 802.11b and low-speed (below

20Mbps) 802.11g wireless devices. Excludes IEEE 802.11a and

high-speed (above 20Mbps) 802.11g wireless devices.

3. Impact

Devices within range of the attacking device will be affected. If
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an AP is within range, all devices associated with that AP are

denied service; if an AP is not within range, only those devices

within range of the attacking device are denied service.

Minimum threat characteristics:

o An attack can be mounted using commodity hardware and

drivers - no dedicated or high-power wireless hardware is

required

o An attack consumes limited resources on attacking device,

so is inexpensive to mount

o Vulnerability will not be mitigated by emerging MAC layer

security enhancements ie IEEE 802.11 TGi

o Independent vendors have confirmed that there is

currently no defence against this type of attack for DSSS

based WLANs

The range of a successful attack can be greatly improved by an

increase in the transmission power of the attacking device, and

the use of high-gain antennae.

3. Workarounds/Mitigation

At this time a comprehensive solution, in the form of software or

firmware upgrade, is not available for retrofit to existing

devices. Fundamentally, the issue is inherent in the protocol

implementation of IEEE 802.11 DSSS.

IEEE 802.11 device transmissions are of low energy and short range,

so the range of this attack is limited by the signal strength of

the attacking device, which is typically low. Well shielded WLANs

such as those for internal infrastructures should be relatively

immune, however individual devices within range of the attacker

may still be affected. Public access points will remain

particularly vulnerable.

The model of a shared communications channel is a fundamental

factor in the effectiveness of an attack on this vulnerability.

For this reason, it is likely that devices based on the newer IEEE

802.11a standard will not be affected by this attack where the
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physical layer uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

(OFDM).

It is recognised that the 2.4G Hz band suffers from radio

interference problems, and it is expected that operators of the

technology will already have in place measures to shield their

networks as well as a reduced reliance on this technology for

critical applications.

The effect of the DoS on WLANs is not persistent - once the jamming

transmission terminates, network recovery is essentially immediate.

The results of a successful DoS attack will not be directly

discernable to an attacker, so an attack of this type may be

generally less attractive to mount.

At this time, AusCERT continues to recommend that the application

of wireless technology should be precluded from use in safety,

critical infrastructure and/or other environments where

availability is a primary requirement. Operators of wireless LANs

should be aware of the increased potential for undesirable activity

directed at their networks.

REFERENCES:

[1] IEEE-SA Standards Board, "IEEE Std IEEE 802.11-1999 Information

Technology - Telecommunications and Information Exchange Between

Systems-Local and Metropolitan Area Networks - Specific Requirements

- Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) And Physical Layer

(PHY) Specifications," IEEE 1999.

http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.11-1999.pdf

- -------------------------------------------------------------------------

AusCERT would like to thank the Queensland University of Technology (QUT)

Information Security Research Centre (ISRC) for the information contained

in this advisory. AusCERT would like to thank all vendors that participated

in this process and provided recommendations for mitigation and/or

confirmed details of the vulnerability.

- -------------------------------------------------------------------------

- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

AusCERT has made every effort to ensure that the information contained
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in this document is accurate. However, the decision to use the information

described is the responsibility of each user or organisation. The decision to

follow or act on information or advice contained in this security bulletin is

the responsibility of each user or organisation, and should be considered in

accordance with your organisation’s site policies and procedures. AusCERT

takes no responsibility for consequences which may arise from following or

acting on information or advice contained in this security bulletin.

If you believe that your computer system has been compromised or attacked in

any way, we encourage you to let us know by completing the secure National IT

Incident Reporting Form at:

http://www.auscert.org.au/render.html?it=3192

AusCERT also maintains a World Wide Web service which is found on:

http://www.auscert.org.au.

Internet Email: auscert@auscert.org.au

Facsimile: (07) 3365 7031

Telephone: (07) 3365 4417 (International: +61 7 3365 4417)

AusCERT personnel answer during Queensland business

hours which are GMT+10:00 (AEST). On call after hours

for member emergencies only.

Postal:

Australian Computer Emergency Response Team

The University of Queensland

Brisbane

Qld 4072

AUSTRALIA
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A.2 US-CERT

Vulnerability Note VU#106678

IEEE 802.11 wireless network protocol DSSS CCA algorithm vulnerable to

denial of service

Overview

The IEEE 802.11 wireless networking protocol contains a vulnerability

that could allow a remote attacker to cause a denial of service to any

wireless device within range.

I. Description

IEEE 802.11 wireless network protocols use a Clear Channel Assessment

(CCA) algorithm to determine whether or not the radio frequency (RF)

channel is clear so that a device on the network can transmit data.

The CCA algorithm used in conjunction with Direct Sequence Spread

Spectrum (DSSS) transmission is vulnerable to an attack in which a

specially crafted RF signal will cause the algorithm to conclude that

the channel is busy, so that no device in range of the signal will

transmit data. This type of signal is sometimes called "jabber." The

attacker must be actively transmitting a signal and within range to

affect wireless devices. This vulnerability is more thoroughly

documented in AusCERT Advisory AA-2004.02. AusCERT notes that devices

that use 802.11 and DSSS transmission encoding are affected:

Wireless hardware devices that implement IEEE 802.11 using a DSSS

physical layer. Includes IEEE 802.11, 802.11b and low-speed (below

20Mbps) 802.11g wireless devices. Excludes IEEE 802.11a and high-speed

(above 20Mbps) 802.11g wireless devices. This is not an

implementation vulnerability; any 802.11 DSSS device, including

wireless network cards and access points, is vulnerable. WEP, WPA, or

other WLAN security features will not protect vulnerable devices. As

explained in a Technical Summary by researchers at the Queensland

University of Technology (QUT) Information Security Research Centre

(ISRC), this vulnerability exists in the Packet Layer Convergence

Procedure (PLCP) layer, below the MAC layer. MAC layer security will
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not mitigate this vulnerability.

It is worth noting that since 802.11 management frames are weakly

authenticated (VU#391513), it is possible for an attacker to DoS an

802.11 network by sending de-authentication or failed authentication

frames using the spoofed MAC and IP addresses of an access point.

Tools that perform this type of attack are publicly available

(FATA-jack, airjack, wlan-jack). While the CCA attack may be less

expensive for an attacker, both attacks have similar characteristics

(active attacker in range using commodity hardware) and impacts (DoS

while attacker is in range and active). Wireless networks in general

are also subject to RF interference or jamming. Careful consideration

should be given to the use of commercial grade wireless networks for

applications that require high availability.

II. Impact

An unauthenticated, remote attacker can cause any vulnerable device

within range to stop transmitting, causing a denial of service.

III. Solution

A complete solution is not available for 802.11 DSSS devices. As noted

by AusCERT, "...a comprehensive solution, in the form of software or

firmware upgrade, is not available for retrofit to existing devices.

Fundamentally, the issue is inherent in the protocol implementation of

IEEE 802.11 DSSS." Sites running wireless networks should consider

security and availability requirements, network design, and the

workarounds listed below.

Use non-DSSS 802.11 protocols

802.11 protocols that use frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) or

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) are not affected by

this vulnerability. 802.11a uses OFDM, 802.11 can use FHSS, and

802.11g can use OFDM. Note that this workaround will not provide

protection against management frame spoofing or RF attacks.

Constrain wireless networks

Depending on the application and site infrastructure, it may be

possible to prevent attackers from getting in range of 802.11 networks

by using physical barriers (walls, fences, elevation, etc.). In
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addition, different building materials provide various degrees of

shielding.

Do not rely on 802.11 for high availability

Due to the inherent vulnerabilities in 802.11 (VU#106678, VU#391513,

RF interference), do not deploy 802.11 networks for applications that

require high availability (e.g. safety, critical infrastructure).

Systems Affected

Vendor Status Date Updated

3Com Unknown 13-May-2004

Alcatel Unknown 13-May-2004

Apple Computer Inc. Unknown 13-May-2004

Aruba Networks Vulnerable 7-Jun-2004

AT&T Unknown 13-May-2004

Avaya Unknown 13-May-2004

Cisco Systems Inc. Unknown 13-May-2004

D-Link Systems Unknown 13-May-2004

Extreme Networks Unknown 13-May-2004

Foundry Networks Inc. Unknown 13-May-2004

Hewlett-Packard Company Unknown 13-May-2004

IBM Unknown 13-May-2004

Juniper Networks Unknown 13-May-2004

Linksys Unknown 13-May-2004

Lucent Technologies Unknown 13-May-2004

Marconi Unknown 13-May-2004

Microsoft Corporation Unknown 13-May-2004

MiTel Unknown 13-May-2004

Motorola Unknown 13-May-2004

Nokia Unknown 13-May-2004

Nortel Networks Unknown 13-May-2004

ZyXEL Unknown 13-May-2004

References

http://www.auscert.org.au/render.html?it=4091

http://www.isrc.qut.edu.au/resource/techreport/wireless/

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/srchabstract.jsp?arnumber=1319575&

isnumber=29245&punumber=9227&k2dockey=1319575@ieeecnfs

http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.11-1999.pdf
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Credit

This vulnerability was researched by the Queensland University of

Technology (QUT) Information Security Research Centre (ISRC) and

coordinated by the Australian Computer Emergency Response Team

(AusCERT).

This document was written by Art Manion.

Other Information

Date Public 05/12/2004

Date First Published 05/13/2004 02:39:32 AM

Date Last Updated 04/13/2005

CERT Advisory

CVE Name CAN-2004-0459
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